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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
This work presents a novel, formal approach to the so-called

symbol anchoring problem, which has

been recognized to be crucial in principle for any cognitive robot interacting with the real environment. Our approach provides a general solution to this problem by automatically computing all
plausible world models about the objects of the robot's environment, and complies with a broader
context of research on articial intelligence, symbol grounding and philosophy of cognition.
Articial intelligence research on autonomous agents aims at modelling human intelligent behaviour in order to facilitate cognitive robots solving complex tasks and to improve our understanding of the human mind.

Symbolic representations are considered necessary for explaining

human intelligence and intelligent behaviour in general [Anderson, 2003b]. Symbols denote objects
and states of aairs, this way enabling an agent to maintain an abstract knowledge representation of its world and to reason about symbols. But using symbols also gives rise to the so-called

symbol grounding problem :

the problem of how to causally connect an articial agent with its

environment such that the agent's behaviour, as well as the mechanisms, representations, etc.,
underlying it, can be intrinsic and meaningful to itself, rather than dependent on an external
designer or observer [Ziemke, 1999, p. 1]. In other words, an autonomous agent needs to assign
its own semantics to such natural language terms like table, sunlight or victory in order to be
able to interpret correctly what they stand for. Without its own, intrinsic meaning of symbols, the
agent may be simply manipulating meaningless symbolic tokens at best. Typical approaches to
the symbol grounding problem presuppose direct interaction with the agent's environment. However, current approaches seem not to have gained considerable approval of the cognitive science
community, such that the symbol grounding problem still remains unsolved. Among the reasons
for this situation are that the problem is understood dierently in various communities such as in
psychology or philosophy, who have identied non-uniform requirements regarding an appropriate
solution, while some of these requirements seem insurmountable.
A cognitive robot is one which is endowed with animal or human like cognitive capabilities
in order to solve complex tasks in complex environments, e. g. the real world.

Typical control

architectures of cognitive robots include a deliberative level for symbolic knowledge representation
and reasoning, possibly a probabilistic level for representing and maintaining the robot's state, and

1 Although

a sensorimotor level for controlling the robot's actuators and interpreting sensor data.

data items referring to objects of the world are maintained dierently and completely separate on
each level of representation, those which stand for the same object of the world have to consistently
refer to the very same real-world object regardless of their level of representation in order for the
robot to solve its tasks successfully.
For example, consider a cognitive robot servicing in a dynamic household environment and
the knowledge of a cup of tea being located on the table in the kitchen. Let some suitable object
models on the sensorimotor level aord the robot to recognize certain kinds of objects of interest
like a kitchen, a table and a cup.

1 Examples

On the one hand, perceptual information about particular

of such control architectures of cognitive robots are described in e. g. [Gat, 1992, Althaus and Chris-

tensen, 2003, Heintz and Doherty, 2004a].

1
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instances of such kinds of objects is stored at least temporarily in the sensorimotor representation
for the purpose of solving the robot's tasks eciently, e. g. the image region of the cup as seen
in the robot's camera. On the other hand, the symbolic reasoning and planning system refers to

Cup 1 . How could we make sure that both data items refer
to the very same object of the environment?

individual objects using symbols, e. g.

The process of creating and maintaining the correct connection between a symbol denoting
an object and its corresponding perceptual image (called percept), both referring to the same
physical object, is called

symbol anchoring.

In principle any cognitive robotics system which

utilizes symbols denoting objects of the world and perceptual images of these objects has to
solve the symbol anchoring problem somehow.

While research on symbol grounding considers

the meaning of all kinds of symbols, the eld of symbol anchoring studies the correspondences
between object symbols and their real-world images in particular. Most current cognitive systems
implement an ad hoc solution which may work for the specic, intended application under certain
conditions. Only since recently a few researchers began to study symbol anchoring systematically
towards a domain-independent and well-founded solution. However, we know of no other general
and formal approach to the symbol anchoring problem with similarly high expressiveness as the
one we present here.

Overview of Results

Our work suggests a novel, formal and general symbol anchoring ap-

proach with proven characteristics. Based on the rst-order logical Fluent Calculus, our approach
inherits rich expressiveness with respect to knowledge representation and reasoning. The ability
to determine and to maintain all plausible hypotheses of correspondences between object symbols and percepts automatically, counts as one of the outstanding features of our approach. In
accordance with phenomenalism, representationalism and the sense-data theory of philosophy of
cognition, the computation of our approach is based on a number of fundamental concepts. First,
the independence of the symbolic representation from perceptual information has to be retained
by symbol anchoring and information fusion. Second, anchoring a certain object symbol has to
take into account all potential candidate percepts of the given object category. Conversely, each
percept has to be associated with some object symbol as it embodies a potential correspondence
candidate. Fourth, intervals of perceptual values endow our approach with a concise, yet explicit
representation of perceptual uncertainty, which accounts for sensory noise and imprecision. Lastly,
the meaning of perceptual predicates denoting phenomenal concepts of objects like red, empty
or tall, is determined by pre-dened relations with ranges of perceptual values in our approach.
In summary, our work represents a formal and general approach to the symbol anchoring problem, which enhances previous approaches in terms of exibility, applicability and expressiveness,
and which completely automates the process of determining and maintaining all plausible hypotheses of correspondences between object symbols and perceptual images of physical objects. Being
applicable in any domain, an implementation of our approach would endow a cognitive robot with
a solution to the symbol anchoring problem, which any cognitive robot has to solve in principle.
This way, our approach improves the robustness, precision and performance of cognitive robots
interacting with and interpreting their environment.

Structure of the Thesis
approach.

This work comprises two related versions of our symbol anchoring

First, the uni-modal version is designed for cognitive robots equipped with a single

sensor and is better suited for explaining the basic idea behind our approach. The multi-modal
version generalizes from this limitation, while becoming more complex. We also present proofs of
important characteristics of our approach, e. g. consistency properties, as well as the proof that the
uni-modal approach is a special case of the multi-modal approach. We will compare our approach
with other relevant work regarding expressiveness and further important characteristics. As far
as it is applicable, we will evaluate our approach according to several prominent criteria and tests
known in the literature.
We begin with describing the relevant context of our approach with respect to various elds of
research in Chapter 2, motivate and introduce the problem addressed here in detail, and provide

3

the foundations that our approach requires. The Chapters 3 to 5 describe our approach in detail
and compares it with related work. Thereof, Chapter 3 explicates the fundamental and common
concepts of both versions of our symbol anchoring approach. The uni-modal version is explained
thoroughly in Chapter 4. Next, Chapter 5 presents our generalized, multi-modal symbol anchoring
approach and proves important properties. This work concludes in Chapter 6 with discussions,
various evaluations and suggestions for improvements.

4
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Chapter 2
Foundations
The epistemological background of our central topicthe symbol anchoring probleminvolves
various elds of philosophy.

Wittgenstein [1961] proposed a motto that reects the basic idea

behind our approach: In order to tell whether a picture is true or false we must compare it with
reality. In the following, we summarize those philosophical concepts that are the most relevant
ones in the context of our approach.

2.1 Philosophy
This section includes some selected philosophical concepts that we consider important for a better
understanding of the motivation behind our approach to the symbol anchoring problem and for
explaining the terminology used. Most of the concepts are discussed in the philosophical literature
on language or cognition.

2.1.1

Philosophy of Language

In general, the research on philosophy of language concentrates on studies about how natural
language is used, how language gains its meaning and how speakers interpret language.

Being

closely related with symbol grounding, philosophy of language also discusses how the meaning of
language relates to the real world and to truth. This section will clarify a number of concepts of
this eld.

2.1.1.1 Object
The concept of an

object

is probably the most central one in our work, but also one with diverse

denitions. A typical, comprehensive dictionary may list more than a dozen entries for the term
object, which range from objects of thought to things that may actually be perceived by the
senses.

object

The existence of the object in the real world is emphasized by using the term
in our work, similar to Russell [1903] using the term

entity.

physical
x,

A variable name, e. g.

traditionally stands for an object in logical formulas [Wittgenstein, 1961].

Categories

of objects are frequently employed in natural language for abstracting from irrel-

evant properties or particular entities, while emphasizing that all members of the category share
certain characteristics. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs denote various types of categories:
kinds of objects, events, states, features and actions. Each feature of an object and combinations
of features represent a potential basis for associating the object with a category.

Accordingly,

all things are members of an innite number of dierent categories. The benet of categorizing
objects is to sort the alternatives that we might confuse the object with, thus reducing the uncertainty involved in acting upon the object according to information theory [Harnad, 2005]. We
will make use of such categories of objects in our approach, too, e. g. book.
5
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2.1.1.2 Reference to Objects
Various terms for referring to objects are known in the literature on philosophy of language, among
which are the proper name, the indexical and the singular proposition.
A

proper name

1 While

is a linguistic or logical expression which refers to a particular object.

a number of dierent theories intend to explain the role of proper names in natural language, the
descriptive theory sustains our approach at best. The

descriptive theory

states that the referent

of a proper name is determined by a set of properties of the object under consideration. These
properties serve as a description of the object, which allows to resolve the reference uniquely in
the ideal case [Reimer, 2006].
Similarly, the meaning of a so-called

indexical

arises from its descriptive content, by which the

referent is determined. Examples of indexicals are I, now, he and this, which illustrate that
the reference to an individual depends on the context of the expression, e. g. time, speaker, hearer
and place of the utterance. Hence, the reference is dependent on the meaning which the speaker
associates with the expression [Reimer, 2006].
The meaning of a

singular proposition

can be considered the same as the meaning of an

identierthey both stand for references of particular individuals [Fitch, 2005]. When used as
an indexical, singular propositions dier from identiers. Also note that the referents of constant
identiers are not necessarily unique.

For instance, both of the constants Zeus and Jupiter

denote the same individual: the supreme classical deity.
Two kinds of descriptions referring to an object are distinguished in natural language: denite
and indenite descriptions.

A

denite description

determines the reference in a given context

2 Using Russell's logical formalization

uniquely, i. e., the expression denotes a particular individual.

of natural language, a denite description is determined by The
predicate

P

x

such that

P (x ),

where the

denotes the descriptive content of the reference [Russell, 1905]. The strict meaning of

the article the expresses a denite description in natural language.
In contrast, an

indenite description

denotes an arbitrary individual which satises the given

specication. We typically use the article a (or an) for an indenite description when we want
to express a reference to some suitable object. In Russell's terms, this can be formalized as An

x

such that

P (x ),

which stands for a reference to an arbitrary member of the class of

P -objects

[Russell, 1905]. Note that an indenite description indicates a single individual of the given class
only.
In general, a symbolic expression is said to

designate

an object in the cognitive science com-

munity if the symbol system can either aect the object directly, or can behave in ways dependent
on the object [Newell and Simon, 1976].

The process of determining the referent or referents

of a referring expression is called reference resolution in natural language processing. Herein, a
pronoun or a denite noun phrase that refers to an object in the world is interpreted based on
knowledge about the world and on the context of the given expression [Russell and Norvig, 2003].

2.1.2

Philosophy of Cognition

The early example called Plato's allegory of the cave illustrates the focus of research in philosophy
of cognition nicely [Plato, 360 B.C.]. Plato described how some prisoners are bound in a cave in
such a way that they cannot even move or turn their heads, but can only observe the wall in front
of them. Their perspective has been restricted like that since their birth. There is a distant re
which casts shadows of the prisoners themselves and of other people in the cave onto the wall. Due
to the restricted perspective, the prisoners take the shadows to be actual individuals or objects of
the world.
Besides the long debated, pervasive mind-body problem a number of interesting questions arise

3 For instance, could a cognitive robot ever

from Plato's allegory in the eld of cognitive robotics.

be capable of gaining direct experience of its environment, such that it is aware of its perception,

1 A proper name may also purport to refer to an object.
2 A denite description identies an object uniquelyat least from the perspective of the
3 The modern interpretation of the mind-body problem is attributed to Descartes [1965]

speaker.
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and could not be fooled in experiments such as the Total Turing Test (cf. Section 2.2.4.1) [Harnad,
1993]? To what extent does real perception dier from simulated perception of a robot in a virtual
world? Modern philosophical theories about these questions seem to be inapplicable to cognitive
robotics due to disagreement on foundational issues like consciousness and intelligence of robots.
Two modes of experience are to be distinguished:

direct

and

indirect awareness .

To be indi-

rectly aware of something means that the awareness of it depends on the awareness of something
else.

Accordingly, we perceive an object indirectly, if we perceive it by virtue of perceiving a

dierent object [Jackson, 1977].

Returning to Plato's allegory, the prisoners bound in the cave

live with indirect awareness of their environment. Note that indirect awareness is related to, but
seems to be independent of consciousness of perception.
Illusion and hallucination are prime examples of

perceptual seemings often introduced
problem of perception :

discussions on philosophical theories of cognitionwhich typify the

in
If

these kinds of error are possible, how can perception be what it intuitively seems to be, a direct
and immediate access to reality? [Steup, 2006] Thus, perception may be characterized according
to its

immediacy, also called givenness.

An experience is called immediate or given, if the cognitive

consciousness of it emerges without any inference involved, and if the awareness of it is certain
[BonJour, 2001]. Returning again to Plato's allegory of the cave, the immediacy of the prisoners'
experience is easy to interpret for an external, omniscient observer, but not for the prisoners
themselves.
In the view called

direct realism

humans are conceived to directly and immediately experience

physical objects of the world and any sort of mediation in perception is denied [BonJour, 2001].
The immediacy of perception proposed in this theory eliminates the need for a justifying or causal
inference from objects of experience to physical objects of the external world. The

naïve realism

is a stronger view stating that the appearance of objects of sensory experience is exactly the same
as the appearance of physical objects [Le Morvan, 2004]. In contrast,

indirect realism

asserts that

we only experience the world with indirect awareness involved.
Assuming that we only have indirect access to objects in the external world, two theories of
the philosophical literature explain how our beliefs are justied by sensory experience: representationalism and phenomenalism.

Representationalism

holds that the experience of perceived objects

forms a subjective representation. The representation is considered to be caused by the physical
objects of the external world, thus allowing to infer their existence and justifying our beliefs based
on sensory experience [BonJour, 2001].

The subjective representation depicts parts of a larger

external world through intermittent and partial perception. It is worthwhile mentioning the distinction between primary qualities of physical objects, e. g. size or shape, and secondary qualities,
e. g. colour or taste, a notion which may be attributed to dierences in degrees of immediacy of
experience.

Regarding the above-mentioned allegory of the cave, the representationalist's view

allows the prisoners to recognize the physicality of the shadows on the wall, and yet keeping in
mind the unlikely event of the shadows being an illusion.
The view called

phenomenalism

holds that our mental propositions about the external world

are solely based on features of and relations between objects of our sensory experience.

While

this view may appeal to modelling cognitive robots in the rst place, it neglects the importance
of interaction between an agent and the physical world and of agents communicating features of
their surrounding world [Mach, 1914].
What are the sensory objects which we are aware of in our experience of the external world
in the representationalism and indirect realism views, and whose shape seems to oer direct
access to physical objects intuitively? According to the

sense-data theory ,

which is probably the

most popular answer, we are directly aware of private, non-physical entities which constitute our
immediate experience. The sense-data objects possess all the phenomenal properties that appear
to us through our senses, and thus depend on the particular mind [Huemer, 2005, Crane, 2005].
Furthermore,

cognitivism

counts among the most inuential views, which our approach is

based on. Cognitivism relates to representationalism. The former follows the general hypothesis
that the central functions of mind and thinking can be modelled by explicit rules manipulating a
symbolic representation [Anderson, 2003a]. Cognitive agents and robots are intended to perform
complex actions in dynamic environments employing higher-order cognitive abilities like planning,
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reasoning and introspection. The sensory objects abstracting the perception of external, physical
objects as parts of the symbolic representation can be considered as internal, subjective and agent
dependent sense-data entities.
Perception typically provides a potential source of sensory evidence for the representation of
the external world and for the beliefs adopted from the experience. Common sense demands that
we should believe what we perceive, and cognitive agents and robots should do likewise. Thus, if
the agent's perception is consistent with its beliefs, the agent should believe what it sees, or in
other words, seeing is normally believing [Bell and Huang, 1999, p. 1]. The diculty arises from
the fact that beliefs may always be mistaken. The reader is referred to the literature on belief
revision and belief update, since these are not the focus of our approach [Hansson, 1997]. Here it
suces to point at the interesting principle of the AGM theory of belief revision that new evidence
is to be considered more reliable [Alchourrón, 1982].

2.1.3

Conclusion

The theories and views briey summarized above form the philosophical and conceptual background of our approach. At several stages throughout our below explications, where a conceptual
or technological decision was necessary for the approach, we will refer back to these concepts for
an appropriate motivation and justication. We intended to minimize the subjective engineering
bias of our approach by conforming to established conceptual views wherever the opportunity was
given.

2.2 The Symbol Grounding Problem
In this work we present a formal, general approach to the symbol anchoring problem. However,
before turning to the symbol anchoring problem itself, the more fundamental symbol grounding
problem needs to be introduced rst.

2.2.1

Motivation

The human cognitive and behavioural capacity seems to be

symbolic,

most notably our natural

language and deliberative skills [Harnad, 1990]. The use of symbols in representations is considered
necessary for explaining human intelligence and the processes of complex, intelligent behaviour
behind it [Anderson, 2003b]. Among typical candidate tasks that are believed to require a symbolic
representation are activities involving other agents, because this often causes one to predict their
actions, activities reaching beyond the sensory limits of the agent, reasoning about the knowledge
of other agents, and solving complex problems [Anderson, 2003a]. The aim of research in articial
intelligence is to develop models of agents which are capable of such complex, intelligent activities.
Therefore, especially in the eld of so-called Good Old-Fashioned Articial Intelligence (GOFAI),
a term coined by Haugeland [1985], the focus has long been on symbolic information processing
models of the mind. Proponents of GOFAI emphasize the importance of symbolic representations;
for instance Newell and Simon [1976, p. 114] said, Symbols lie at the root of intelligent action.
Whenever the tasks a cognitive robot is asked to perform require the system architecture to
include a symbolic knowledge representation, the symbol grounding problem arises immediately:
How can the symbols of a symbol system bear
doubtlessly intrinsic to ourselves.

meaning in itself.

For instance, our thoughts are

On the other hand, the internal representation of a pocket

calculator only becomes meaningful in the head of a human interpreter. Hence, the meaning is
extrinsic and meaningless to the pocket calculator itself, or in other words, the symbols' meaning
is parasitic on their interpretation through an external observer/user [Ziemke, 1999, p. 1].

2.2.2

Description

Harnad [1990, p. 340] provided a popular description of the

symbol grounding problem :

How is

symbol meaning to be grounded in something other than just more meaningless symbols? Ziemke
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[1999, p. 1] dened it more specically as the problem of how to causally connect an articial agent
with its environment such that the agent's behaviour, as well as the mechanisms, representations,
etc. underlying it, can be

intrinsic

and meaningful to itself, rather than dependent on an external

designer or observer. Most importantly, according to the symbol grounding problem the semantics
of symbols cannot be based on just another formal symbol system [Sun, 2000].
Nevertheless, symbolic representations should be associated with semantics, otherwise the operation of a symbol system without intrinsic meaning would result in system failures and would
violate its plausibility as a cognitive model [Prem, 1994]. Since early it has been believed that
in order for any system to achieve human expert performance in tasks like chess, large stores of
semantic information are necessary [Newell and Simon, 1976].
What could constitute an appropriate basis for the meaning of a symbolic representation such
that its symbols possess intrinsic meaning? The cognitive science community agreed that, roughly
speaking, symbol systems must be hooked up to the worlds [Jackson and Sharkey, 1996, p. 174]
in order to become meaningful. This means that the internal representation and mechanisms of a
cognitive agent ought to have causal connections which allow them to directly interact with their
environment, such that no external mechanism mediates the connections. The causal connections
and interactions can be realized employing the sensory transducers, e. g. visual or tactile sensors,
and eectors of the cognitive robot, e. g. a robotic manipulator arm. Furthermore, internal state
variables of the agent could also contribute to direct, causal relations between internal mechanisms
and the world [Harnad, 1990, Honavar, 1994]. The physical environment appears to be the most
appropriate and precise kind of referent available, which an agent ought to compare its internal
picture of the world with. The world also serves as a common foundation for sharing the meaning
of internal representations and mechanisms among multiple cognitive robots [McKennoch and
Bushnell, 2005].
How could intrinsic meaning of symbols be achieved? The process of associating meaning to
symbols of a symbol system in the sense described above is called

symbol grounding .

Various

approaches to the symbol grounding problem have been published so far, but apparently none of
them has achieved signicant consent among the cognitive science and philosophy communities
yet.

For instance, the recent, critical review of promising approaches to the symbol grounding

problem by Taddeo and Floridi [2005, p. 5] concluded that symbol grounding is a crucial but still
unresolved problem, a conclusion which agrees with the opinion of Cole [2004], Ziemke [1999],
Coradeschi and Saotti [2003a].
Given that no general approach to the symbol grounding problem has succeeded so far to
prove its validity, any symbol system is left in the miserable situation of being ungrounded in

4 This applies to most current systems for natural language processing because their

principle.

symbols' meaning is typically based on symbolic descriptions of the world programmed into the
system by human designers [Roy, 2004]. The same deciency can also be identied in symbolic
expert knowledge systems, in particular the system Cyc [Lenat, 1995], because the meaning of the
symbols is entirely parasitic on their human interpretation [Roy, 2004, Anderson, 2003a].
Harnad [1990, p. 340] pointed at the troublesome reason for symbol systems failing to ground
their symbols' meaning: How is symbol meaning to be grounded in something other than just
more meaningless symbols?

This failure is exemplied by typical natural language processing

systems and expert knowledge systems, as the meaning of symbols of such systems is typically
dened by means of symbolic denitions which in turn use further concept symbols. Such symbol
systems utilize rules and symbols, which are syntactic by nature. Symbol meaning, which is dened
in terms of nothing but syntactic rules or more concept symbols, fails to ground the meaning in
the world due to endless recursive denitions and gets stuck in a merry-go-round [Harnad, 1990,
p. 340].
The symbol grounding problem turned out to be hard to solve in an appropriate, valid and
general way. Accordingly, Vogt [2003, p. 1] considered it one of the hardest problems in AI and

5 Nonetheless, the symbol grounding problem remains a crucial problem to be solved,

robotics.

4 See

Section 2.2.4 below for some measures of evaluating the validity of an approach to the symbol grounding

problem.

5

AI

is an acronym for Articial Intelligence, a term supposedly coined by John McCarthy.
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because eventually, any representation must be grounded in something [Bickhard, 1996].

2.2.3

Characteristics

Several characteristics can be recognized as being potential means for evaluating a symbol system
with respect to whether it forms a valid solution of the symbol grounding problem. They will be
presented next for the sake of clarication as we will refer to them when we describe our approach.
It has been recognized early by René Descartes, that sensation requires the physicality of the
body [in Anderson, 2003a, p. 93]. This appeals to the notion of

embodiment a

property which

holds if the considered agent is endowed with a physical body and employs its own sensors and
actuators for perception of and interaction with the world [Ziemke, 1999].
The notion of
in.

situatedness

species the individual environmental context an agent is placed

The context species the environmental properties which inuence the interaction between

the world and the agent, and possibly the agent's experience. From a more general perspective,
the context also includes the broad social and cultural environmental characteristics [Anderson,
2003a].

Groundedness

positively is the most interesting property of a given symbol system with respect

to symbol grounding. It denotes the degree up to which, or the fact whether, a symbol system
is capable of grounding its symbols appropriately in the world. However, groundedness is a controversial issue. For instance, Harnad rejected the possibility of various degrees of grounding, and
instead regarded groundedness as a binary property of the analysed system [Harnad, 1990, 2001].
The notion of representation
bol grounding.

learning

has reached considerable attention in research on sym-

Ideally, the agent should build its internal symbolic representation on its own

from scratch, thus inhibiting any a priori bias of a human designer to inuence the representation.

Learning the representation would also eliminate any a priori constraints that a given

representation may entail [Davidsson, 1993].
There are a number of further characteristics that possibly need to be considered as being
important properties of symbol systems with respect to solving the symbol grounding problem, e. g.
compositionality, intentionality and systematicity. Due to the disagreement about their relevance
to the symbol grounding problem, a discussion is omitted here.

2.2.4

Evaluation

This section reviews some criteria that are useful for evaluating a given symbol system with respect
to whether it solves the symbol grounding problem appropriately and for the purpose of assessing
the symbol system's degree of groundedness.

2.2.4.1 The Total Turing Test
First, we briey describe the so-called

Total Turing Test ,

which Harnad [1993] conceived for

evaluating symbol systems. In addition to the symbolic, behavioural capacity, which a cognitive
agent is required to exhibit in order to successfully pass the original Turing Test, the agent has to
display the full sensorimotor capacity of humans, in order to pass the Total Turing Test [Turing,
1950]. In particular, Harnad [1993] stated that an agent also needs to be able to discriminate,
recognize, identify, manipulate and describe the objects, events and states of aairs in the world.
According to Harnad [1993], a grounded system is one that has the robotic and the symbolic
capacity to pass the TTT [Total Turing Test] in such a way that its symbols and symbolic activity
cohere systematically with its robotic transactions with the objects, events and states of aairs
that its symbols are interpretable as being about. In other words, its symbolic capacity is grounded
in its robotic capacity rather than being mediated by an outside interpretation projected onto it.
Hence, Harnad considers the Total Turing Test an appropriate means for evaluating whether a
symbol system solves the symbol grounding problem.

This excludes the possibility of various

degrees of groundinginstead Harnad regards groundedness as a binary property of the analysed
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system: The considered symbol system either successfully passes the Total Turing Test, or simply
fails [Harnad, 1990, 2001].

2.2.4.2 Harnad's Test for Grounded Symbol Meaning
Harnad [1990] proposed another means for evaluating symbol systems, which we will call Harnad's

test for grounded symbol meaning

subsequently. It consists of two parts. The rst, formal part of

the test denes a symbol system as
1. a set of arbitrary physical tokens [...] that are
2. manipulated on the basis of explicit rules that are
3. likewise physical tokens and strings of tokens. The rule-governed symbol-token manipulation
is based
4. purely on the shape of the symbol tokens (not their 'meaning'), i. e., it is purely syntactic,
and consists of
5. rulefully combining and recombining symbol tokens. There are
6. primitive atomic symbol tokens and
7. composite symbol-token strings. The entire system and all its partsthe atomic tokens, the
composite tokens, the syntactic manipulations (both actual and possible) and the rulesare
all
8. semantically interpretable: The syntax can be systematically assigned a meaning (e. g. as
standing for objects, as describing states of aairs). [Harnad, 1990, p. 336, our italics]
The second part of the test analyses the symbol system's behavioural capacity, and species that
the symbol system has to be able to discriminate, categorize and describe all the objects and states

6 According to Harnad, the symbols of the symbol system

of aairs to which its symbols refer.

demonstrate to bear intrinsic meaning if the symbol system could pass both parts of the above
test successfully [Harnad, 1990].

2.2.4.3 The Zero Semantical Commitment Condition
Taddeo and Floridi [2005] presented a set of very strict criteria for the evaluation of symbol systems
with respect to the symbol grounding problem.
Condition,

Their so-called Zero Semantical Commitment

Z-condition for short, agrees with Harnad's statement that the meaning of the symbols

of a cognitive agent must be intrinsic to the agent itself [Harnad, 1990].

Hence, the agent has

to elaborate its own symbolic representation and its semantics from scratch.

Accordingly, the

Z-condition species that
1. no internal semantic resources must pre-exist in the cognitive agent initially; and
2. no semantic resources must be uploaded to the agent; and
3. the agent needs to have its own capacity and resources for developing the semantics of its
symbolic representation on its own.
Additionally, Taddeo and Floridi [2005] proposed the following requirements for any symbol system
in order to be recognized as a valid solution to the symbol grounding problem, which we will denote

Taddeo and Floridi's symbol grounding requirements

subsequently. Accordingly, a symbol system

is required to comprise:

6 Note

that Harnad's term to identify stands for what we typically mean by to categorize. We use the much

more common term in order to avoid confusion.
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1. a sensorimotor process for bottom-up grounding;
2. a top-down feedback process that allows the harmonization of top level grounded symbols
and bottom level, sensorimotor interactions with the environment;
3. the capacity of the agent to develop its own representation;
4. the capacity of the agent to abstract, i. e., to categorize;
5. the capacity of the agent to share and synchronize its own symbol meaning (grounding) by
means of communicating with other agents;
6. an evolutionary approach in the development of (1)-(5);
7. the satisfaction of the Z-condition in the development of (1)-(6).

[Taddeo and Floridi,

2005, p. 35]
Unfortunately, none of the eight prominent systems reviewed in [Taddeo and Floridi, 2005] succeeded in solving the symbol grounding problem in accordance with the above-mentioned criteria.
The authors of the criteria were not sure either, whether any system possibly could full all these
conditions in principle.

Therefore, the practical relevance of these evaluation criteria may be

questionable, but they seem to be reasonable and desirable.

2.2.5

Conclusion

Our tentative conclusions regarding important characteristics of symbol systems are as follows.
In order for a cognitive agent to approach the symbol grounding problem, it is required to have a
physical body situated in the world. Furthermore, it has to be equipped with sensors and actuators
which provide direct interaction with the world.

Such a suitable kind of agent should be more

specically called an embodied, cognitive robot. Of course, the agent employs a symbol system for
knowledge representation, because the symbol grounding problem would be pointless for this agent
otherwise. Furthermore, symbol grounding seems to require the agent's internal representation to
adapt to the constraints which the interaction with the world compels.
The above-mentioned criteria for evaluating symbol systems with respect to the symbol grounding problem will be used as a guideline for evaluating our own approach to the symbol anchoring
problem, too.

The aims of our approach go far beyond solving the symbol anchoring problem

aloneour approach addresses certain aspects of the symbol grounding problem additionally.
Therefore, we placed our approach in the right, broader context of the symbol grounding problem
and philosophy of cognition from the beginning on.

2.3 The Symbol Anchoring Problem
This section describes the central topic of our work, the so-called symbol anchoring problem.
After specifying this problem, you will learn about the diculties and requirements involved in
approaching it. Thereafter, the subsequent chapters will demonstrate how our approach intends
to solve the symbol anchoring problem.

2.3.1

Motivation and Description

Cognitive robots are typically situated in the real world and include a deliberative component
besides other modules, which employs a symbolic representation of the world, sensors and actuators, as well as sensorimotor processes for controlling the sensors and actuators.

7 The

symbol anchoring problem also applies to cognitive agents in

7 The deliberative

virtual worlds in principle, and our approach

presented below should be applicable in this kind of domain, too. Anyway, this approach focuses on real worlds,
because real worlds oer the full extent of potential interactions between the agent and its environment. Moreover, this approach takes advantage of the strong relation between the symbol anchoring problem and the symbol
grounding problem. Since the symbol grounding problem presupposes the real world, we address cognitive robots
acting in the real world.
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Figure 2.1: Symbol anchoring in a typical architecture of a cognitive robot.

process abstracts from the high bandwidth of perceptual data ow in order to facilitate abstract
reasoning about the world using a symbolic representation. Using constant and variable symbols
denoting objects, individuals and other robots in the world aords the deliberative process to
reason about them, to plan actions with them and to communicate propositions about them to
other robots or humans. Sensorimotor processes, in contrast to deliberative processes, typically
utilize low-level representations of entities of interest in terms of perceptual images. Hence, the
individual representations of the deliberative and sensorimotor processes of a cognitive robot are
very dierent, just as the processes are dierent themselves. The detachment of deliberative and
sensorimotor representations give rise to the so-called

symbol anchoring problem ,

because both

an object symbol of the deliberative representation and its corresponding perceptual data item

8

separately and independently refer to the same object of the world (cf. Figure 2.1 ). The process
of creating and maintaining the correct connections between symbols denoting objects and their
corresponding perceptual images, both of them referring to the same physical objects, is called

9

symbol anchoring [Broxvall et al., 2004b].

The symbol anchoring problem is more specic than the symbol grounding problem. Symbol
grounding deals with symbols denoting objects, events and states of aairs of the world and
also includes more abstract symbols denoting concepts. In contrast to symbol anchoring, symbol
grounding seeks to found the meaning of symbols directly on the relation with the physical world.
Some people roughly distinguish the two research topics by associating symbol anchoring with the
engineering aspects of building a practical, cognitive robot on the one hand, and by associating
symbol grounding with the philosophical issues of symbol meaning in relation to the real world on
the other hand [Vogt, 2003, Prem, 2002].
The task of symbol anchoring requires the following basic properties of a cognitive agent.
Naturally, the symbol anchoring problem applies only if the agent utilizes symbols denoting objects
in the world. The agent needs to have its own physical body situated in the world, sensors for
perception and actuators for interaction.
problem addresses should be called

Thus, the kind of agent which the symbol anchoring

embodied cognitive robot.

These basic requirements match

those of agents approaching the symbol grounding problem, as has been described in Section 2.2.5
above.
The symbol anchoring community has recognized that a general solution to the symbol anchoring problem is very hard to nd [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2003a]. Blank et al. [2002] even
considered the symbol anchoring problem to be AI-complete. In general, a problem is called to be
AI-complete, if solving this problem is equivalent to solving the entire AI problem, i. e. producing
a generally intelligent computer program [Shapiro, 2000, p. 6].
Nevertheless, cognitive agents need to establish and to maintain the correct correspondences
between object symbols, which they reason about and plan with, and their environment in order

8 Courtesy of Alessandro Saotti [Coradeschi et al., 2001].
9 Symbol anchoring is also called perceptual anchoring sometimes.
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to be able to accomplish their tasks successfully [Coradeschi et al., 2001]. This necessity especially
becomes apparent in such applications which involve multiple cognitive robots and interaction
with humans, e. g. cognitive service robots for oce or household environments, where the robots
have to communicate about propositions on objects in the environment, because they have to be
able to resolve the referent objects correctly [Bredeche et al., 2003].
Although any cognitive robot with characteristics as described above has to solve the symbol
anchoring problem in principle, a

general

study thereof has not developed until recently [Coradeschi

and Saotti, 2002]. Instead of implementing a general theory, the symbol anchoring approaches
of many previous cognitive robots were tailored to, and thus typically limited to, the specic
application domain they were designed for. The concepts of symbol anchoring of such approaches
were hidden in the code and the actual problem was solved in an ad hoc manner [Coradeschi and
Saotti, 2003a]. Today's approaches to the symbol anchoring problem can be considered to provide
a practical approach, but with limited generality and functionality. This situation may be due to
the youth of research on hybrid systems in general [Anderson, 2003a]. Proponents of research on
symbol anchoring like Coradeschi and Saotti [2002] and ourselves advocate a general, domainindependent theory because it simplies the reuse of symbol anchoring technologies for future
cognitive systems, broadens the applicability of an approach, and extends and optimizes their
functionality. First and foremost, we aim at a systematic solution which provides the consistency
and robustness required by today's real-world cognitive robots.

2.3.2

Terminology

Throughout this work at hand, a few terms denoting basic concepts are used whose meaning is
outlined here in order to enhance readability. In accordance with the phenomenalism of cognition,
physical objects in the environment of a cognitive robot can be measured in virtue of their sensory
features (cf. p. 7).

attributes .10

Those sensory features that can be directly measured are called

perceptual

In general, robotic sensors perceiving physical objects yield multiple perceptual attributes,
even if only a single sensing device is in use. A structured collection of such sensory measurements
is a so-called

percept .

Most importantly, all measurements of a percept are assumed to originate

11

from the same physical object.

The main task of a symbol anchoring system is to maintain the correspondences of multiple
objects over time. The internal representation of a correspondence between an object symbol and
the object's percept is called

2.3.3

anchor .

Characteristics

Typically, symbol anchoring approaches follow a certain direction with respect to the symbolic
and sensorimotor representations:

bottom-up, top-down

or in both directions in parallel. Hereof

a bottom-up direction of symbol anchoring stands for a process, which tries to determine the
corresponding object symbol given a percept of the sensorimotor representation.

Conversely, a

top-down symbol anchoring approach tries to gure out the corresponding percept given a certain
object symbol.

The symbol anchoring process has not necessarily to be designed in a single

direction only. Actually, the research community has recognized that symbol anchoring should be
performed in both directions in parallel in order to achieve the required functionality completely
[Bell et al., 2002].
The following practical challenges constitute aims of approaches to the symbol anchoring problem. An approach seeking most general expressiveness and full functionality ought to accommodate
all of these challenges. This list also serves as a means to evaluate a given symbol anchoring approach, although it is certainly not exhaustive and further interesting features of symbol anchoring
could be conceived.

10 This
11 This

denition conforms to the one of [Bell and Huang, 1999].
notion of a percept agrees with the one of [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2003a].
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2.3.3.1 Uncertainty
Limited precision and reliability, and the inuence of noise on perception are natural sources of
perceptual uncertainty inherent in practical sensor systems that cannot be eliminated completely.
Every symbol anchoring approach has to take perceptual uncertainty into account. This requires
an appropriate representation as well as computation process.

A (low-level) object recognition

system that pre-processes the perceptual measurements with respect to ltering out noise in the
rst place constitutes a valuable service, for instance.
If the uncertainty of perceptual information about physical objects is rather high, then this
situation gives rise to multiple physical objects which may potentially correspond with a certain
object symbol, but the correct correspondence cannot be determined directly. The ambiguity of
correspondences in such situations has to be resolved sooner or later, e. g. using further perceptual
cues, interacting with the object of interest or communicating with other agents.

2.3.3.2 Incomplete Knowledge
The limitation of equipment of a typical cognitive robot to a certain variety and number of sensors,
the sensors' limited precision and environmental aspects like distance to or obstruction of the object
of interest give rise to limited perceptual information available to the robot, to name just a few
practical hurdles. The robot's symbolic (qualitative) knowledge about objects in its environment
is incomplete in any given situation in general. Altogether, these real-world circumstances induce
ambiguity of correspondences between symbols and percepts, which may potentially prevent the
robot from performing its tasks successfully. Hence, the symbol anchoring approach has to take
incompleteness of knowledge into account.

2.3.3.3 Vagueness of Information
Cognitive robotsas considered in our approachwork with propositions about physical objects
and properties thereof at the symbolic level. Such propositions and properties are used in denite
and indenite descriptions for specifying the objects of interest. A linguistic term used for specifying a certain property of an object should be considered as a summary of sensory information,
while each linguistic term bears its individual degree of specicity and detail, which depend on
the context, too [Roy and Reiter, 2005]. A symbol anchoring approach has to take the individual
vagueness into account in order to be able to associate the given description of an object with
percepts correctly.

2.3.3.4 Invariance of Perceptual Information
There are two dierent perspectives, which the perceptual information can be based on in principle.
Let us call

subjective perception the perspective, where the measured value of a perceptual attribute

is taken as is from the sensing system without much conversion.

Subjective perception ignores

environmental inuences on the appearance of perceptual attributes such as sunlight brightening
the colours of objects.
In contrast, an advanced perception system takes environmental inuences and the robot's
circumstances into account by transforming its measurements into a much more objective frame
of reference.

This transformation process may require considerable contextual information and

knowledge about the physics of the robot's sensors.

However, employing

objective perception

would especially pay o in dynamic environments and application domains with mobile robots,
where the dependency of perception on environmental factors is rather high. A common scale of
perception is also necessary if multiple heterogeneous robots exchange perceptual information on
objects in shared environments.
The following example will illustrate the advantages of objective perception. Imagine a cognitive robot measuring the height of an object using its camera. Perceiving the object from some
distance yielded its height in terms of a certain number of pixels; but this value changes dramatically when approaching the object. In contrast, objective perception means to convert this
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measurement into an absolute height of the object in terms of comparable world coordinates,
which can be maintained and communicated easily and consistently.

2.3.3.5 Composite Objects
The denition of a percept has been deliberately chosen such that the percept covers the measured
physical object completely, and only this object (cf. Section 2.3.2). Particularly, a percept must
not characterize components of an object only, nor cover multiple dierent objects at once. The
reason for this denition is that anchoring an object symbol to a physical object addresses the
object as a whole based on the object's functional role. However, typical real-world applications
also include large or complex objects which a robot's sensor cannot recognize easily. For instance,
a two-dimensional laser scanner operating on a low horizontal plane can only perceive parts of the
humans' legs, which certainly complicates robust recognition of a human as a whole. We share
this denition of a percept with for instance Kleinehagenbrock et al. [2002] and Lang et al. [2003]
as it appears to be advantageous for a symbol anchoring approach.
The correct comprehension of perceptual information about complex objects requires domainspecic knowledge on spatial relations between individual parts or features of these objects and
probably the employment of multiple sensors of various modalities.

While our work presents

a symbol anchoring approach for multi-modal perception in Chapter 5, anchoring of composite
objects is not the focus here.

2.3.3.6 Reference to Objects
To determine and to maintain references to objects in the robot's environment is the central topic of
symbol anchoring for cognitive robots. Various kinds of references to objects are known in general,
e. g. denite references (also called denite description), indenite references (likewise, also called
indenite description) and proper names (cf. Section 2.1.1.2). Besides others, perceptual attributes
(e. g. the colour red, the person being tall etc.) and functional properties of the objects (e. g.
something to hold water) facilitate to determine and to verify the appropriateness of individual
correspondences between object symbols and percepts. It seems that a general theory of symbol
anchoringas advocated by ourselves and othersshall oer all kinds of references to objects in
order to provide the richest expressiveness to the symbolic reasoning system. Moreover, a symbol
anchoring approach ought to utilize all means of determining and verifying the correspondences
in order to maximize the certainty in their correctness (cf. Section 2.3.1).

2.3.3.7 Conclusion
An intelligent symbol anchoring strategy should be able to resolve ambiguous situations with
respect to correspondences between symbols and percepts to the extent necessary for successful
completion of the robot's tasks.

A symbol anchoring approach should also take uncertainty,

incompleteness and vagueness of symbolic and perceptual information into account, because it
appears almost impossible to determine correct correspondences between symbols and physical
objects otherwise. It seems to be very helpful if the cognitive robot knows its own sensory capacity
and employs active perception, i. e., the capacity to plan with and to reason about sensor actions
and sensor information.

We believe that a good strategy for symbol anchoring with uncertain

and incomplete perceptual information is to make use of all perceptual and symbolic information
available, to know the limits of this information, to drive goal-directed knowledge acquisition and
to analyse the whole situation by reasoning about its constituents. Our approach is intended to
accommodate all these goals.

2.3.4

Evaluation

For comparing dierent approaches to the symbol anchoring problem regarding their respective
functionality a general set of characteristics is needed, which is not specic to individual approaches. Unfortunately, the symbol anchoring community has neither proposed a multitude of
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such evaluation criteria nor agreed on a common set thereof yet. Coradeschi and Saotti [2002]
provided the most useful list of general evaluation criteria up to our knowledge and time of writing. They name the following functional requirements for any approach to the symbol anchoring
problem to be useful:



The approach should facilitate that the reference to an object may be specied in form of a
symbolic description, i. e., a list of perceptual attributes and expected values.



The approach should facilitate the search for a requested object in the world. More precisely,
the task is to establish a non-existent correspondence with a physical object. This requires
the approach to match the symbolic information of the object under consideration with
percepts received from the object recognition system.



The approach should be able to deal with ambiguous situations appropriately. Ambiguity
should be resolved if possible.



If continuous perceptual information is provided by the object recognition system of the
same physical object over some period of time, the symbol anchoring approach should track
and update its correspondence.



Upon failure to track an object's correspondence, the approach should be able to reacquire
the correspondence if the correct physical object reappears among the new percepts [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2002].

We agree on the usefulness of these features, and thus considered them as the most important
functionalities of our symbol anchoring approach from the beginning.

2.3.5

Previous Works

This section summarizes some previous works on the symbol anchoring problem, which are noteworthy with respect to their expressiveness, generality and for a comparison with our approach.
In our opinion, some of the most considerable formal approaches have been published by Alessandro Saotti, Silvia Coradeschi and their colleagues at the University of Örebro, Sweden. Let's
divide the various, published computational approaches to the symbol anchoring problem of this
group into a basic approach, an approach based on Fuzzy logic and another approach based on
conceptual spaces. The following summaries of the three approaches refer to a recent publication
on each version according to our knowledge and time of writing. However, there exist a number of
improved versions in later papers, too. We will refer to some of them in our conclusion sections.

2.3.5.1 The Basic Approach of Saotti et al.
The computational theory for symbol anchoring as described in [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001]
comprises a symbol system and a perceptual system. The symbol system includes a set of sym-

X = {x1 , x2 , . . . } , denoting individual objects of the environment,
P = {p1 , p2 , . . . } . The perceptual system includes a set of percepts,

bols (variables or constants),
and a set of predicates,

Π = {π1 , π2 , . . . } , where the meaning of a percept is dened as in Section 2.1.2. The individual
πi are basically identiers, likewise the symbols xi . The set of perceptual attributes
Φ = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . } names the properties of physical objects, which the cognitive agent can measure
(cf. Section 2.3.2). The attributes take values in their respective domains Di .
percepts

A so-called predicate grounding relation establishes the correspondences between unary predicates denoting perceptual properties and perceptual values.

This relation is used to ground a

symbolic description by mapping each predicate to a range of corresponding perceptual values depending on a perceptual attribute. Given

def

D=

∪

i

Di

the predicate grounding relation is dened

as

g ⊆P ×Φ×D

18
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is a collection of properties and allows to specify objects of the

environment by means of perceptual predicates for the purpose of dening a basic denite reference.
The symbolic description of an object is given in a typical symbol anchoring task or can be easily
extracted from the agent's symbolic knowledge about the object in question. Conversely, the socalled perceptual signature represents the values of a given percept measured for certain perceptual
attributes and is dened as a partial function

γ : Φ 7→ D .

Because not all perceptual attributes

are measured of each object in general, this function can only be dened partially, where

feat(γ)

enumerates those attributes that are actually available of a given percept.
The task of symbol anchoring in this setting is to determine the correct correspondence (or
multiple possible correspondences) between a symbolic description
rently measured.

σ

and the percepts

Π

cur-

To this end Coradeschi and Saotti [2000] suggested the predicate match

with

match(σ, γ) ⇔ ∀p ∈ σ.∃φ ∈ feat(γ).g(p, φ, γ(φ))

(2.1)

for example. Generally speaking, this predicate ought to be true for those correspondences, where
the symbolic and perceptual information agree. In particular, this denition veries whether the
ranges of perceptual values associated with the symbolic predicates of the symbolic description
coincide with the perceptual values measured of the percept considered.
P
The description state DSt : X 7→ 2
is used to associate each object identier with a symbolic description depending on time

t ∈ T.

Conversely, the perceptual state

associates each percept identier with a perceptual signature at time
is undened for those percepts which are not perceived at time
percepts which are actually perceived at time

t.

t .12

P St : Π × Φ 7→ D

The perceptual state

The set

Vt

contains those

t.

The correspondences between an object symbol and a percept are represented as an anchor
and dened as the predicate

α

with

13

α : T × X × Π × Φ × D × 2P
According to this denition, the anchor representation consists of four components; an object idensym
per
sig
obs
tier αt
, a percept (identier) αt , a perceptual signature αt
and a storage αt
for those
sig
predicates of the symbolic description that have been observed. The component αt
represents
the best estimate of perceptual information about the considered object measured so far, i. e., it
is incrementally rened over time and continues to hold the best estimate even when no percept
is associated.
In [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001, p. 409] an anchor is said to be  grounded at time

αtper ∈ Vt .

t

i

In other words, for an anchor to be grounded it is sucient that some percept is

associated with the anchor.
previously, where

Note that the authors proposed a stricter version of groundedness

match (DSt (αtsym ), P St (αtper ))

had to be true for the anchor in question, too

[Coradeschi and Saotti, 2000, p. 131]. This means for an anchor to be grounded, that the percept
has to be among the current percepts measured, and the symbolic description for the object symbol
has to agree with the current perceptual estimate.
Of course the aim of symbol anchoring is to establish a grounded correspondence between an
object symbol and a percept.

But of similar importance is that the correspondence is correct.

α is referentially correct if,
sym
then the physical object denoted by αt
is the same as the one
per
that generates the perception αt . Coradeschi and Saotti [2001, p. 409] dened the symbol
According to [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001, p. 409] an anchor

whenever

α

is grounded at

anchoring problem

t,

as the problem to nd referentially correct anchors.

The considered symbol anchoring approach employs the function match, which veries whether
the given perceptual signature is consistent with the given symbolic descriptor for those attributes
which have been measured. They extended the denition of function match of Formula (2.1) as
follows:

12 This is how the original denition P S : Π 7→ (Φ 7→ D ) shall be interpreted.
t
13 The original denition was α : T 7→ X × Π × (Φ 7→ D) × 2P which we interpret
way.

in the above, formally correct
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∅
if ∃p ∈ σ.(obs(p, γ) ∧ ¬cons(p, γ))
{p ∈ σ | obs(p, γ)} otherwise

obs(p, γ)
cons(p, γ)

⇔ ∃φ ∈ feat(γ).∃d ∈ D.g(p, φ, d)
⇔ ∃φ ∈ feat(γ).g(p, φ, γ(φ))

(2.2)

(2.3)

obs(p, γ) is true if the symbolic property p has been perceived according to the
γ , while in addition predicate cons(p, γ) holds if the perceived value agrees
with the symbolic property p . The function match returns those symbolic properties that have
been veried by the perceptual information γ , or ∅ if an inconsistency occurred.

Hereof predicate

perceptual signature

The approach of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] discussed above also includes three algorithms
called symbol anchoring functionalities, that manipulate the anchor representation. The functionality Find creates an anchor and grounds a given symbol if the object is perceived for the rst
time. The functionality Reacquire is supposed to restore a previously grounded correspondence
for a given symbol. Lastly, Track is supposed to update the anchor of a given symbol with a
new percept. The reader is referred to the original publications cited above for further details.

2.3.5.2 The Fuzzy Logic Approach of Saotti et al.
This section briey summarizes the Fuzzy logic approach of Saotti and colleagues published
in [Coradeschi and Saotti, 1999, Coradeschi et al., 2001].
prove the method of handling perceptual uncertainty.

This approach is intended to im-

Similar to the computational theory of

the basic approach described in the above Section 2.3.5.1, their Fuzzy logic approach includes a
symbol system that comprises a set of symbols
icates
cepts

P = {p1 , p2 , . . . }
Π = {π1 , π2 , . . . }

X = {x1 , x2 , . . . }

and a set of perceptual pred-

on the one hand, as well as a perceptual system including a set of perand a set of perceptual attributes

The Fuzzy predicate grounding function
predicates in terms of Fuzzy sets

Fφ .

g : P × Φ 7→ Fφ

Φ = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . }

14

on the other hand.

denes the meaning of the perceptual

A perceptual predicate stands for a linguistic variable in

Fuzzy logic terms. The predicate grounding function depends on the attribute considered; e. g.,

g(smallsuitcase, width) = SMALLW

relates the abstract concept of a suitcase having a small width

to an appropriate Fuzzy set. The measured sensory data of an object of the environment are represented in the perceptual signature
domain

Dom(Φ)

γ : Φ 7→ Dom(Φ) , which associates perceptual values within the

with attributes for a given percept. Though the authors suggested to represent

perceptual uncertainty by a possibility distribution, they actually used plain intervals [Coradeschi
et al., 2001, p. 112].
The degree of matching a symbolic description
percept

Γ

σ ∈ 2P

with the measured data of a certain

is computed in two steps. First, for each attribute

φ

corresponding to predicate

p∈σ

by the function match with

match(Fφi , γ(φ)) := Poss(γ(φ); Fφi ), Nec(γ(φ); Fφi )
which is based on the Fuzzy logical function Poss, which in turn computes the degree of necessity
using the supremum minimum. The function Nec represents the second parameter, which returns
the degree of possibility using the inmum maximum. Finally, the overall degree of matching is
obtained from the individual matching degrees using a T-norm operator.
The other components of the computational framework resemble those of the basic approach
summarized above in Section 2.3.5.1. Only an abstract, verbal description is available in [Coradeschi et al., 2001, p. 113] on what the symbol anchoring functionalities shall provide, without details
on their denition or implementation.

14 We

adapted some formulas of this section for the sake of formal correctness and readability.
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2.3.5.3 The Conceptual Spaces Approach of Saotti et al.
Chella et al. [2004] presented an extension of the basic symbol anchoring approach of Coradeschi
and Saotti [2001], where they introduced an intermediate representation in between the symbolic
and perceptual representations. In particular they suggested to use so-called conceptual spaces,
brought forward by Gärdenfors [2000], as the appropriate intermediate representation, because it
should allow to map both symbolic and perceptual information into a single representation.
Briey speaking, a conceptual space is a multi-dimensional, metric representation which facilitates to dene a similarity measure based on a metric distance between two entities. An entity of
the conceptual space is called a knoxel. At any point of time, this approach represents an object of

K consists of
K1 , . . . , Km . The sensor model associates each
vt ∈ V denotes an individual measurement.15

the world by a dynamic knoxel in the conceptual space. Formally, a conceptual space

m

dimensions each having their respective domain
K
measurement with a knoxel, h : V 7→ 2 , where

Abstract, perceptual predicates denoting concepts are mapped to partial spaces using the prediK
cate grounding function g : P 7→ 2 , this way grounding the predicates' meaning. The mapping
∩
P
of a symbolic descriptor σ ∈ 2
is determined by its constituents according to g(σ) =
p∈σ g(p) .

α : T 7→ X × K × K embodies the intermediate representation for object
x ∈ X depending on time t ∈ T such that an anchor structure α(t) = hx, k, pi associates
object x with the current estimate k of perceptual information about this object, and with
percept p .

The anchoring function
symbols
the
the

The purpose of the anchoring functionality Find is basically to anchor a given object symbol
to the best matching, current percept.

Accordingly, it is executed on demand, in a top-down

fashion. The functionality Acquire simply creates the data structure anchor for a new percept
of interest.

Which symbol is assigned to the new anchor is undened.

If a symbol is already

associated with a percept via some anchor structure, the functionality Track is supposed to
carry the anchor forward from the previous time of perception. First, it predicts the perceptual
signature, and then it updates the signature given a matching, new percept. The functionality
Reacquire selects among the current percepts the one which matches the symbolic description of
the requested anchor best, and updates the perceptual signature of the anchor according to this
percept. The reader is referred to the original publication for further details (cf. [Chella et al.,
2004]).

2.4 Basics of the Fluent Calculus
For those of the audience not familiar with the Fluent Calculus, we need to introduce this logical
calculus, since our approach is based on it.

This section summarizes the basics of the Fluent

Calculus language, in particular the most unied version of the Fluent Calculus described in

16

detail in [Thielscher, 2005].

The Fluent Calculus is a many-sorted rst-order logic language with equality, extending the
classical Situation Calculus with the concept of a state [McCarthy, 1963]. By using the Fluent
Calculus as the foundational logical language, our symbol anchoring approach benets from its
capacity. This calculus allows to model incomplete knowledge, non-deterministic actions, indirect
eects of actions, unexpected failures of actions, noisy perception and imprecise eectors for
cognitive agents performing in real, dynamic worlds. The Fluent Calculus provides solutions to
the classical frame problem [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969], the ramication problem [Ginsberg and
Smith, 1988] and the qualication problem [McCarthy, 1977].
Information about the state of the environment is modelled using uents and states.
are terms of the fundamental sort

15 We suggest an alternative denition of function h
multiple objects:

16 This

h : V × T 7→ 2K .

Fluents

fluent, while states are terms of sort state. States are made
for this approach, which makes much more sense for anchoring

summary is not meant to be an exhaustive, in-depth account of the Fluent Calculus, but provides an

abstract outline of those parts relevant to our approach. The reader is referred to [Thielscher, 2005] for further
details.
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up of uents using the associative and commutative connection function

◦

with

◦ : state × state 7−→ state
◦ computes the union of two states
∅ : state denotes the empty state. The

The function

and is written in inx notation. The special

constant

Fluent Calculus employs an equation for ex-

pressing whether a certain property holds in the given state, which is abbreviated by the following
macro:

Holds (f : fluent, z : state) = (∃z 0 )(z = f ◦ z 0 )
def

The foundational axioms

Σstate

of the Fluent Calculus are:

(z1 ◦ z2 ) ◦ z3
z1 ◦ z2

1. Associativity and commutativity:

2. Empty state axiom:
3. Irreducibility:

¬Holds (f, ∅)

Holds (f, g) ⊃ f = g
Holds (f, z1 ◦ z2 ) ⊃ Holds (f, z1 ) ∨ Holds (f, z2 )

4. Decomposition:
5. State equality:

= z1 ◦ (z2 ◦ z3 )
=
z2 ◦ z1

(∀f ) (Holds (f, z1 ) ≡ Holds (f, z2 )) ⊃ z1 = z2

The removal of uents from states is dened in accordance with a valid solution to the frame
problem as follows.

z1 − ∅ = z2
z1 − f = z2
z1 − (f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn ) = z2
The addition of uents to a state,
formula

z1 ◦ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn = z2 .

def

=
=
def
=
def

z2 = z1
(z2 = z1 ∨ z2 ◦ f = z1 ) ∧ ¬Holds (f, z2 )
(∃z) (z1 − f1 = z ∧ z − (f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn ) = z2 )

z1 + f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn = z2 ,

is dened as an abbreviation for the

Combining both addition and removal of uents into the following

state update equation shows how the Fluent Calculus solves the frame problem:

def

z2 = z1 − f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fm + g1 ◦ · · · ◦ gn = (∃z)(z1 − f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fm = z ∧ z2 = z ◦ g1 ◦ · · · ◦ gn )
The sort

action

includes terms denoting the agent's actions. The sort

sit

terms each representing sequences of actions. The initial situation is called
no actions were performed. The standard function

Do

comprises situation

S0 :

sit

until which

maps a situation to its successor situation

given the action performed and is dened as:

Do : action × sit 7→ sit
State : sit 7→ state

The function

determines the relation between a certain point in the sequence

of action execution and the model of the environment at this stage. This function allows to dene,
The following two kinds of formulas are part of

def

Holds (f, s) = Holds (f, State (s)) .
subsequent denitions. A state formula ∆(z)

when a property (i. e. a uent) holds in a given situation:

z and without any occurrence of states other
Holds (f, z) , and without actions or situations. If ∆(z) is a state
s a situation variable, then ∆(z){z/State (s)} is a situation formula , written ∆(s) .

is a rst-order formula with free state variable
than in expressions of the form
formula and

[Thielscher, 2005, p. 14]
The agent program has to know, which action or sequence of actions is executable in order
to achieve optimal, goal-directed behaviour and to avoid the risk of causing harm to itself or its
environment. So-called
in a certain situation.
whereof

Π(z)

precondition axioms

dene precisely, whether the given action is executable

In general, a precondition axiom is a formula

is a state formula which determines the predicate

Poss : action × sit

Poss ,

→
Poss (A(−
x ), z) ≡ Π(z) ,

which is dened as:
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The agent's internal model of the world has to be maintained by the agent program itself, of
course. For this purpose, so-called

state update axioms

specify the changes to the world model

caused by the agent's actions. For each (kind of ) action of the cognitive agent, the axiomatization
of the application domain includes one such state update axiom.
subsequent state

A(~x)

in situation

State (Do (A(~x), s))
s as follows:

given the state

State (s)

This axiom determines the

after executing a certain action

Poss (A(~
)
( x), s) ⊃
+
∨ ···∨
(∃~y1 ) ∆1 (s) ∧ State (Do (A(~x), s)) = State (s) − ϑ−
1 + ϑ1
+
)
+
ϑ
(∃~yn ) (∆n (s) ∧ State (Do (A(~x), s)) = State (s) − ϑ−
n
n
n ≥ 1 and where the ∆i (s) with i ≥ 0 are situation formulas with free variables among
−
and s . The state update axioms utilize uent removal of states ϑi and uent addition of
+
−
states ϑi , which may involve variables among ~
x, ~yi . The states ϑi and ϑ+
i are called negative
where

~x , ~yi

and positive eects of the considered action respectively.
under which case

i

applies.

The terms

∆i (s)

specify conditions

In this vein, state update axioms allow to model conditional and

non-deterministic eects of actions.
Non-deterministic actions and incomplete knowledge about the dynamic world surrounding the
cognitive agent give rise to the existence of a multitude of possible states that the world might
be in according to the current, limited information of the agent, in general.

For this purpose,

KState (s, z ) represents a so-called knowledge state , whereof an instance means that
state z is a possible subjective state of the world in situation s with KState : sit × state . More
formally, a knowledge state is a formula KState (s, z) ≡ Φ(z) with Φ(z) being a state formula.
the predicate

This concept is one of the most useful features of the Fluent Calculus with respect to our symbol
anchoring approach, because it allows to represent and to maintain multiple possible hypotheses
of incomplete knowledge about the world in parallel. Alternative states may be associated with
the same situation, if the state formula

Example 2.1
and

z2 ,

Φ(z)

is a disjunction of states.

S , that includes the two states, z1
z1 and z2 , is represented easily as:

A simple knowledge state of a certain situation

and possibly further uents that are shared by both

(∃)(KState (S, z) ⊃ (z = z1 ◦ z 0 ∨ z = z2 ◦ z 0 ))

Given several possible world models, it is critical to dene what it means for an agent to actually
know something. In the Fluent Calculus the agent is said to know a property in a certain situation,
if it holds in all possible states of that situation.

Even complex expressions may be evaluated,

knowledge expression can be composed of
a , or other atoms P (~t) excluding situation and state terms,
which are linked using standard logical connectives. Given a query φ in form of a knowledge
expression, the Fluent Calculus denes how to evaluate whether the agent knows φ in situation s

which are called knowledge expressions. A well-formed
uents, predicates

Poss (a)

like this:

of action

def

Knows (φ, s) = (∀z)(KState (s, z) ⊃ HOLDS (φ, z))
The macro

(2.4)

HOLDS (φ, z) replaces each uent f in the knowledge expression φ with Holds (f, z)
Poss (a) with Poss (a, z) . The above denition of macro Knows implements

and each predicate

that a given knowledge expression holds in a certain situation, if this expression holds in all possible
states associated with the given situation.
We call

ΣF C

the foundational axioms of Fluent Calculus that include the set

Σstate

of axioms

and the following axiom for knowledge:

(∀s) (KState (s, State (s)))
A knowledge state has to be updated upon perception of new sensory data or upon the execution
of actions by the agent.

Basically, the same principle as for the above-mentioned state update
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is used for the update of a knowledge state. A so-called
knowledge in the successor situation

Do (A, s)

of

s

knowledge update axiom

right after performing action

Poss (A(~x),(s) ⊃
(∃~y )(∀z 0 ) KState (Do (A(~x), s), z 0 ) ≡

)
(∃z) (KState (s, z) ∧ Ψ(z , z)) ∧ Π(z , Do (A(~x), s))
0

determines the

A

in

s:

(2.5)

0

Ψ(z 0 , z)

denotes the physical eects of action A(~
x) similar to the state update
0
axiom described above. The cognitive eect formula Π(z , Do (A(~
x), s)) species that all possible
0
successor states z have to agree with the sensory information available in the situation after
Hereof, the formula

executing action

A(~x) .

The reader is referred to the exhaustive explication of the Fluent Calculus in [Thielscher, 2005]
for further details.
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Chapter 3
Our Approach to Symbol Anchoring
This chapter describes the general ideas and concepts behind our approach to the symbol anchoring
problem. It also includes the assumptions posed by this approach about certain functionalities of
other modules of the control architecture of the cognitive robot. The general concepts and the
assumptions in this chapter apply to both the uni-modal version and the multi-modal version of
our symbol anchoring approach, presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
The general aim of our work is to develop a well-founded approach to the symbol anchoring
problem, which is applicable to modern, cognitive robots equipped with sensors and actuators for
perception and interaction, which are situated in the real world. Hence, the platform addressed in
our approach is an embodied, cognitive, autonomous robot, which is typically but not necessarily
mobile. Thus, embodiment of the agent being a requirement of the symbol grounding problem is
fullled by assumption (cf. Section 2.2.3).
While our work emphasizes a formal specication, this approach addresses practical, cognitive
robots and is not limited to certain application domains.

In fact, we carefully designed this

approach to be completely independent of the application domain and of the robot platform. We
believe that any action planning strategy that analyses the symbol anchoring hypothesis space and
decides how to proceed appropriately, involuntarily involves domain-specic heuristics. Therefore,
our approach does not incorporate action planning. For example, while it makes perfect sense for
a service robot in a tidy home environment to put all its sensorimotor capacity to good use and
to wander around looking for the object in question autonomously, this degree of autonomy in
action selection in terms of symbol anchoring would be very costly, inecient and even risky for
a planet rover on a hazardous, extraterrestrial planet. However, in the Section 6.2 on future work
we provide some guidelines and summarize which criteria should be taken into account, when our
symbol anchoring approach is to be integrated into an action planning strategy.
Our suggested approach takes incomplete perception and incomplete observability of the robot's
environment, as well as perceptual uncertainty into account in order to comply with real-world conditions. Thus, the internal model of the objects in the world necessarily becomes incomplete and
uncertain, which is also called the common-sense informatic situation [McCarthy, 1989]. Therefore,
our approach especially facilitates multi-modal perception, i. e., the capacity of the robot to employ
several dierent sensors and to appropriately interpret the perceptual information, because the
availability of rich perceptual information allows the robot to synchronize its internal world model
with the real world in detail. Furthermore, multi-modal perceptual information about the same
object of the world obtained from multiple, dierent sensors typically facilitates to disambiguate
a situation and helps to cope with a complex environment including various kinds of objects.
Our approach is based on rst-order logic with sets and equality, and on the Fluent Calculus
as described in Section 2.4. The choice for this particular language was due to our requirements
with respect to functionalities and expressiveness, including e. g., to represent abstract knowledge
concisely; to reason about objects, their properties and relations between objects of the world; to
represent uncertainty and incompleteness of information; and to represent and to reason about
multiple alternative world models, which are to be maintained simultaneously and eciently.
25
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During the study of the symbol anchoring problem we have identied several fundamental
ideas to be crucial for a symbol anchoring approach in general. Therefore, the conception of and
argument in favour of the approach presented below are based on these ideas. Some of these ideas
will be proved to hold in this approach mathematically below, while others demonstrate rational
principles of symbol anchoring.

3.1 Independence of Information
Those control architectures of cognitive robots, which the symbol anchoring problem applies to, are
typically made of a symbolic, deliberative level for knowledge representation and logical reasoning
on the one hand, and a sensorimotor level for processing of sensor data and for controlling the

1 This distinction with respect to processes

robot's eectors on the other hand (cf. Section 2.3.1).

and representations is illustrated in Figure 2.1 on page 13 in a vertical composition. An important
observation is that the source of the information about objects in the world at each level is very
dierent.

The sensory data of physical objects processed by the sensorimotor level originate

from the robot's sensors.

In contrast, symbolic information about objects in the world on the

symbolic level is known a priori, learned, derived or was gained from communicating with other
agents or humans. The rst fundamental principle of our symbol anchoring approach for cognitive
systems is that the information processed individually on the deliberative and sensorimotor levels
must be kept

separate,

i. e., the deliberative information shall remain completely independent

of the sensorimotor information and vice versa.

This principle is justied by the same reason

which gives rise to the symbol anchoring problem itself: The correct correspondence between an
object identier on the symbolic level and sensory data of a physical object is not given in the
sense of philosophy of cognition (cf. Section 2.1.2); i. e., the cognitive robot is neither directly
aware of the correspondence, nor can the robot be absolutely certain about the correctness of a
correspondence. A correspondence between an object identier and sensory information about an
object in the world should be considered as a belief in a link between the two entities, which is
possibly sustained by information on both levels individually.
Let's consider an example illustrating the eects of

not

following the described principle of

independence of symbolic and sensorimotor information. Imagine a cognitive agent who's task is
to perform some actions on a particular object in the environment. First, the agent has to nd
the object, i. e., it has to search the environment for such kind of object of interest, and then
has to determine the one candidate which matches the given specication of the desired object
best. Once the agent has found an appropriate object with characteristics that justify the agent to
believe that it has found the right object, the agent may start to act on this object. As soon as the
perception of or interaction with the object causes a contradiction between the specication of the
object that the agent has in mind and the physical object's perceived characteristics, the agent's
belief in the object being the right one has to be revoked. Thus, the correspondence between the
object identier of the object the agent had in mind and the percept obtained from an object in the
world was incorrectthe object identier should be anchored to a dierent, appropriate percept
instead, and the current percept has to be associated with a dierent identier. In this situation,
it is crucial for the agent to be able to revoke the correspondence and the information about
the two entities accurately.

However, if the sensorimotor and symbolic processes have derived

information from each other such that an intertwined world model resulted, then the revocation of
the mingled information about the two dierent objectsthe one denoted by the object identier,
and the one perceivedcannot be achieved accurately or may even be impossible. In contrast, a
control architecture which complies with our concept of independent symbolic and sensorimotor
information would easily be able to accurately revoke a mistaken correspondence linking the two
levels by means of symbol anchoring such that the mistake has not aected the world model at
all.

1 The

term level is used in this context to denote a complete, functional module composed of processes and

representations.
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In comparison with related approaches, the symbol anchoring approach of Chella et al. [2004]
incorporates perceptual as well as abstract symbolic information into the same representation
in order to allow for a direct comparison between a symbolic description of an object and its
measurements (cf. Section 2.3.5.3). This approach violates our statement about independence of
the two levels clearly, because the algorithms for updating anchor representations fuse symbolic
and perceptual information heuristically, for example.
The original, basic approach of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] seems to keep symbolic and
perceptual information separate. However, not all details are disclosed including the implementation of the function to predict the perceptual signature of an object. This function incorporates
symbolic as well as perceptual information and thus may violate our principle of independence of
information.
The Fuzzy logic approach of Coradeschi et al. [2001] appears to conform to our principle of
independence proposed above. Yet their approach does not link to an expressive symbolic reasoning
system at all, it just uses a couple of linguistic variables as symbolic predicates.

3.2 Philosophy of Cognition
Adopting the philosophy of cognition for cognitive robots, our approach follows the sense-data
theory, because the robot's perception is implemented using processes and representations which
provide indirect interpretations of the sensory data to other processes (cf. Section 2.1.2). Due to
the limited immediacy of perception, a cognitive robot may also experience so-called perceptual
seemings (e. g. illusions or hallucinations).

We disregard these phenomena in our approach in

order to avoid the considerable complexity this would entail otherwise. For instance, in case an
illusion caused an inconsistency in the example above, which in turn necessitated to revoke the
correspondence at hand, imagine the illusion was uncovered later such that the revocation of the
correspondence has to be reversed.
Surprisingly, the human brain seems to have the capability to easily revoke wrong beliefs and
to switch to an alternative hypothesis, which then is available immediately or can be constructed
quickly. As we consider this functionality to be highly desirable for a cognitive robot to exhibit
intelligent behaviour, our approach is designed to model this capacity of maintaining multiple
hypotheses and to switch between alternative ones easily, while maintaining consistent, individual
hypothesis representations. In our explanations below we will point out that our approach complies
with further concepts of philosophy of cognition, too, e. g. representationalism and phenomenalism.

3.3 Object Categories
In general, a cognitive robot knows various kinds of objects of its environment, which it has
to be able to recognize and to interact with.

Typical, single actions of a robot focus on either

an individual object or on a certain kind of object. Therefore, it appears not necessary for the
object recognition system to notice all kinds of objects at once that it is able to recognize at all,
but to focus its attention on the kind of object in question in the current task in order to solve
it eciently. Therefore, our approach uses object categories for symbol anchoring and for object
recognition, such that both processes are limited to objects of the same kind. For this we assume a
static association of objects with a category expressing the object's typical characteristics; in other
words, an object is assumed not to change its category over time. All objects of the same category
share similar perceptual characteristics. Hence, the robot's sensing actions should be designed for
recognizing all objects of the given object category within the perceptual ranges of the sensors
such as in model-based object recognition, because each perceived object represents a potential
candidate according to its perceptual characteristics for symbol anchoring of the correspondence
in question. The main idea for using object categories is to take all potential candidates that have
been perceived with expected characteristics into account for symbol anchoring, because the aim
of symbol anchoring is to determine the right object or the most appropriate object among all
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candidate percepts. Nevertheless, this concept should not restrict the application domain.
The object models used for recognition specify those phenomenal characteristics that are crucial and typical for recognizing objects of the considered category (cf. Section 2.1.2). While the
object models serve to distinguish between objects of dierent categories, symbol anchoring especially facilitates the identication of individual objects of the environment.

For this purpose

symbol anchoring takes a symbolic specication of the object in question in terms of phenomenal
characteristics.

Note that the meaning of many linguistic terms that are used in natural lan-

guage to denote phenomenal features of objects depend on the context. For example, the term
big apparently bears a dierent meaning concerning the category house than concerning the
category dog. Our approach takes the dependence on context into account and utilizes object
categories as a sucient description of the context of phenomenal, linguistic terms. This is known
as pragmatic interpretation in natural language processing and is part of the process of human
communication [Russell and Norvig, 2003]. Formally, we introduce a separate sort

objCat

made

up of all categories of objects which the cognitive robot is required to know for the intended task.
See also Section 3.6 for further advantages of object categories in this symbol anchoring approach.
If a very modular and exible approach to the representation and reasoning about object
properties and categories is in question, then ontologies of objects could provide some benets.
An ontology typically maintains a concise and uniform representation of properties and categories
of objects, which facilitates ecient reasoning.

Therein, multiple, more special categories can

inherit common properties from parental nodes of the ontology tree (or network), for instance.
Our approach does not employ an ontology, as we focus on symbol anchoring.
The Fuzzy logic approach of Coradeschi et al. [2001] seems to take object categories into account
implicitly using specic denitions of perceptual predicates for each category, e. g. smallsuitcase
(cf. Section 2.3.5.2). Apparently, only the early paper of Coradeschi and Saotti [1999] employs
object categories explicitly for focusing object recognition and symbol anchoring. Especially the
basic approach of Saotti's group described in Section 2.3.5.1, which several improved versions
are based on, no longer makes use of object categories [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001].

3.4 Each PerceptOne Symbol
In Section 3.3 above, we have already argued that each potential candidate percept has to be
taken into account for symbol anchoring in order not to miss the right object. The model-based
object recognition looks for objects in the current perceptual range that exhibit the phenomenal
characteristics which are typical of objects of the given category, such that each measured percept
represents a potential candidate for symbol anchoring.

Therefore, symbol anchoring must not

neglect any of these percepts. It is crucial to make sure that each percept gets associated with an
object identier during symbol anchoring in order to provide a handle for each potential candidate
percept, i. e. an anchor (cf. Section 2.3.2). Note that this statement tells us nothing about which
particular symbol is to be chosen for a correspondence with a certain percept, but rather that

some

identier has to be associated with a percept.

It is left to symbol anchoring and logical

reasoning to determine which one among the possible object identiers is the right one for a given
percept.
The suggested concept does

not

assume perfect perception or object recognition in the sense

that if there is a physical object present within the range of some sensor with characteristics
meeting the specication, then the object recognition system is assumed to notice it. In contrast,
imperfect object recognition is taken into account in our approach, such that there is no guarantee
that the desired object of the environment can be actually perceived.
Each individual object which the cognitive agent knows about or experiences is denoted by a
unique identier on the symbolic level in our approach. We distinguish between two distinct sets
of object identiers. The set

X

comprises the identiers of all those objects that are known by

the agent initially. All other objects, which the agent experiences from percepts later during its
lifetime, will be assigned identiers of the countably innite sort
simply take the natural numbers,

percID = N.

percID.

For this purpose we
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In contrast to our approach being based on the above-mentioned concept, the symbol anchoring
approach of Chella et al. [2004] does not necessarily associate a symbol with each new percept (cf.
Section 2.3.5.3), for example. Hence, their approach may leave out the correct correspondence.
With the basic symbol anchoring approach of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] a cognitive robot
cannot learn about completely new objects in its environment because it is limited to unidirectional
symbol anchoring: Given an object identier, their functionalities are designed to anchor suitable
percepts in a top-down manner (cf. Section 2.3.5.1). In contrast, our approach anchors percepts
to symbols and vice versa bidirectionally, as you will see below in Chapters 4 and 5. Hence, the
approach of [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001] cannot guarantee to assign an object symbol to every
percept.
The approach of Chella et al. [2004] summarized in Section 2.3.5.3 demonstrates in functionality
Find that percepts may not be associated with an object identier. The Fuzzy logic approach
of [Coradeschi and Saotti, 1999] essentially lacks a symbolic level including object identiers
altogether.

3.5 Uncertainty Representation
Imprecision and noise due to real-world perception are among the practical challenges of symbol
anchoring approaches for cognitive robots (cf. Section 2.3.3.1). Probability distributions are an
expressive means for representing uncertainty and are quite popular in cognitive robotics [Thrun
et al., 2005]. Our approach takes a trade-o between eciency of computation and expressiveness
of the representation. The representation chosen here is a one-dimensional interval

(R × R)

of

continuous, perceptual values for each perceptual attribute with the meaning that any value within
the given bounds is valid due to the uncertainty, noise and imprecision of perception. In other
words, the true perceptual value of the object's measured attribute actually lies somewhere within
the perceived interval of perceptual values.
For a comparison with the Fuzzy logic theory, the Figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict examples of a Fuzzy
number, Fuzzy intervals and Fuzzy operations, as well as the relation between their respective
representation in Fuzzy logic and the corresponding representation of our approach in form of

µ : X 7→ [0, 1] for elements x of the
X , we dene the corresponding one-dimensional interval to contain those elements
x ∈ X where µ(x) > 0 . Note that the bounds of the Fuzzy number of Figure 3.1(a) are not
contained in the corresponding one-dimensional interval, because µ(x1 ) = µ(x2 ) = 0 . Similarly,
the bounds x1 and x4 of the Fuzzy interval of Figure 3.1(b) are not contained in the corresponding
one-dimensional intervals. Given the membership function
nite domain

one-dimensional interval either. Figure 3.1(c) illustrates the Fuzzy negation operator applied to
Fuzzy interval

E

depicted in Figure 3.1(b).

The Fuzzy logic operator AND can be considered the intersection of the two input Fuzzy
intervals as exemplied in Figure 3.2(a). In terms of the one-dimensional representation chosen
for our approach, the resulting interval depicted at the bottom of Figure 3.2(a) closely resembles
the intersection of the two input intervals, but leaves out the bounds. Conversely, the Fuzzy logic
operator OR computes the union of the two input intervals as illustrated in Figures 3.2(b). The
Fuzzy OR of two distinct Fuzzy intervals yields a combination of the two input intervals.

The

bottom of Figure 3.2(c) depicts how the one-dimensional representation used in our approach
works with multiple input intervals.

Applying the Fuzzy logic operator AND to two distinct

Fuzzy intervals results in a Fuzzy set with

µ(x) = 0

for all

x∈X

yielding a uniform possibility

distribution. Our approach represents this special case in form of the empty interval
some

(x; x)

for

x ∈ X.

In the above, one-dimensional way, the interval representation of perceptual uncertainty is
concise enough for reasoning in rst-order logic, but still provides sucient means to maintain individual degrees of sensory imprecision and noise. In comparison with Fuzzy logic operations and
the Fuzzy interval representation, the one-dimensional intervals employed in our approach seem to
lack varying degrees of certainty only. But this might not be crucial in a cognitive robotics system
equipped with various sensors of dierent perceptual precision which are aected individually by
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(a) A Fuzzy number.
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(b) A Fuzzy interval.
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(c) Fuzzy NOT of the interval (b).

Figure 3.1: Top row: Basic Fuzzy entities and the Fuzzy NOT operation. Below each diagram is
the corresponding one-dimensional interval.
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Figure 3.2: The top row illustrates three dierent pairs of input Fuzzy intervals. Below each of
them, the result of applying the Fuzzy logic operations AND or OR is given in terms of Fuzzy
intervals (middle row) and one-dimensional intervals (bottom row) respectively.
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dierent degrees of noise. Furthermore, typical perception systems of cognitive robots combine
various sources of uncertainty into a single measure, e. g. imprecision, incompleteness, noise, unreliability, erroneous data, inaccuracy and others. But the accuracy of the fusion process seems
questionable.
The above method suits our approach well: We neglect various degrees of certainty, but utilize
the bounds of perceptual intervals in reasoning about these constraints. Hence, any uncertainty
involved in perceiving the requested attribute is to be included in the resulting interval of perceptual values. Given this meaning of the interval representation, a reasoning system can utilize
the perceptual information as a kind of constraint, because the actual perceptual values must
lay inside the measured bounds and do denitely not fall outside the interval. Apparently, this
kind of uncertainty representation requires the objective perception for our approach described in
Section 2.3.3.4, i. e., the preprocessing of raw percepts should prevent environmental conditions to
distort intervals of perceptual values. The interface between our symbol anchoring approach and
the object recognition systems will be dened in detail below.
The Fuzzy logic approach of Coradeschi et al. [2001] suggests to represent perceptual uncertainty by means of possibility distributions in their theoretical, computational framework, but
actually uses plain, continuous intervalsequally to our approach (cf. Section 2.3.5.2). The basic
symbol anchoring approach of the group of Saotti neglects perceptual uncertainty completely,
since the perceptual signature is dened as a partial function,
to the domain

D

of perceptual values (cf. Section 2.3.5.1).

γ : Φ 7→ D ,

which maps attributes

Similarly, the approach of Chella

et al. [2004] summarized in Section 2.3.5.3 neglects perceptual uncertainty altogether, because an
individual percept is mapped to a single point in the multi-dimensional conceptual space, i. e., the
representation as well as the algorithms presented are restricted to individual values of perceptual
attributes.

3.6 Grounding of Predicates
According to the symbol grounding problem, the symbols of the symbol system inside an agent
have to be intrinsic and meaningful to the agent itself (cf. Section 2.2.2). The intrinsic meaning of
the agent's symbols may only arise from causal connections with the environment, which should
to be realized through rich interaction, e. g. recognition of phenomenal features of objects of the
environment, acting on objects by means of the agent's eectors, and perceiving the environment
using sensory transducers.
A symbolic description is used in symbol anchoring to refer to objects in the environment
that exhibit the given phenomenal characteristics, as well as for reasoning about objects and
identifying them. The specication includes predicates denoting perceptual attributes and their
values. For example, the cognitive agent might know the perceptual attributes colour, height
and odour, as well as the corresponding values red, tall and vanilla. Obviously, the meaning
of these terms taken alone is parasitic on the human interpretation [Roy, 2004, Anderson, 2003a].
For this purpose, our approach introduces a relation between perceptual predicates and intervals
of perceptual values, which realizes the grounding of abstract predicate symbols in sensorimotor
terms. Our approach simply presupposes these relations to be pre-dened appropriately by the
human programmer, who axiomatizes the robot's application domain.
These grounding relations are used in a static way while the application is running, because
the reasoning involved in symbol anchoring depends on them. Adapting the grounding relations
dynamically would cause undesirable eects if used in our approach. Inconsistencies would arise
after changing a grounding relation, because the same description of an object would correspond
to a dierent set of percepts suddenly, and correspondences of previous descriptions aected by
the change would become invalid after the change automatically.
The learning of the grounding relations seems to be a very appealing idea as has been fostered
by a number of researchers, e. g. Harnad [2005] and Davidsson [1993]. However, evolutionary algorithms, learning from examples and learning by observation have been stated to break the so-called
zero semantical commitment condition, and therefore argued to fail to solve the symbol grounding
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problem according to Taddeo and Floridi [2005] (cf. Section 2.2.4.3). As symbol grounding is not
the focus of our work, the above-mentioned static relations between predicates and sensorimotor
information provide a reasonable solution to symbol grounding in our approach.
Example terms of perceptual values of attributes, e. g. tall, light, and strong, illustrate
their signicant degree of dependence of their meaning on the context in which such terms are
used. Extending the idea to focus object recognition and candidate percept selection on individual
object categories as described in Section 3.3, our approach utilizes the same object categories in
order to account for the context of perceptual predicates.

In other words, the meaning of a

perceptual attribute should be suciently clear given the object category under consideration.
Reconsidering our previous examples, we seem to have a clear understanding of these descriptions
if the object category is added: a tall building, a light weighed video camera or a strong odour of
vanilla. We represent such relations in form of the predicate

Grounded : objCat × attr × percPred × (R × R)
where all known object categories constitute the sort
all perceptual attributes and where
denoting attribute values.

percPred

(3.1)

objCat, where attr is the sort which holds

is the sort containing all perceptual predicates

The last constituent of predicate

Grounded

represents the interval

of continuous, perceptual values as a tuple of real numbers, which the perceptual predicate is
associated with.

For example, the application domain may include cups of regular size, which

could be represented as

Grounded (Cup , Height , Regular , (8, 11))

meaning that cups of regular

size typically have a height between 8 to 11 cm.
Values of perceptual attributes like height or weight may or may not change, depending on
the individual attribute and on the kind of object. Since this dependence inuences the reasoning
of our symbol grounding approach, a denition of the kind of attribute is required for each attribute
using the predicate

AttrTypeStatic : objCat × attr
This way, predicate

AttrTypeStatic

(3.2)

determines whether a given perceptual attribute is static de-

pending on the object category under consideration. The predicate requires a consistent axiomatization of the application domain such that individual instances of this predicate and their negation
are mutual exclusive. For example, the domain of a service robot may include cups with varying
weight depending on how full they are, which is represented as

¬AttrTypeStatic (Cup , Weight ) .2

In comparison, the Fuzzy logic approach of Coradeschi et al. [2001] is based on linguistic
variables that are mapped to Fuzzy sets (cf. Section 2.3.5.2).

Accordingly, this representation

of vagueness provides improved expressiveness, but may also entail a higher a priori bias of the
human programmer.

The basic symbol anchoring approach in [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001]

of the same research group does not allow to take vagueness into account, since the grounding
relation,

g ⊆ P × Φ × D,

directly refers to a single value of the domain

D

(cf. Section 2.3.5.1).

Recalling what we recognized with respect to categories of objects in Section 3.3, their approach
does not take such categories into account explicitly. A predicate grounding relation that depends
on the category of objects oers signicantly better modularity and provides the means to infer
characteristics of objects and to reason about them. The distinction between static and dynamic
object attributes in our approach could be easily integrated in the approach of Coradeschi and
Saotti [2001] into their function to predict the attribute values.
The approach of Chella et al. [2004] briey summarized in Section 2.3.5.3 could be considered
a generalization of our approach with respect to the grounding of the predicates' meaning, because
K
their grounding function g : P 7→ 2
maps perceptual predicates to multi-dimensional sub-spaces
of a conceptual space.

However, most perceptual predicates, e. g. height, weight, odour or

hue correspond to one-dimensional attributes only.

2 See

Section 2.3.3.5 for the reason why we do not distinguish between the content of the cup and the cup itself.
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3.7 Symbolic Descriptions of Objects

The symbolic description of an object in our work refers to the cognitive knowledge of an agent
on the deliberative level about the object of the agent's environment (cf. Figure 2.1). Recall our
concept of independence of perceptual and symbolic information, stating that information must
not be exchanged between the perceptual and symbolic levels (cf. Section 3.1).
The information modelled on the symbolic level may include all phenomenal characteristics that
objects of interest exhibit, i. e., their phenomenal attributes and relations between objects. Such
information could also be obtained through communication with other agents or humans, provided
all participants refer to the same object of the world when they talk about a particular one. Of
course, a priori symbolic knowledge can be incorporated, too. Also, given the symbolic knowledge
available to an agent in a certain situation and given a sound deductive inference mechanism, the
agent may infer additional explicit knowledge and represent it at the symbolic level. The Fluent
Calculusthe rst-order logic language used in our approachempowers symbol anchoring agents
based on our approach to draw such logical inferences (cf. Section 2.4).
Knowledge on characteristics of an object can also be obtained during interaction of the agent
with the object, e. g. its weight, whether it is movable or breakable etc. Such features of objects
are functional by nature. It is important to note that these characteristics result from the percept
of an object, i. e., the sense data of a physical object. Hence, interactive features of objects must
not be incorporated into the symbolic level, but have to remain at the perceptual level. Again,
the reason behind this principle is the suggested mutual independence of symbolic and perceptual
information as described in Section 3.1.
In general, a symbolic description can be used for indenite as well as denite references to
real-world objects (cf. Sections 2.1.1.2 and 3.8).
objects is irrelevant to the task.

In both situations the actual identier of the

In the case of an indenite reference, we intend to nd those

objects in the agent's environment which match the given characteristics.

As a result, none, a

single or multiple references may be determined. A symbolic description for an indenite reference
does not point at a particular object identier, because the use case of indenite references is to
nd suitable objects. Therefore, if multiple matching references have been found, each one may
meet the purpose equally well, because we were not looking for a particular object.

Note that

the information on the perceptual level is also involvedbesides symbolic knowledgein verifying
the appropriateness of an object, if a correspondence between an object identier and a percept
is established.
Conversely, a denite description refers to a particular object in the agent's mind. The ability
to resolve the reference uniquely is a prerequisite to act on the intended object in the sequel. Hence,
the number of matching objects actually matters. If no object matches, then the agent has simply
not perceived or experienced the right object yet due to several possible reasons. If one object

3 However, if multiple

matches, planning and acting can proceed with the next step of the strategy.

objects match the symbolic description, the description bears insucient detail, is incomplete or
the symbolic and perceptual levels contain insucient characteristics in order to uniquely resolve
the reference.

A high-level action planning system for cognitive agents has to take these cases

into account and to react appropriately deploying dierent strategies depending on the situation.
Such a planning system is not part of our work, because it involves domain-dependent strategies
in contrast to our domain-independent symbol-anchoring approach. Obviously, our approach lays
the foundation for a specic action planning system.
Returning to our symbol-anchoring approach, in order to represent phenomenal properties of
objects on the symbolic level, we introduce the new uent

Prop

with the following denition:

Prop : X ∪ percID × attr × percPred 7→ fluent
3 Only

(3.3)

the fact that a denite reference given a symbolic description has been resolved doesn't mean that this

object is precisely the assumed one. The system engineer for the particular application of the cognitive agent has to
make sure that the appropriateness of an object is veried in terms of all relevant characteristics. Then, the object
can be said to serve the purpose and be considered the right one according to the experience so far. The ground
truth of whether the correct correspondence to a real-world object has been determined is basically not available
to the cognitive agent by virtue of the exercise.
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Prop (x, a, p)

is that the agent knows the value p of the given perceptual
x , if the uent is grounded and holds in the state of interuent Prop denotes the object uniquely by means of a constant

of a particular object

The rst component of

identier. The other two components represent the known attribute value of sort
the perceptual attribute of sort

attr.

The denition of uent

Prop

percPred

for

above serves as a general,

domain-independent interface for our approach to the symbolic knowledge of the agent on objects
in its environment.
Apparently, the Denition (3.3) does not mention the object's category. It is unnecessary to
name the object's category in the uent

Prop

explicitly, because rst, our approach maintains

individual anchors dening the category of each object, and second, object identiers are unique.
This will be explicated in the following chapters.
Our approach oers a highly expressive means for specifying a symbolic description of an
object: We employ a so-called state formula of the Fluent Calculus for representing the desired
symbolic characteristics of an object using the uent
of a state formula

∆(z)

Prop

(cf. Section 2.4). The state variable

z

refers to a certain symbol anchoring hypothesis. Using such a well-formed

logical formula as a symbolic description aords several typical use cases:
1. The symbolic description may represent a denite reference in order to deduce information
about a certain, given object.
2. Without specifying a particular state, the symbolic description may be used to reason about
and to compare the knowledge of the given object in alternative symbol anchoring hypotheses.
3. The symbolic description may also be used as an indenite reference to an object. Given the
desired properties in form of the state formula, a suitable object can be inferred this way
from the knowledge of a certain, given symbol anchoring hypothesis.
The symbolic description may also specify relational information or constraints between attribute
values or among multiple, dierent objects. In general, our symbol anchoring approach should be
considered as a layer providing the fundamental functionality of symbol anchoring, which allows
full access to its knowledge representation in terms of symbol anchoring hypotheses.
In comparison with previous work, in the approach of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] summarized in Section 2.3.5.1 the symbolic description of an object is implemented by means of a
P
description state DSt : X 7→ 2 . It associates the object symbol with a set of unary predicates.
Apparently, this description state is limited to a conjunction of predicates only, while our approach
may utilize the rich expressiveness of a logical formula for a symbolic description. The same applies
to their other approaches and improved later versions, e. g. [Chella et al., 2004, Coradeschi and
Saotti, 2000, 2002]. Coradeschi and Saotti [1999] do not describe how to implement a symbolic
description for the Fuzzy logic version of their symbol anchoring approach. This approach lacks
an integration with a symbolic reasoning system entirely.

3.8 Reference to Objects
The use of denite and indenite references for symbol anchoring in general as well as in our
approach is derived from the descriptive theory of philosophy of language regarding proper names
(cf. Section 2.1.2). According to this theory, we may assume in our approach that a description
in terms of properties resolves the referent to an object uniquely [Reimer, 2006].

For instance,

Russell [1905] conrmed that the article the of English language indicates uniqueness of the
given reference.

His idea of using logic for analysing the semantics of natural language aimed

at resolving the ambiguity and vagueness which are inherent in the language. In particular, the
statement The
particular object

x such that P (x) 
x . Conversely, the

represents a denite description and is used to denote
statement An

x

such that

P (x) 

the

expresses an indenite

description and is intended to denote an arbitrary object of the class of P-objects [Russell, 1905,
Coradeschi and Saotti, 2003b].
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Our approach facilitates both denite and indenite references of objects. Russel's above idea of
representing denite and indenite references of objects applies to our approach directly. The goals
for the design of an action planning system for a cognitive agent would be rst, to disambiguate
the denite description and second, to anchor the object symbol to an appropriate real-world
object.

With regard to the rst task, the possible means to verify whether an object symbol

refers to the correct physical object of the agent's environment in our approach are as follows.
First and foremost, the phenomenal characteristics of the object serve the purpose of recognizing
and disambiguating the correspondence, but also the object's functional characteristics, features
of interaction with it and relational attributes within the environment do so. Any such feature
may sustain or disprove the correctness of a correspondence during the course of action.

We

strongly believe that an appropriate approach to the symbol anchoring problem has to take this
dynamic aspect of a correspondence into account. Subsequently you will learn how our approach
implements this functionality. Note that this approach complies with the phenomenalist's view of
cognition (cf. Section 3.2).
For example, let's consider an indenite reference to a light bulb with the symbolic description
an intact light bulb. Imagine that the cognitive robot recognized a light bulb in its environment.
In order to verify the correctness of the reference, the robot has to t the light bulb in a socket, turn
on the currency and verify whether it lights or not. This is an example of functional characteristics
of objects that require complex, domain-dependent action strategies, which is outside the scope
of our approach. In general, disambiguation depends on the application domain and seems to be
rather complex.
With regard to the second, above-mentioned taskto anchor the object symbol to an appropriate real-world objectthe same rationale as above applies to what is to be considered an
appropriate object:

All known characteristics of an object shall be veried, depending on the

sensory capacity of the cognitive robot. How the anchoring itself is performed in our approach
precisely is the topic of the subsequent sections.
Comparing our approach with previous works summarized in Section 2.3.5, the Fuzzy logic
approach of Coradeschi and Saotti [1999] essentially does not include concepts for symbolic
references to objects. Given the limited expressiveness of symbolic descriptions of the basic symbol
anchoring approach of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001], only simple denite references are available
when a certain object symbol is to be anchored to an appropriate percept in a top-down manner.
The same applies to the approach in [Chella et al., 2004], which is based on conceptual spaces
(cf. Section 2.3.5.3). Saotti's group extended their approach to using Lisp terms for specifying
denite and indenite references to objects in more recent, improved versions [Broxvall et al.,
2004a, 2005, Bouguerra et al., 2006]. These approaches lack sound, logically proven characteristics
and are based on a rather procedural planner, in contrast to our approach.

3.9 Symbol Anchoring Hypothesis
Let's be more precise with respect to the meaning of a hypothesis.

anchoring hypothesis ,

In general terms a

symbol

hypothesis for short in the sequel, is called a complete set of anchors, and

symbolic and perceptual properties of objects, all of which belong to the same interpretation of a
certain situation. The term set of anchors should not be taken literally. A hypothesis refers to a
particular interpretation of the knowledge of the agent about all objects in a certain situation. A
set of anchors is considered complete, if all anchors are included that are known in the situation
and interpretation at hand. Anchors have to be unique within the same hypothesis for each object
symbol, i. e., an admissible hypothesis does not contain more than one anchor with the same
object symbol. Likewise, anchors have to be unique within the same hypothesis with respect to
each percept identier.
A symbol anchoring hypothesis is dened to enclose the symbolic and perceptual information
about all known objects and their properties available in the situation considered. Here, we refer
to all phenomenal characteristics represented on the symbolic and perceptual levels. Particularly,
this part of the specication of a hypothesis includes a set of assignments of attributes to attribute
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values besides related constraints. All these properties have to be part of a hypothesis representation, which is the case if no further symbolic and perceptual properties of objectsboth their
associated symbols and perceptsare currently known which are consistent with the considered
interpretation. Thus, an alternative symbolic or perceptual property that is also known to hold
for a certain object, gives rise to a separate, alternative hypothesis because it refers to a separate interpretation of the same situation. In other words, a hypothesis is the smallest part of a
certain state

z

associated with the knowledge state by means of

KState (s, z) ,

which comprises

all anchor uents, all symbolic and perceptual properties, i. e., all instances of uent

Prop ,

and

possibly formulas of relations and constraints on anchors and properties. The following example
shall illustrate our concept of a symbol anchoring hypothesis.

Example 3.1

Consider a certain situation

in its world denoted as

A:X

and

B : X,

S

wherein the cognitive agent knows of two objects

whereof both are cups. For the sake of simplicity let

a single hypothesis exist in the given situation, wherein the agent recognized a correspondence of
object

A

with percept

π1 : percID
A is of

the agent knows that object
has red colour.

and of object

B

with percept

large size, the colour of object

π2 : percID .
A is not red,

Furthermore,
and object

B

Apart from that, the agent knows no further symbol-anchoring information on

objects or properties of objects currently.

Until we will introduce the proper representation of

anchors used in our approach below, let's simply abbreviate the anchors of our example as the
relations

(A, π1 )

and

(B, π2 ) .

The object categories, attributes and a priori identiers involved

in this example are:

objCat
attr
X

The perceptual attributes

Colour

and

= {Cup }
= {Colour , Height }
= {A, B}

Height

are dened static in this example:

AttrTypeStatic (Cup , Colour )
AttrTypeStatic (Cup , Height )
Let's also demonstrate how the symbolic attribute values are grounded on perceptual values:

Grounded (Cup , Colour , Red , (340, 375))
Grounded (Cup , Height , Large , (11, 20))
Using the HSV colour space, we represent the perceptual values of colour in terms of hue values

4 The

neglecting saturation and value dimensions, since they depend on environmental conditions.

HSV colour space facilitates to achieve a much more objective perception of the environment in

5 The

contrast to other standard colour spaces, especially the RGB space (cf. Section 2.3.3.4).

hue dimension of colour is typically understood as a circular coordinate with values between 0
and some maximum value, e. g. 360 degrees. Therefore, the perceptual values represented in our
example shall be interpreted using the mapping

f (x) = x mod 360

in order to yield hue values of

the colour of objects. Furthermore, cups with a height of 11 to 20 cm are considered large cups.
Neglecting the representation of the anchors of the objects

A

and

B

for a moment, which will

be introduced in the next chapters, the above described situation is represented as follows:

(∃z)(KState (S, z) ∧
Holds (Prop (A, Height , Large ), z) ∧
¬Holds (Prop (A, Colour , Red ), z) ∧
Holds (Prop (B, Colour , Red ), z))

(3.4)


Note that the predicate

KState

provides the association between a certain situation and individual

states (cf. Section 2.4). Now you might wonder what the dierence between a so-called state of

4 HSV abbreviates hue,
5 RGB abbreviates red,

saturation, value.
green, blue.
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the Fluent Calculus and a symbol anchoring hypothesis is. While the state comprises

all

available

knowledge that the agent has of a certain interpretation of the situation considered, the symbol
anchoring hypothesis only concerns information of the considered interpretation and situation
which is relevant to symbol anchoring, i. e., only information about objects of the environment
and their properties. Hence, only a subset of the knowledge represented in the corresponding state
forms a hypothesis in general. Consequently, a hypothesis subsumes multiple states in general,
because these states may include alternative pieces of knowledge which are irrelevant to symbol
anchoring.

Example 3.1 (continued)

Following up the previous Example 3.1, the Formula (3.4) can be

rewritten as

(∃z, z 0 )(KState (S, z) ∧ z = Prop (A, Height , Large ) ◦ Prop (B, Colour , Red ) ◦ z 0 ∧
¬Holds (Prop (A, Colour , Red ), z))

(3.5)

which illustrates better how a symbol anchoring hypothesis abstracts from additional knowledge
0
besides symbol anchoring and possibly additional states. More precisely, the state variable z may
contain additional knowledge in Formula (3.5), but the hypothesis abstracts from these additional
0
0
pieces of information and subsumes all individual states that z may give rise to, e. g. z may
include some further uents

Fi

with

i = 1...4:

z 0 = F1 ◦ F2 ◦ z1 ∨ z 0 = F3 ◦ F4 ◦ z2
where the uents
sider

z

Fi

(3.6)

are irrelevant to symbol anchoring in Formula (3.6). In other words, we con-

a single hypothesis, even though

z

may comprise several substates. Note that (3.4) ≡ (3.5)



holds.

As our approach is fully integrated into the Fluent Calculus, it oers a rich, logical, declarative
expressiveness especially regarding the specication of symbol anchoring hypotheses. A symbol
anchoring hypothesis may also include constraints on anchor uents or on properties of objects or
on relations among them.
In contrast, the various versions of approaches of Saotti's group are procedural implementations
based on a Lisp planning system (cf. Section 2.3.5) [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2000, 2001, 2002,
Broxvall et al., 2004a].

More recently, they extended their approaches to take certain logical

constraints on the objects' properties into account, although considering particular ones only
[Broxvall et al., 2005, Bouguerra et al., 2006, Chella et al., 2004].

Furthermore in these recent

approaches, an individual hypothesis of correspondences could be computed, although such a
hypothesis was restricted to a conjunction of object properties and anchors only.
We will show below that our approach does not restrict the use of logical formulas for expressing
and representing symbol anchoring hypotheses and constraints (see also Section 3.7). In contrast to
the above-mentioned previous approaches, we were able to prove certain important characteristics
of symbol anchoring to hold in our approach, as it is based on rst order logic (see below).

3.10 Multiple Hypotheses of Correspondences
According to the above denition, a symbol anchoring hypothesis refers to a single interpretation of
the situation which the modelled agent and the world are in with respect to symbol anchoring (cf.
Section 3.9). Consequently, any alternative symbolic or perceptual property known of an object
in the same situation, or any alternative possible reference of an object identier to a dierent
perceptor vice versagives rise to a separate, interpretation of the same situation. This way,
the information of an alternative hypothesis in the whole is inconsistent with that of another
hypothesis existing in the same situation. Otherwise, two hypotheses would coincide and logically
collapse into a single hypothesis, just as the example above showed how a hypothesis may subsume
multiple states (cf. Formula (3.6)). It is important to note that a symbol anchoring hypothesis only
regards anchors, symbolic and perceptual properties and constraints on properties, but ignores the
other knowledge available in the considered situation (cf. Section 3.9).
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The existence of alternative hypotheses may be due to several reasons:



An incomplete symbolic description of an object may provide insucient detail in order to
distinguish between all perceived real-world objects that match the given description.



Incomplete perceptual information or insucient detail of perceptual measurements may
disallow the agent to determine a unique correspondence with a symbolic description or
with an object identier given a denite reference.

The inability to measure certain per-

ceptual attributes due to limited sensory capacity of the agent or simply the fact that they
have not yet been measured at all gives rise to ambiguous situations. Also, the perceptual
resolution of the agent's sensing devices is limited in practice. Hence, the real world may
expose multiple objects that are indistinguishable for the agent with respect to its sensory
capacity. In all these cases multiple percepts may stand in as potential candidates for the
same correspondence.



Environmental conditions or undesirable circumstances of measuring the objects of interest
may have caused a low perceptual precision only. For instance a disadvantageous perspective
or movement of the agent or of the objects typically provokes perceptual noise, partial
obstruction or limited exposure to the sensors in terms of time, distance etc. Similarly as
above, this may prevent percepts to supply sucient detail in order for the symbol anchoring
system to determine the correct correspondence between the perceived object and the object
symbol uniquely.

We believe that it is crucial for an approach to the symbol anchoring problem to maintain all
potential hypotheses of correspondences in order not to miss the correct one.

This is counted

among the fundamental concepts of our approach, and will be respected in several parts of our
approach below. Our approach is designed to take each alternative symbol anchoring hypothesis
into account explicitly, as long as it constitutes a potential candidate hypothesis. A hypothesis is
considered possible, if the knowledge available to the agent as well as the history of the hypothesis
sustain this interpretation of the given situation consistently. Conversely, as soon as some evidence
proves an inconsistency in the knowledge of the whole hypothesis, it has been proved to be invalid
and must be be disregarded.

A hypothesis may become inconsistent if perceptual information

contradicts symbolic information concerning a certain object.

Example 3.1 (continued)

Let's reconsider the above Example 3.1 with the agent's knowledge

as represented in Formula (3.4). Accordingly, the agent knows explicitly that the colour of object

A

is not red. Assuming the domain constraint that objects bear a unique colour, and assuming
that the next sensing action revealed that the colour of object

A

actually is red, the whole

hypothesis turns out to be inconsistent. This example illustrates the rationale behind our symbol
anchoring approach nicely: We have full condence in the knowledge on the symbolic level, i. e., our
approach does not implement degrees of truth or probabilities of statements. Since our approach
excludes perceptual seemings (cf. Section 3.1), we may assume quite rightly that the perceptual
information is true and refers to an object of the real world. The specication of the application
domain of this example provided a further, very useful constraint on the attribute colour. Given
all this information we can deduce that the assumed correspondence between object symbol
and percept

π1

is wrong. This turns the whole hypothesis inconsistent.

A


Among the most benecial features of our approach is that the complete set of symbol anchoring
hypotheses is maintained automatically.

The approach takes care of generating new potential

hypotheses, updating existing hypotheses with new information and recognizing as well as disregarding invalid hypotheses. These are the three major tasks of our symbol-anchoring approach.
Each of them will be discussed below in detail.
available in a certain situation, a

hypothesis space .

We call the full set of hypotheses, which are

In general, the concept of introducing an additional, alternative hypothesis in our approach is
the following. Apparently rst, some additional information with respect to the previous situation
regarding symbol anchoring is required. The new information may suggest that an alternative,
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potential interpretation of the situation with respect to the current hypothesis space is necessary
in order to explain the new evidence, if the new interpretation has not been covered by those
hypotheses represented so far. In this case, our approach introduces an additional disjunctive state
into the knowledge state of the considered situation.

To this end the knowledge update axiom

of our approach takes the corresponding hypothesis space of the previous situation, including the
particular hypothesis which the new one is based on, and updates it given new information. As the
Fluent Calculus provides a solution to the Frame Problem, the knowledge update of our approach
being based on the Fluent Calculus only has to consider the necessary changes with respect to the
representation of the original hypothesis (cf. Section 2.4).

Example 3.1 (continued)

Let's illustrate the method of maintaining the hypothesis space with

an example, reconsidering our above Example 3.1 with the hypothesis space of the situation
specied in Formula (3.4).

S

Imagine, the agent has perceived a single object then: percept

as

π3

denoting a cup with a height of 12 to 13 cm and without any associative information with respect

π1

to the previous percepts
hypothesis of situation
of percept

π3

S

or

π2 .6

Thus the correspondences (A, π1 ) and (B, π2 ) of the
S 0 . However, the perceptual signature

are lost in the successive situation

matches the symbolic information the agent has on both objects A and B . The
S 0 after performing the symbol-anchoring update of

resulting hypothesis space of the situation

our approach then includes the following two hypotheses besides others:
1. Object

A

corresponds to percept

information that
2. Object

B

A 's

corresponds to percept

information that

A 's

π3 , object B

has no corresponding percept; the symbolic

height is large and its colour is not red, the colour of

π3 , object A

B

is red.

has no corresponding percept; the symbolic

height is large and its colour is not red, the colour of

B

is red.

Both hypotheses are based on the previous hypothesis taking over previous knowledge, because
the new perceptual information conforms to the knowledge in situation

S.

The percept caused

the previous hypothesis to branch and to introduce two new hypotheses as a replacement in
situation

S'.



In case the new information of a sensor action sustains all hypotheses of the current situation,
there is no need to discard a hypothesis or to introduce a new one. Instead, the knowledge update
axiom revises each hypothesis and amends the perceptual information of individual objects upon
new perceptual measurements. Each update of individual perceptual attributes must be consistent
with the whole hypothesis for the sake of the sustenance of it.
In case an inconsistency with new perceptual information occurs, the knowledge update axiom of our approach invalidates each concerned hypothesis of the new situation automatically.
Basically, the knowledge update denes that each hypothesis of the successive hypothesis space
must be based on some previous hypothesis. It also requires that each successive hypothesis must
conform to all available percepts.

Furthermore, the axiom denes precisely, how the previous

hypothesis has to be adapted given the new perceptual information. A successive hypothesis will
only be created if the update is possible. In other words, in case of an inconsistency of perceptual
information with a certain successive hypothesis, the knowledge update axiom simply disregards
this successive hypothesis.

If some previous hypothesis cannot be updated to some successive

hypothesis due to inconsistencies, this previous hypothesis has to die out.

Example 3.1 (continued)

Let's continue with the above Example 3.1 from situation

S0

wherein the agent knows of two hypotheses. Suppose the agent perceives the colour of the object
which it recognized from the previous sensing action: The percept

π4
(350, 360) .

object as before, i. e.,
measurement

refers to percept

A.

π4

refers to the same physical

contradicts the symbolic information on the colour

Hence, the rst hypothesis with the correspondence

percept and must be disregarded in the next situation.

6 Of

π4

and the new percept tells the agent the hue value

We dened above that this range of hue values of cups corresponds

to the colour red. Apparently, percept
of object

π3 ,

course, here we use such identiers

πi

that are unique.

(A, π3 )

However, percept

conicts with this

π4

conforms to the
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(B, π3 ) ,

which now can be updated with the new

perceptual information and which aords to be taken over to the next situation, yielding the
correspondence



(B, π4 ) .

The above-mentioned, fundamental concept of knowledge update is provided by the standard
knowledge update axiom of the Fluent Calculus (cf. Section 2.4). The core axiom of our symbolanchoring approach is a specic instance of the general knowledge update axiom, designed and
restricted precisely to perform symbol anchoring in accordance with the fundamental concepts of
our approach. Employing knowledge states for representing symbol anchoring hypotheses allows
us to make use of the whole reasoning capacity of the Fluent Calculus. This integration turns our
approach to the symbol anchoring problem into a highly expressive and powerful theory in terms
of reasoning about knowledge.
The symbol anchoring of all earlier versions of the approach of Saotti et al. was focused
on a single object symbol, i. e., the aim of a symbol anchoring action or functionality was to
determine and update the anchor for a given object identier (cf. Section 2.3.5.1).

Only the

approach in [Broxvall et al., 2005] took some specic mutual dependencies among object symbols
and percepts into account explicitly and introduced constraints to this end.

As a result, their

approach should determine the dierent possible combinations of object symbols and percepts, i. e.
a basic hypothesis space. It is not clear, how multiple hypotheses are progressed and maintained
from situation to situation individually in their approach.

Yet anchoring was focused on an

individual object symbol and neglects a number of important domain constraints. We will present
below, how our approach takes these aspects into consideration and why they are important.

3.11 Object Recognition System
Recalling from Section 2.3.1, the general aim of symbol anchoring is to enable a cognitive agent to
determine and to maintain the correspondence between object identiers denoting objects of the
world and perceptual images of such objects, both referring to the same object of the world. In
other words, the robot shall be enabled to correctly identify an individual object each time it is
perceived. Apparently, this task becomes the easier the smaller the perceptual dierences between
successive measurements of the same physical object are and the more dierent the considered
object appears with respect to all other objects, i. e., the degree of diculty of identifying an
object depends on its degree of distinctness.
Some advanced, natural cognitive systems, e. g. human vision, utilize the distinctness of objects
by means of a mechanism called categorical perception [Harnad, 2002].

Instead of starting the

object identication from scratch upon each new measurement, object identication can take
advantage of maintaining a spatial reference to the object in question within the current perceptual
range of the sensor at hand. The spatial reference represents a positional estimate of the perceptual
image of the physical object and eases the task to reacquire the perceptual image of the same object
within the subsequent measurements, especially if the dierence between successive measurements
is small due to a high frame rate, a static environment or little movement of the sensor and object.
This process is called object tracking (e. g. [Schulz et al., 2001]), while the problem of detecting
whether and where some known objects are present in the given measurement is called object
recognition (e. g. [Murase and Nayar, 1995]).
Because object recognition and tracking demand for a complex analysis of sensorimotor data
and the implementation of high-delity object models, the deliberative, symbolic level is not
suited for these tasks. For this purpose our approach assumes an object recognition and tracking
system (called recognition system for short in the sequel) to be available in the cognitive robot
architecture, which detects and tracks objects of the given kind robustly and continuously over
time.

The robustness required in our setting regards the capacity of the recognition system to

not yield objects of a dierent kind than requested. This is because our approach can cope much
better with situations wherein the percept of an object is simply not reported due to insucient
certainty of the recognition system than with situations wherein two dierent kinds of objects
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are mixed up and where the recognition system reported a percept as being of the wrong kind.
The reason is that perceptual seemings are not taken into account in our approach as stated in
Section 3.1.
Most important for our approach is that the recognition system solves the so-called data
association problem robustly on its own as long as possible, i. e., the recognition system should
try to track a physical object correctly over time while reporting that it is still observing the same
physical object. This feature counts among the typical requirements for object tracking systems,
e. g. in [Correll et al., 2006], as well as for symbol anchoring approaches, e. g. in [Bonarini et al.,
2001a].

This setting stresses the distribution of functionalities nicely:

The object recognition

system performs detection, segmentation and categorization of sensory data, the tracking system
performs short-term tracking of objects, while the task of the symbol anchoring system is to
achieve object

identication .

The denition of the interface between our symbol anchoring approach and the recognition
system is designed to oer the desired functionalities and yet to be concise. In general, a single
high-level object recognition action may yield multiple matching percepts. Each call of a sensing
action that the deliberative level of the cognitive robot makes to the object recognition system
includes a parameter describing the object category in question in order to allow for model-based,
focused object recognition. In turn, the recognition system is expected to yield a set of current
percepts of the kind given by the object category. We assume that the system returns percepts of
all objects in the robot's current perceptual range that certainly t to the given object model. Of
course, the number of percepts reported by the recognition system varies and in particular may
be zero.

percID, where we simply use the natural
percID = N (cf. Section 3.4). The advantages of using natural numbers for

Each percept bears a unique identier of the sort
numbers for this sort,

identiers are the availability of an unlimited number of them and the simplicity of determining
the next available, unique identier by simply increasing a counter. Given that the recognition
system solves the data association problem and tracks an object as long as possible but only as
long as it is certain, the system is supposed to report the same percept identier during successful
tracking of the object, and to select a fresh, unique identier for a new percept that cannot be
associated with a previous percept with certainty.
Furthermore, the recognition system shall provide an abstract description of each percept in
terms of the object's phenomenal characteristics. For this purpose we adopt the representation of
uncertainty and its semantics as described in Section 3.5 above. Accordingly, a percept description
includes a range of one-dimensional values
is called a

perceptual signature .

(R × R)

for each perceptual attribute measured, which

The meaning of such a range of perceptual values is that some

values inside the given range have been measured and values outside the given range can be
excluded, i. e., a perceptual range of attribute values represents the measurements as well as the
perceptual uncertainty involved. The object recognition system is responsible for measuring the
perceptual attributes in question and the uncertainty involved in the measurements. Our approach
assumes that the system never underestimates the uncertainty, because the bounds of an interval
are utilized as constraints. Note that not all known perceptual attributes can be measured at once
in a single sensing action in general. Hence, a percept comprises just the information on those
attributes that have been actually measured with a certain sensing action.
As explained above, our approach requires the data association problem to be solved inside
the object recognition system. This requirement is also related to the restriction of our symbol
anchoring approach to whole physical objects, i. e., objects that are not composite, in accordance
with Section 2.3.3.5 and our denition of a percept in Section 2.3.2.
The abstractness of the above-mentioned perceptual signatures being reported by the recognition system entails the assumption that the perceptual information is invariant in general regarding
environmental inuences like illumination or the sensor's position relative to the object etc. (cf.
Section 2.3.3.4). Although the invariance of percepts, which is also called the object constancy
problem [Vogt, 2003], may be dicult to realize for real-world recognition systems, it is an accepted
assumption of formal symbol anchoring approaches (cf. [Bloch and Saotti, 2001]).

Currently,

complex object recognition systems and domain knowledge are used in order to compute such
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abstract, invariant object descriptions, while research about so-called smart sensors may provide
suitable, compact sensor devices in the future (cf. e. g. [Bonarini et al., 2001a]).
In summary, our abstract denition of the interface between the object recognition system
and symbol anchoring as explained above can be considered a trade-o between the invariant,
omniscient perspective, that no single, autonomous robot can achieve, and a precise world model
comprising any conceivable detail, or in other words the trade-o between the so-called transduction problem and the representation and reasoning problem [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995].

Chapter 4
Uni-Modal Symbol Anchoring
In this chapter we dene and explain the uni-modal version of our approach to the symbol anchoring problem. This approach should be considered as a particular solution to the symbol anchoring
problem covering all functional requirements described in Section 2.3.4. However, this approach
bears one limitation:

uni-modal perception .

Here, uni-modal perception refers to the limitation of a

high-level sensing action to yield no more than a single percept per real-world object. Nevertheless,
a percept may include information on multiple perceptual attributes at once. The restriction to
the uni-modal case of sensing typically corresponds to a cognitive, robotic architecture where only
a single sensor generates single percepts per object, or where sensor fusion combines the perceptual
information obtained from all sensors into a single aggregate data structure. The uni-modal case
avoids the additional complexity of associating multiple, individual percepts with the same object
of the environment after sensing. This restricted version allowed us to develop an approach that
is easier to explain and to understand, yet it implements the above-mentioned requirements of the
symbol anchoring problem (cf. Section 2.3.4).
The next Chapter 5 will revoke the uni-modal limitation and will introduce our multi-modal
approach along with the proof that the uni-modal version actually is a special case of the multimodal version.

Both the uni-modal and the multi-modal approaches to symbol anchoring are

based on the common assumptions made in Chapter 3, thus sharing the same foundation.

4.1 Representation and Meaning
We begin with the representation and interpretation of a percept in our approach.

A percept

stores the perceptual information obtained from the object recognition and tracking system as a
result of executing a particular sensing action in a certain situation.

4.1.1

Percept

Our uni-modal approach to symbol anchoring denes a percept as a structured aggregate of perceptual information of a single physical object obtained from some sensing action, i. e., from the object
recognition system. The uni-modal case of perception presupposes a one-to-one relation between
object symbols and percepts in any situation.

A percept is represented using the predicate

P

with the following denition:

P : percID × objCat × percSig × sit

(4.1)

whereof its components mean the following.
1. The rst parameter comprises a unique identier of the sort

percID

standing for an indi-

vidual percept. The object recognition system itself assigns the identier to the percept in
accordance with the assumptions of Section 3.11.
43
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objCat. As pointed out in Section 3.6, the

consists of constant symbols denoting the object categories that the cognitive

robot knows and which can be perceived by the object recognition system. Given the particular object category in question as a parameter of a sensing action, the recognition system
shall focus its attention to this category, e. g. by selecting the corresponding object model,
and then shall return suitable percepts. Therefore, the deliberative level may assume that
the percept is of the given category. In other words, object categorization of percepts is to
be performed on the sensorimotor level and not on the symbolic level.
3. The perceptual signature embodies the perceptual information measured of a certain physical
object. The perceptual signature associates attributes with measurements. More precisely, it
is dened as a set of tuples where each tuple consists of an attribute name and an uncertainty
interval of perceptual values for the corresponding attribute:

percSig def
= P((attr × (R × R))

(4.2)

Note that the perceptual signature only includes values for a subset of all known perceptual
attributes in general.

Thus, our approach does not assume that a sensing action always

yields perceptual information on all available attributes, taking incomplete knowledge of the
cognitive robot into account. This has been pointed out to be an important characteristic
of any approach to the symbol anchoring problem in Section 2.3.3.2.
The uncertainty interval of the perceptual signature,

(R × R) ,

implements our concept and

meaning of representing perceptual uncertainty as explicated in Section 3.5. To recapitulate
briey, the perceptual interval is assumed to cover any perceptual uncertainty involved in
the measurement process, such that values outside of this interval may be ruled out rightly.
4. The last component of the predicate

P

denotes the situation in which the percept predicate

holds with a particular instantiation. It is important to note that a percept predicate holding
in a certain situation

s

infers that it holds likewise in all states

the situation in virtue of the predicate

KState (s, z) .

z

that are associated with

By denition, being dependent on the

situation parameter, a percept only holds in the specied situation right after the execution
of the sensing action.
Obviously, a sensing action must have been called in the situation directly preceding situation
for a percept to be available in situation
predicate

P

s.

s,

In order to achieve the desired meaning of the percept

and the desired consistency of the formulas of our approach with respect to this

predicate, we have to pose the following constraints. First, any percept is only useful if it carries
some perceptual information, i. e., if its perceptual signature is a non-empty set:

(∀) (P (π, o, Γ, s) ⊃ Γ 6= ∅)

(4.3)

Assuming that the lower bound of perceptual intervals inside the perceptual signature comes rst
in the tuple, the formulas will become easier:

(∀) (P (π, o, Γ, s) ∧ (a, (b, t)) ∈ Γ ⊃ b < t)

(4.4)

(a, (b, t)) is an element of the perceptual signature
Γ : percSig of a given percept and denotes the interval of perceptual values (b, t) for the attribute a . Hereof b and t stand for the lower (bottom) and upper (top) boundaries of the
This formula states that a composite tuple

interval, respectively.
Our approach assumes uni-modal and one-dimensional value distributions of perceptual attributes in accordance with the concept of grounding of perceptual predicates (cf. Section 3.6)
and with the interface denition to the object recognition system (cf. Section 3.11). Uni-modal
value distributions of perceptual attributes seem to be sucient, especially because we disregard
anchoring of composite objects (cf. Section 2.3.3.5). Even complex perceptual attributes such as
the colour of an object can be represented as multiple uni-modal distributions if necessary, e. g.
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hue, saturation and value with respect to the HSV colour model. We formalize this requirement
as follows:

(∀) (P (π, o, Γ, s) ∧ (a, (b1 , t1 )) ∈ Γ ∧ (a, (b2 , t2 )) ∈ Γ ⊃ b1 = b2 ∧ t1 = t2 )

(4.5)

Note that the single modality of perceptual value distributions also regards the multi-modal version
of our approach designed for multiple, dierent sensors described in Chapter 5. The uniqueness
of the percept identier only applies within the same situation, because the object recognition
system is asked to track an object for as long as possible and to report the successful tracking of
an object by means of reusing the same identier again (cf. Section 3.11). Therefore, we pose the
following domain requirement:

(∀) (P (π, o1 , Γ1 , s) ∧ P (π, o2 , Γ2 , s) ⊃ o1 = o2 ∧ Γ1 = Γ2 )
Percepts in the form of predicates

P

(4.6)

on the deliberative level are the result of non-deterministic

sensing actions in the dynamic environment of the cognitive robot. The number of perceivable
objects cannot be anticipated in real-world applications in general.

Therefore, our approach is

designed to handle an arbitrary number of available percepts dynamically. For this purpose, the
function

NoP

returns the number of percepts which are available in the given situation:

NoP : sit 7→ N
This function is named after number of percepts.
certain number

k≥0

NoP (s) = k

represents that there exists a

after executing the sensing action, which species how many percepts have

been reported by the recognition system. Thus, there exist

k

distinct percepts in any situation

such that:

k−1
k
(
∧ ∧
(
))
(∀s)(∃!k, o) NoP (s) = k ∧ (∃) P (π1 , o, Γ1 , s) ∧ · · · ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , s) ∧
πi 6= πj

(4.7)

i=1 j=i+1
In accordance with the interface between the symbol anchoring and the recognition systems dened
in Section 3.11 all percepts are of the same kind: the category
Formula (4.7) denes that there exist exactly

k

o

1 The nal conjunct of

of objects.

percepts that bear distinct identiers conforming

to the Formula (4.6).
As a brief conclusion, the above representation of perceptual information takes uncertainty
involved in the perception of objects into account explicitly.

The meaning of and motivation

for this representation have been described in detail in Section 3.5.

There you can also nd

comparisons with the uncertainty representation of other approaches in the literature.

4.1.2

Correspondences and Anchors

Objects used in our symbol anchoring approach may take arbitrary names. Those objects that
are known initially take identiers of the sort

X.

Later, the cognitive robot may encounter new

objects in its environment, each of which is assigned an individual, fresh object identier of the
sort

percID.

For the sake of simplicity, these object identiers of the sort

percID

coincide

with the identiers of the corresponding, original percepts. Any object identier maintained by
the symbol anchoring system is available on the whole deliberative level, of course, but their
assignment must not be manipulated except by the symbol anchoring system itself.
A so-called anchor represents the correspondence between an object on the deliberative level
and a percept on the sensorimotor level. Our approach denes an anchor as the uent

A : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} 7→ fluent
The components of the uent

1 This

A

representing an anchor are as follows.

is not strictly necessary and it may be relaxed in future follow-ups (cf. Formula 4.6).

A

with:
(4.8)
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1. Representing the object identier, the rst component of the uent
symbol of the sort

X ∪ percID .

requires:

is a unique constant

X ∩ percID = ∅

2. The second component of uent
sort

A

Because object identiers have to be unique, our approach

objCat.

A

(4.9)

denotes the category of the object at hand and is of

If the object is known from the initial situation on, its category is known,

too (cf. Formula (4.11)).

Along with each percept, the object recognition system reports

percID.

the percept's object category and assigns an identier of sort

In our current

approach, the object category remains static for any given object at runtime. The rationale
and motivation behind using object categories as well as a comparison with other approaches
in the literature can be found in Section 3.3.
3. The third component of the anchor uent

A

is of sort

percSig

and has a slightly dierent

meaning compared to the perceptual signature of the percept predicate

P.

Regarding the

anchor uent, it represents the current best estimate of perceptual information about the ob-

A at hand. Since no action has been executed until the initial
S0 particularly no sensing actionthere is no perceptual information available
any object in S0 ; hence the perceptual estimate of all object anchors is empty ini-

ject associated with the uent
situation
about

tially. The perceptual estimate of a certain anchor is rened stepwise upon obtaining a new
percept corresponding to the anchor at hand. We will explicate the method of rening this
component below (cf. Section 4.2.3). In general terms the current best perceptual estimate
serves as an aggregate structure of all previous perceptual information learned about the associated object so far to be used by all actions that require such information. Most notably
our symbol anchoring approach integrates all percepts corresponding to the anchor into this
sole representation, which remains available at all timeseven when a percept ceased to
hold later.

To this end, we will dene a basic information fusion process below.

Recall

that percepts are the only source of information for this anchor component, the perceptual
estimate, reported by the recognition system, which is due to our concept of independence
of information of the deliberative and sensorimotor levels (cf. Section 3.1).
Similar to the uncertainty interval representation of the percept predicate

P

(cf. For-

mula (4.1)), the best perceptual estimate of an anchor takes uncertainty involved in the
perception of objects into account explicitly. The capacity to represent perceptual uncertainty counts among the important criteria of an approach to the symbol anchoring problem
as described in Section 2.3.3.1. Our approach utilizes a basic, and yet powerful means to this
end. In comparison with other pieces of work, the representation of perceptual uncertainty
chosen in the Fuzzy logic approach of Coradeschi et al. [2001] is essentially the same as in
our approach (cf. Section 2.3.5.2).

Other approaches of Saotti's group do not maintain

and represent perceptual uncertainty explicitly as has been described in Section 3.5. The
best perceptual estimate is used with a very similar meaning in the approaches of Saotti's
group that are derived from the basic approach described in Section 2.3.5.1 as well as in the
approach based on conceptual spaces (cf. Section 2.3.5.3).
4. The fourth component of type

percID ∪ {⊥}

respondence with a particular percept.

of the anchor uent

A

embodies the cor-

The percept identier of the most recent percept

associated with the object symbol is stored here. Initially, the special constant

⊥

mean-

ing undened is assigned to this parameter for all anchor uents, i. e., the corresponding
physical object has not yet been perceived. The percept identier stored in this component
persists even though the corresponding percept predicate may have ceased to hold in the
meantime, because the recognition system might be able to track the corresponding physical
object while the deliberative level proceeds to the next situation. In other words, a percept
identier stored in this component of the anchor uent may recur or not, depending on
whether the recognition system is able to track the considered physical object. Sections 3.4
and 3.11 described the assignment of percept identiers in detail.
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Together the object and percept identiers recorded in the anchor uent represent the correspondence between the symbol denoting a certain object on the deliberative level and the perceptual
image measured of the supposedly corresponding physical object.
illustrates this link.
The Signature (4.8) of anchor uent

A

The Figure 2.1 on page 13

includes object identiers of type

X ∪ percID .

The

individual functionalities, to be introduced below, require the following initial conguration of
the anchors regarding object identiers.
sort

percID

Anchor uents standing for objects with identiers of

must not occur in the initial situation

S0 ,

because they will only be introduced

afterwards:

(∀z, x : percID) (KState (S0 , z) ⊃ ¬(∃o, Γ, π)(Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z)))
Objects with identiers of sort

X

(4.10)

are all supposed to be known initially. For each one of them

our approach requires an empty anchor uent to exist in situation

S0 :

(∀z, x : X ) (KState (S0 , z) ⊃ (∃!o, Γ, π) (Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ Γ = ∅ ∧ π = ⊥))
Note that Formula (4.11) species the uniqueness of anchor uents
respect to individual, possible states

z

in the initial situation

S0 .

A

denes when a given state

z

x:X

with

Moreover, the requirement

of anchor uents to be unique also has to hold for all object symbols
states associated with any subsequent situation.

for objects

(4.11)

x : (X ∪ percID) for all
Consistent : state

To this end the predicate

is considered consistent with respect to uniqueness of identiers in

particular:

Consistent (z) ≡

The predicate

(
Holds (A(x, o1 , Γ1 , π1 ), z) ∧ Holds
) (A(x, o2 , Γ2 , π2 ), z)
⊃
o
=
o
∧
Γ
=
Γ
∧
π
=
π
∧
1
2
1
2
1
2
(
Holds (A(x1 , o1 , Γ1 , π), z) ∧ Holds
) (A(x2 , o2 , Γ2 , π), z) ∧ π 6= ⊥
⊃ x1 = x2 ∧ Γ1 = Γ2 ∧ o1 = o2

Consistent

holds true i the given state

z

is considered consistent.

to the Denition (4.12) this is the case i each anchor uent inside the state

z

(4.12)

According

is unique with

respect to both object identiers and percept identiers. Since multiple anchor uents may have
no correspondence with a percept in the same possible state, especially in the initial situation
(cf. Formula (4.11)), the second conjunct of predicate

π 6= ⊥

holds for.

Consistent

We employ the predicate

Consistent

S0

only regards anchors which

especially for verifying the consistency of symbol anchor-

ing hypotheses, where the mutual dependencies between percept and symbol identiers have to
be checked. For example, each of the following hypotheses
with respect to the predicate

Consistent :

zi

of correspondences is inconsistent

z1 = A(C1 , O, Γ1 , N1 ) ◦ A(C2 , O, Γ1 , N1 ) ◦ z1a
z2 = A(C1 , O, Γ1 , N1 ) ◦ A(C1 , O, Γ2 , N2 ) ◦ z2a
z3 = A(C1 , O, Γ2 , N2 ) ◦ A(C2 , O, Γ2 , N2 ) ◦ z3a
such that

2 Consistent (z1 )

and

2 Consistent (z2 )

and

2 Consistent (z3 ) .

Our uni-modal symbol anchoring approach assumes all initial hypotheses to be consistent with
respect to the predicate

Consistent :

(
)
(∀z) KState (S0 , z) ⊃ Consistent (z)

(4.13)

The above consistency constraints altogether serve to rule out any inappropriate hypothesis automatically, thanks to the strong expressiveness of our symbol anchoring approach. We count this as
one of the most appealing features and advantages of formal approaches to the symbol anchoring
problem in general.
The following cognitive interpretation sustains the denition of predicate

Consistent

intu-

itively. On the one hand, the cognitive robot may choose to denote two percepts using the same
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identier. But this requires that both percepts are actually the same or refer to the same physical
object, because the physical world represents the grounding truth for the robot's world models.
The reason can be found in the fundamental concept of philosophy, which our approach complies

2 On the other hand, the sec-

with: seeing is normally believing [Bell and Huang, 1999, p. 1].
ond conjunct of predicate

Consistent

exhibits that two objects have to be named equally if the

real-world referents are actually the same. Likewise, this interpretation is based on the concept
that the real world naturally represents the referent, which any world model has to accommodate.
The two conjuncts of the denition of predicate

Consistent

can be considered a top-down and

a bottom-up constraint on anchoring object symbols to percepts. Bidirectional relations between
symbolic and perceptual levels are considered important for an approach to symbol anchoring (cf.
Section 2.3.3).

A , the best perceptual estimate explicitly represents

Being one component of the anchor uent

perceptual uncertainty in accordance with the method proposed in Section 2.3.3.1. Below you will
see, how this representation is maintained over time. Apparently, the anchor uent accounts for
incomplete knowledge regarding unavailable correspondences between object symbols and percepts, e. g., no correspondence exists initially. New object identiers and associated anchor uents
may be introduced on demand during runtime in order to allow for dynamic, non-deterministic
environments, wherein the cognitive robot may experience yet unknown instances of objects. The
sort

percID

is reserved solely for new object symbols in order to take this aspect of incomplete

knowledge into account.
Most other approaches in the literature utilize a data structure called anchor for representing
the correspondences between object symbols and percepts, in particular those of Saotti et al. (cf.
Section 2.3.5). Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] additionally included a set of perceptual properties
in the anchor, that need to be known by the cognitive robot in order to be able to act on the
object. In contrast to their approach, the domain axiomatization of an application based on our
approach includes so-called action precondition axioms for dening the preconditions required to
hold in order for the robot to be able to execute the intended actions.

This way, the Fluent

Calculus, which our approach is based on, provides a much more exible and expressive means
to stipulate the preconditions of actions precisely (cf. Section 2.4). Due to a rather procedural
planning system, the various approaches of Saotti et al. do not specify domain constraints on the
consistency of the representation, except for the approach of [Broxvall et al., 2005] implementing
a few, rather limited constraints.

4.1.3

Representing Multiple Hypotheses

In order to handle ambiguous situations and incomplete knowledge appropriately, we pointed out
that an approach to the symbol anchoring problem shall be able to represent and to reason about
multiple, possible states (cf. Section 3.10).
ambiguity using our concept of maintaining

Our approach in particular aims at minimizing the

all

possible states of symbol anchoring correspondences

that the cognitive robot thinks it and its environment are in. In the above Sections 3.9 and 3.10
we have dened the term and concept of a symbol anchoring hypothesis. Also, we have explained
in principle how our approach maintains multiple hypotheses simultaneously.
To recapitulate, the predicate

KState : sit × state

allows to associate a situation with multi-

ple, possible states in the Fluent Calculus (cf. Section 2.4). In our approach all anchors of all known
objects are present in all possible states associated with the initial situation (cf. Formula (4.11)).
Then, these anchors will be carried forward to subsequent situations according to the formulas
that will be dened below.

Example 4.1

The following basic example illustrates the representation of symbol anchoring

correspondences between object symbols

C1 , C2

and percept identiers

N1

and

N2 .

Here, two

explicit, alternative hypotheses are specied utilizing a knowledge state for a certain situation

2 Note

that our approach excludes so-called perceptual seemings (cf. Section 3.1).

S:
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KState (S,
( z)
≡ (∃) (z = A(C1 , O, Γ1 , N1 ) ◦ A(C2 , O, Γ2 , N2 ) ◦ z1
)
∨ z = A(C2 , O, Γ1 , N1 ) ◦ A(C1 , O, Γ2 , N2 ) ◦ z1 ) ∧ Φ(z) ∧ Consistent (z)
This formula species the knowledge state for the situation
and

C2

S,

(4.14)

wherein only the two objects

C1

are known with respect to symbol anchoring. The rst possible state embodies the cor-

respondences of object

C1

with percept

N1

and of object

C2

with percept

N2 ,

while the state

represented in the second disjunct interchanges the object identiers of the correspondences of

Consistent
C1 and C2 , although the Formula (4.14) stipulates the knowledge state incompletely due to z1 . The state formula Φ(z) may
specify further symbolic information available in the knowledge state.

the same two objects. Besides those two symbol anchoring hypotheses, the predicate
disallows further alternative hypotheses regarding the objects

It is important to note that the same percept identier always refers to the very same physical
object in a given situation regardless which hypothesis is considered, because the percept predicate

P

holds likewise in the whole situation (cf. Section 4.1.1). Also note the relation between

the best perceptual estimate and the percept identier. Due to our concept of independence of
perceptual and symbolic information, the best perceptual estimates,

Γ1

and

Γ2

in the above

Example 4.1, are updated solely from perceptual information (cf. Section 3.1). Accordingly,
associated with

N1

and

Γ2

with

N2

Γ1

is

in this example regardless of the correspondence with the

object symbol. This concept is sustained by the fact that perceptstogether with the information they contain in terms of perceptual attributes of the observed, respective objecthold in the
whole situation, i. e., percepts are independent of individual hypotheses.
We certainly agree with Coradeschi and Saotti [2002] that an appropriate approach to the
symbol anchoring problem should provide the capacity to represent and to reason about multiple
hypotheses of correspondences (cf. Section 2.3.4). This capacity forms a crucial prerequisite for a
cognitive robot to handle ambiguous situations robustly with respect to recognizing objects in its
dynamic environment. To our knowledge, no other approach of similarly rich logical expressiveness
exists regarding multiple symbol anchoring hypotheses including arbitrary, global and individual
constraints and incomplete knowledge such as our approach aords.

4.2 Computing the Space of Hypotheses
Our symbol anchoring approach employs a so-called knowledge update axiom for determining and
maintaining the correspondences between percepts and object symbols. Recall that a knowledge
update axiom takes a world model of a certain situation and updates the world model according
to new sensory data and the eects of the action performed, in general (cf. Section 2.4). More

KState (s, z) of a certain situation s the knowledge update
KState (Do (a, s), z 0 ) of the successor situation Do (a, s)
situation s . The knowledge state corresponding to the successor

precisely, given the knowledge state

axiom determines the knowledge state
after performing action

a

in

situation has to comply with all currently available perceptual data.
We adapted the general technique of knowledge update to the specic task of symbol anchoring
as follows. Symbol anchoring is performed by the special epistemic action

AnchorU

dened as:

3

AnchorU : objCat 7→ action
Given the current hypothesis space of correspondences between object symbols and percepts in a
certain situation

s

and given the current percepts resulting from a sensing action, the knowledge

update axiom of the uni-modal symbol anchoring action

3 The

name of the epistemic action

AnchorU

AnchorU (o)

denes the hypothesis space

stands for to anchor an object using uni-modal perception.
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s0 = Do (AnchorU (o), s)

as follows:

Poss (AnchorU (o), s) ⊃
(
(∃k, s0 , π1 , . . . , πk , Γ1 , . . . , Γk , t) s0 = Do (AnchorU (o), s) ∧ NoP (s) = k ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃z, f1− , . . . , fk− , f1+ , . . . , fk+ ) KState (s, z) ∧
P (π1 , o, Γ1 , s) ∧ · · · ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , s) ∧
CC (π1 , o, Γ1 , 1, f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∧ · · · ∧ CC (πk , o, Γk , k, fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∧
Consistent (z 0 ) ∧ Knows (Oset (t), s) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − f1− ◦ · · · ◦ fk− ◦ Oset (t) + f1+ ◦ · · · ◦ fk+ ◦ Oset (t + k)

(4.15)

In order to account for unpredictable, dynamic environments, this knowledge update Axiom (4.15)
for symbol anchoring is designed in the form of a schematic formula depending on the number
of available percepts. The natural number
among

k≥0

k

is determined by function

NoP

k

and may take values

(cf. Section 4.1.1). Accordingly, the schematic Axiom (4.15) could be interpreted as

if there exists one instantiated axiom for each possible value of

k.

In the particular case

k = 0,

meaning there is no percept available, the knowledge update Axiom (4.15) for symbol anchoring
reduces from (4.15) to the following simple axiom:

Poss (AnchorU
(o), s) ⊃
(
0
0
(∃s , t) s = Do (AnchorU (o), s) ∧ NoP (s) = 0 ∧
(
(
)))
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃z) KState (s, z) ∧ Consistent (z 0 ) ∧ z 0 = z

(4.16)

Basically, the Axiom (4.16) expresses that all the hypotheses of correspondences present in the
knowledge state of situation

s

will not change at all when performing symbol anchoring in case

there is no percept available. The general knowledge update Axiom (4.15) for symbol anchoring
takes one parameter: The object category

o : objCat

is what both object recognition and symbol

anchoring focus on according to the fundamental concepts of our approach described in Sections 3.3
and 3.4.

Most notably, the Axiom (4.15) anchors

all

available percepts of the specied object

category at once.
Next we are going to dene and explain each component of the above axiom in detail. Apparently, the knowledge update Axiom (4.15) for symbol anchoring is only applicable if the preconditions are fullled, i. e., if

Poss (AnchorU (o), s)

holds. Although it only makes sense to perform

symbol anchoring if object symbols need to be anchored and if relevant percepts are available,
symbol anchoring is always applicable in principle:

(∀)(Poss (AnchorU (o), s)

(4.17)

The fundamental, interrelated concepts of the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) are the following:

k distinct percepts available. Therefore, the axiom includes k instances
−
of each of the following: of percept predicate P , of predicate CC , of uent f
and of
+
uent f . Since the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) has to analyse all percepts currently

1. There are exactly

available, it incorporates the Constraint (4.7) partly stating that there are exactly
percepts available, which is determined by

NoP (s) = k .

k

distinct

It is very important to note that all

available percepts are taken into account at onceno matter how many are availablewith
the result of a grounded correspondence of each percept with some object symbol right after
applying this symbol anchoring axiom.
2. For each percept

π1 , . . . , πk

of the given situation an individual instance of predicate

is responsible for choosing an appropriate correspondence for that percept.
predicate

CC

CC

The result of

is the new correspondence for the considered percept πi , which is assigned to
fi+ , while fi− holds the outdated anchor uent, for i = 0 . . . k . The
may be true for multiple correspondences non-deterministically. As you will

the new anchor uent
predicate

CC

see in its denition, this predicate always nds at least one possible correspondence, i. e., it
never fails, when used in the appropriate way as in Axiom (4.15).
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0
3. The symbol anchoring axiom generates a new hypothesis of correspondences z
from a
−
−
previous hypothesis z by subtracting all outdated anchor uents f1 , . . . , fk and adding
+
+
all updated anchor uents f1 , . . . , fk . It is very important to note that a knowledge up-

all
KState (s, z) at once, because the
axiom implicitly denes precisely how each hypothesis z may be progressed to the next
0
situation s , no matter how many instantiations of z there are in situation s . Similarly,
given KState (s, z) the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) also considers all possible succes0
sor hypotheses z for each original hypothesis z and denes precisely how each successor
0
hypothesis z has to be computed based on z . In general, between one to many original
hypotheses z may be associated with a certain situation s , and for each of them the Ax0
iom (4.15) may determine between zero to many successive hypotheses z . The complexity
0
of the hypothesis space of the successor situation s will be explicated in Section 4.2.5.
date axiom in general and the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) in particular consider
possible hypotheses

z

s

associated with situation

by

z 0 has to be consistent with respect to all its correspondences alto0
predicate Consistent (z ) makes sure that only those successor hypotheses are

4. Each new hypothesis
gether. The

taken into account which satisfy the mutual dependencies among individual correspondences
of the same hypothesis as dened in Formula (4.12). Thus, even though the conjunction of

k

instances of the non-deterministic predicate

correspondences, the predicate

Consistent

CC

may yield a combination of all possible

cleans the new hypothesis space o any inappro-

priate hypothesis, i. e. o any invalid combination of correspondences. In comparison, the
scope of predicate

CC

is limited to all correspondences of a single hypothesis for a single

percept, while the scope of predicate

Consistent

covers all correspondences of all percepts

of the considered hypothesis.

As a conclusion, the preeminent feature of our symbol anchoring approach is to determine all
possible hypotheses of all valid correspondences for all available percepts at once. Our fundamental
rationale behind this concept is manifold. First, the capacity to deal with ambiguous situations
appropriately represents a crucial functionality of any approach to the symbol anchoring problem
(cf. Section 3.10).

In our terms this requires to represent and to reason about each plausible

interpretation of the state the cognitive robot is in, lest to neglect the right one accidentally.
Second, our objective is to determine a picture of the state the cognitive robot and its environment
are in, which is as complete as possible yet is consistent. Naturally, the more information is taken
into consideration in the reasoning process, the less hints could be missed out. Conversely, verifying
the consistency of hypotheses disregards implausible ones explicitly. We will include a proof that
the consistency of the whole hypothesis space is preserved in our approach in the next chapter.
To our knowledge, the rich, logical expressiveness that our approach exhibits with respect to
representing and reasoning about all possible hypotheses at once yet preserving their consistency
is not met by other existing approaches including the ones summarized in Section 2.3.5.

For

instance, the approaches of Saotti's group mentioned above and their descendant versions only
anchor the given object symbol in a top-down fashion to possibly multiple percepts [Coradeschi
and Saotti, 2001, Broxvall et al., 2004a, 2005].

4.2.1

Computing the Correspondences

How are the correspondences between a given percept and an appropriate object identier determined in our approach? This is the task of the predicate

CC

named after choice of correspon-

dence which we dene in the following way:

CC : percID × objCat × percSig × percID × fluent × fluent × sit × state
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comprises a disjunction of three symbol anchoring functionalities:

CC (πP , o, ΓP , n, f − , f + , s, z) ≡
(∃)(∆T (x, o, Γ− , πP , Γ+ , s, z) ∧ f − = A(x, o, Γ− , πP ) ∧ f + = A(x, o, Γ+ , πP ))
∨ (∃)(∆F (x, o, Γ− , π − , πP , Γ+ , s, z) ∧ f − = A(x, o, Γ− , π − ) ∧ f + = A(x, o, Γ+ , πP ))
∨ (∃)(∆N (x, o, πP , n, s, z) ∧ f − = ∅ ∧ f + = A(x, o, ΓP , πP ))

(4.18)

Regarding the way the predicate CC is used in the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15), the parameters
πP , o , ΓP , n , s and z are instantiated, i. e. ground variables, and are determined outside of CC ,
−
+
while CC identies the uents f
and f
internally. Accordingly, predicate CC determines
+
an appropriate correspondence with an object symbol, deduces the new anchor uent f
and
−
the related, outdated anchor uent f
given the following: the percept πP to be anchored, the
object category o considered, the perceptual signature ΓP of percept πP , and the considered
situation s and hypothesis z . The denition of predicate CC allows it to be satisable by
multiple possibilities. First, each of the three disjunctive functionalities ∆T , ∆F or ∆N standing
for Track, Find and New, respectively, may yield several possible correspondences with the
given percept. Second, the functionalities may choose one of several object symbols if applicable to
the correspondence with the given percept due to the existential quantication in Formula (4.18).
Each of these possibilities of satisfying predicate

CC

gives rise to a potential correspondence with

the considered percept. But the above-mentioned domain constraints and consistency constraints
may exclude certain correspondences from entering the new hypothesis space of the successor
0
situation s . This way, predicate CC denes the complete space of possible correspondences
of the given percept, such that the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) determines
0
correspondences in situation s .

all

hypotheses of

In accordance with the evaluation criteria proposed by Coradeschi and Saotti [2002], which
we summarized in Section 2.3.4, our approach implements all functionalities of symbol anchoring,
which will be dened and explained in detail in the next few sections, namely:



The functionality to determine and to establish a non-existent correspondence with a physical
object is realized by means of the macro



The functionality to track and to update an existing correspondence is the task of the
macro



∆F .

∆T .

The functionality to introduce a new object symbol for a new object of the robot's environment is implemented in macro

∆N ,

although it is not listed explicitly among the required

criteria of Section 2.3.4.
All three functionalities have been integrated into the predicate

CC

(cf. Formula (4.18)).

In contrast to other approaches, especially to those of Saotti et al. described in Section 2.3.5,
our approach smoothly integrates all three symbol anchoring functionalities.

You will see be-

low, that we dened the functionalities such that their internal preconditions determine precisely
whether a certain functionality is applicable in the given situation.

This way the appropriate

functionality is chosen and employed automatically depending on the given situation.

4.2.2

Tracking an Object

The functionality Track of macro

∆T

used inside predicate

CC

applies if the object recognition

system has been able to track an object associated with the given percept identier since the last

5

execution of symbol anchoring successfully.

In other words, Track applies if an anchor uent

exists with the given percept identier, thus representing a grounded correspondence with a certain
object symbol in situation

4 We

s , and if a current percept bearing the same percept identier has been

adopt the term symbol anchoring functionality in our work from Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] for the

sake of readability, because their respective objectives match closely.

5 Speaking

precisely, execution of symbol anchoring in the context of our approach stands for applying the

symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) in the given situation.
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Hence, we can assume that this new percept originates from the same

physical object in accordance with Section 3.11, such that the corresponding anchor uent can
be updated with the new perceptual information. We dene the functionality Track in form of
macro

∆T :
∆T : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × percID × percSig × sit × state
def

∆T (x, o, Γ, π, Γ0 , s, z)

=

Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ (∃ΓP )(P (π, o, ΓP , s) ∧
Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧ UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ0 ))

(4.19)

CC ,
s , if there exists some object x , the anchor

Due to the Denition (4.19) and the existential quantication of its free variables in predicate

z

the functionality Track applies in state
uent corresponding to

x

and situation

and a current percept

π

such that:

1. the percept identier of the percept predicate is the same as the one in the anchor uent;
2. the symbolic information about object

x

and the perceptual information about percept

π

match appropriately; and
3. the perceptual estimate of the anchor uent can be updated given the new percept.
If these conditions are satised, Track yields the new perceptual estimate
in the anchor uent of object

x.

The predicate

CC

Γ0

to be used henceforth

completes the update of the considered,

tracked correspondence by simply exchanging the outdated perceptual estimate of the anchor
uent for the new perceptual estimate, while all other components of the considered anchor remain
the same. In case the functionality Track is applicable, the constraints of Formula (4.7) and of
predicate

Consistent

prevent the tracked object

x

and the percept

in any alternative correspondence within the same hypothesis

z

π

from becoming involved

and the same situation

s.

Note that the functionality Track is applicable even if considerable time has passed since
the last execution of symbol anchoring, because the tracking system might have been able to
track the object of interest over the whole period of time successfully even though no symbol
anchoring update took place in the meantime.

This case demonstrates the asynchronous and

rather independent application of the recognition and tracking system on the one side and the
symbol anchoring update on the other side.
Being a conjunct of macro

∆T ,

the predicate

Match

veries whether the anchor of the given

object matches the considered percept:

Match : X ∪ percID × percSig × state
(
Match (x, ΓP , z) ≡ (∃o, ΓA , π) Holds (A(x, o, ΓA , π), z) ∧
((
(∀) γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, iP ) ∧ γA ∈ ΓA ∧ γA = (a, iA ) ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)
( ⊃ Intersect (iP , iA ) ∧
γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, iP ) ∧ Holds
(Prop (x, a, v), z) ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)))
⊃ GroundingInt (o, a, v, iP )
The conditions included in the above denition of predicate

Match

(4.20)

consist of three parts, all of

which have to be satised:
1. The predicate

Match (x, ΓP , z)
z.

requires an anchor uent for the given object

x

of the

considered hypothesis

2. For those perceptual attributes which are static and which are present in both the anchor
and the percept, the respective intervals have to intersect (cf. Section 3.6). Further details
about this will be provided below.
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3. For those perceptual attributes which are static, which have been reported in the percept,
and which the robot has some symbolic information about, the respective intervals have to
match according to the grounding of perceptual predicates.
predicates has been described in Section 3.6, while macro

The grounding of perceptual

GroundingInt

will be dened

Intersect .

Considering the

below.
The Formula (4.20) dening predicate

Match

employs the predicate

restriction of our approach to uni-modal perceptual attributes (cf. Formula (4.5)) and the denition of the interface between our symbol anchoring approach and the object recognition system
according to Section 3.11, the intersection of two perceptual intervals is a simple but appropriate
means for verifying whether the best perceptual estimate agrees with the new percept. We dene
the predicate

Intersect

in Formula (4.21) to hold true for the given two real number intervals, i

the two intervals share a non-empty range of real numbers.

Intersect : (R × R) × (R × R)
Intersect ((c1 , c2 ), (b1 , b2 )) ≡ | c2 − c1 |> 0 ∧ | b2 − b1 |> 0 ∧
((b1 ≤ c1 < b2 ) ∨ (b1 < c2 ≤ b2 ) ∨ (c1 ≤ b1 < c2 ))
The predicate

Match as

dened in Formula (4.20) aboveemploys the uent

reason about phenomenal features of objects on the symbolic level.

(4.21)

Prop

in order to

This way, the uent

Prop

provides a general, domain-independent interface to the symbolic information about objects (cf.
Formula (3.3)).
Recall that the predicate

Grounded

serves the purpose of grounding of the given percep-

Match
GroundingInt , the name of which is short for grounding the given interval. While the predicate Grounded realizes the symbol grounding by means of a mapping to a
pre-dened interval of perceptual values, the macro GroundingInt tests whether the considered

tual predicates and attributes on perceptual intervals (cf. Formula (3.1)). The predicate
employs the new macro

percept matches the symbolic information about a given perceptual attribute of the same object.
Based on predicate

Grounded ,

we dene the auxiliary macro

GroundingInt

as follows.

GroundingInt : objCat × attr × percPred × (R × R)
def

GroundingInt
(o, a, p, (c1 , c2 )) =
(
)
(∃) Grounded (o, a, p, (b1 , b2 )) ∧ Intersect ((c1 , c2 ), (b1 , b2 ))
Given a certain object category, the macro

GroundingInt

(4.22)

holds true, if the considered range of

the measured perceptual attribute values ts the grounding of the given perceptual predicate. For
similar reasons, both the predicate

Match

and the macro

GroundingInt

utilize an intersection of

intervals. We consider this idea appropriate since the intervals representing vagueness of perceptual
predicates meet intervals representing noise and imprecision of perception for a comparison on
equal grounds. Requiring a precise, complete match of both intervals instead seemed to be too
restrictive.
The predicate

Match

is dened to verify the symbolic information with respect to perceptual

information in Formula (4.20). This match is required for static perceptual attributes only. The
reason for this is part of our strategy of selecting the most plausible hypothesis of correspondences,
which will be explained in Section 4.3 in detail. Basically, our symbol anchoring approach is designed to yield all potential hypotheses of all possible combinations of correspondences between
object symbols and percepts, neglecting not a single potential candidate hypothesis. Thus, dynamic perceptual attributes might be utilized to favour one hypothesis for the other in a later
step, but denitely not in order to rule some of them out as early as inside of the fundamental
predicate

Match .

The predicate

described in the next section.

UpdatePS ,

which is also employed in the macro Track, will be
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stipulates to consider only those per-

ceptual predicates of the symbolic knowledge about the object's properties that actually have
been perceived, i. e., where the percept contains perceptual values for the corresponding attribute.
This concept accounts for incomplete knowledge of the cognitive robot in accordance with the
fundamental characteristics of an appropriate approach to the symbol anchoring problem (cf. Section 2.3.3.2). On the one hand, limited equipment or environmental conditions may prevent the
cognitive robot from recognizing all perceptual attributes. On the other hand, a single sensing
action typically yields just a subset of all perceptual attributes that could possibly be measured
employing all sensing devices of the cognitive robot altogether.
As a conclusion, the macro

∆T

implements the symbol anchoring functionality to track and

to update an anchor. This functionality is listed among the basic requirements for any approach
to the symbol anchoring problem (cf. Section 2.3.4). The denition of predicate
the concept of representing perceptual uncertainty of our approach:
perceptual interval may be excluded safely.

Match

applies

Values outside of a given

Since the same concept of representing perceptual

uncertainty is shared among all components of the representation, its meaning is preserved appropriately, although the perceptual intervals are interpreted in dierent ways depending on their
particular use (cf. predicate

P

vs. uent

A ).

Comparing the symbol anchoring functionality Track of our approach with the corresponding
implementations in the approaches of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001, 2002] and of Chella et al.
[2004] described in Section 2.3.5, their main dierences are as follows, apart from what has been
mentioned above already. Our approach does not predict the perceptual signature to be used by
the object recognition system in order to guide the recognition. In accordance with our interface
denitions of the object recognition system, our approach assumes that tracking of an object in
the continuous sensory data ow may be accomplished by the object recognition and tracking
system on the sensorimotor level more appropriately and does not involve the symbol anchoring
system (cf. Section 3.11). It allows our approach to be designed in the domain-independent and
general way as presented here. The prediction of the perceptual properties is a highly domaindependent function and intertwines the otherwise rather separate systems of symbol anchoring,
action planning, action execution and object recognition. Intertwining these systems opposes the
fundamental objectives of our work.
Both our approach and the one of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] similarly take incompleteness
of perceptual information into account in the function of matching symbolic and perceptual information. However, Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] do not distinguish between dynamic and static
perceptual attributes, which causes problems regarding the applicability of their approach and
regarding the domain specication. In particular their function match, dened in Formulas (2.2)
and (2.3), would simply fail for dynamic perceptual attributes of an object where the robot knows
symbolic information about.

4.2.3

Finding and Reacquiring a Correspondence

Of course, the object recognition and tracking system cannot track all objects of interest robustly
over an unlimited period of time in dynamic, real environments. Cognitive robots typically have
to cope with frequent obstructions of the objects of interest and noisy perception in such environments. But we do not expect the object recognition system to provide infallible tracking of
objects. Rather, the recognition system and the symbol anchoring system complement each other
benecially. While some systems may easily fail to track an object upon short, partial obstructions
of it, other systems may perform much better. According to the interface of our symbol anchoring
approach with the object recognition system dened in Section 3.11, the failure to track the object
of interest is signalled by the absence of the percept with the same identier. If the tracking system recognizes the same object of the world later again, although it failed to recognize the object
for a while, then the system should indicate this by reusing the same percept identier.

The

so-called object permanence phenomenon certainly is a desired property of the environment where
the cognitive robot performs object recognition and symbol anchoring in, but it is not required by
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our approach.

Our symbol anchoring approach does not pose further assumptions about the performance
of the tracking system besides those mentioned in Section 3.11, i. e., our approach ought to accomplish symbol anchoring appropriately regardless of the performance of the tracking system in
use.

Moreover, two further symbol anchoring functionalities shall enable our approach to cope

with any situation that the recognition system has failed to handle or was not designed for. The
specic structure of the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) combining the three functionalities in
predicate

CC

facilitates the desired object identication. The purpose of the next functionality

called Find is twofold, depending on whether the considered object has been anchored previously
or not:
1. Those objects that have not yet been associated with a percept hold an empty perceptual
estimate inside its anchor uent (cf. Formula (4.11)). The task of functionality Find in this
case is to determine which object symbols and which anchors a given percept ts to.
2. After the tracking of a certain object of the robot's environment has failed, the recognition
and tracking system may perceive the same object later again. If the tracking system resumes
tracking, it reuses the same percept identier and the functionality Track applies. In case
the tracking system cannot recognize a new percept to correspond to a previous one without
doubt, a new percept identier is used and the functionality Find applies instead. In this
case a non-empty, best perceptual estimate is available in the anchor, which guides to nd
the correct correspondence.
Our approach denes the functionality Find in form of macro

∆F

as follows:

∆F : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} × percID × percSig × sit × state
def

∆F (x,(o, Γ, π, πP , Γ0 , s, z) =

(∃) P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ ¬(∃Γ1 )(P (π, o, Γ1 , s)) ∧

)
Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧ UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ ) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γy )(Holds (A(y, o, Γy , πP ), z))

(4.23)

0

For the functionality Find, i. e. macro

∆F ,

to be applicable, several conditions have to hold

simultaneously according to Formula (4.23):
1. The given percept identier

πP

ΓP

and the perceptual signature

have to pertain to a current

percept. Since the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) explicitly enumerates all current percepts
and asks predicate

CC

to associate a symbol with each of these percepts, this condition

is guaranteed to hold inside

CC .

The percept predicate for percept

πP

is included in the

denition of Find for the sake of readability and modularity.
2. Given the existential quantication of variables

x, Γ

and

π

in predicate

mula (4.23) requires that there exists some object anchor in hypothesis

z

CC ,

the For-

such that further

conditions hold.
3. The conjunction of the negated percept predicate for percept

π

and of the anchor of object

means that Find only allows to establish a new correspondence between percept
object symbol

x

if no other percept is already associated with object

in case there was no corresponding percept for object

x,

i. e.

π=⊥

otherwise if the registered percept has not been perceived in situation
4. The perceptual and symbolic information about object
signature

6 The

ΓP .

For this purpose predicate

Match

x

x.

πP

x

and

This applies only

in Formula (4.23), or

s.

have to comply with the perceptual

is employed.

object permanence property of environments stipulates that objects do not cease to exist or change their

identity when obscured. [Witkowski et al., 2001, p. 8]
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5. The predicate
of object

x

UpdatePS

is expected to update the perceptual estimate

given the new percept

6. Only those percepts

πP
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Γ

inside the anchor

ΓP .

may become associated with object

x

that do not already corre-

spond with any object, i. e., there must not be an anchor uent in the considered hypothesis
that bears the percept identier

z

πP .

Note that functionality Find is applicable to any object

x

that satises all above-mentioned

conditions giving rise to multiple potential correspondences with the considered percept

πP

in

general. Also note that both Find and Track are not applicable to the same percept or the same
object symbol, although the predicate

CC

combining all three functionalities does allow this case

in the rst place. This is due to the following observation.

Observation 4.1

The functionalities Track and Find never apply for the same percept identier
and object identier considering a certain situation and hypothesis, i. e.
ΣF C ∪ {(4.7)} |=
KState (s, z) ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ ¬(∃)(P (π, o, Γ1 , s))
⊃ πP 6= π

(4.24)



Proof

Assume to the contrary that

the antecedent of (4.24) the conjunct

πP = π is the consequent of (4.24). Then according to
(∃)(P (π, o, Γ1 , s)) would hold true, which contradicts the

antecedent. Thus (4.24) is valid.



The functionality Find employs the predicate

UpdatePS

for the purpose of updating the percep-

tual estimate of the associated anchor with the perceptual signature of the new percept. Being a
kind of sensor fusion technique, the new perceptual estimate is computed by combining the two
inputs and selecting the smallest range of perceptual values for each static attribute, and taking
on the measurements of dynamic attributes.

UpdatePS : objCat × percSig × percSig × percSig
UpdatePS
(o, ΓA , ΓP , Γ0 ) ≡
(
(a, (b0 , t0 )) ∈ Γ0 ≡
(
AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ∧ (γ ∈ (ΓA ∪ ΓP ) ∧ γ = (a, (b, t)) ⊃ b ≤ b0 ∧ t ≥ t0 ) ∧
(∃γ, b, t) (γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ b = b0 ∧ γ ∈ (ΓA ∪ ΓP )))∧
(∃γ, b, t) (γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ t = t0 ∧ γ ∈ (ΓA ∪ ΓP ))
)
∨ ¬AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ∧ (∃γ) (γ = (a, (b0 , t0 )) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP )

(4.25)

0
The predicate UpdatePS denes the new perceptual estimate Γ to comprise all those tuples
0 0
(a, (b , t )) of perceptual attributes a and ranges of perceptual values (b0 , t0 ) such that one of the
following conditions holds.
1. In the case of a static perceptual attribute, the current perceptual signature
previous perceptual estimate

ΓA

ΓP

and the

are fused by taking the minimal intersecting interval. Nev-

ertheless, the new estimate must be grounded on factual information, i. e., the perceptual
uncertainty interval can only be reduced to the extent which is actually sustained by the
current percept or any previous percept. The predicate

UpdatePS

implements this in ac-

cordance with our concept of representing perceptual uncertainty described in Section 3.5.
2. For dynamic perceptual attributes the new perceptual estimate simply takes the values of
the current percept and disregards any previous values that possibly have been recorded in
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also contributes to the consistency of the

perceptual estimate with respect to the requirement that the estimate of the anchor includes
at most a single perceptual interval (cf. Section 4.2.7).
The denition of the predicate

UpdatePS

takes the specic meaning of the perceptual signature

of percepts and of the best perceptual estimate of anchor uents into account with respect to
the representation of perceptual uncertainty as dened in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
information fusion implemented in predicate

UpdatePS

The simple

maximizes the information gain for static

perceptual attributes. The distinction between static and dynamic perceptual attributes is crucial
for the sound computation of our approach in realistic, dynamic environments of cognitive robots.
Otherwise the representation of perceptual uncertainty could not be utilized for determining appropriate correspondences between percepts and object symbols to the extent accomplished in our
approach.
In summary, the macro

∆F

implements the symbol anchoring functionalities to establish a

previously non-existent correspondence and to reacquire a temporarily lost correspondence between a percept and the appropriate object symbol. Thus, our approach fulls the two remaining
important requirements of any approach to the symbol anchoring problem stated by Coradeschi
and Saotti [2002] and listed in Section 2.3.4.
In comparison with the approaches of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001] and of Chella et al. [2004]
including their descendant approaches, and in addition to what has been pointed out already above,
most obviously they use two separate symbol anchoring functionalities Find and Reacquire for
what our approach accomplishes in the single functionality Find. This is due to the fact that our
approach does not perform prediction of the perceptual signature of the object in question. Since
no perceptual information is available in case of their functionality Find, they have to distinguish
between two separate functionalities (cf. Section 2.3.5).
However, the more important dierence ought to be seen in the following, which we briey
repeat here. While our approach performs symbol anchoring for all percepts at once in a bottomup manner, i. e., the task is to determine appropriate correspondences with object symbols given
a percept, their approach anchors a single object symbol to possibly multiple matching, current
percepts in a top-down fashion. We claim that anchoring all current percepts in parallel prepares
the cognitive robot to handle ambiguous situations better (cf. Section 4.2). Accordingly, the result
is very dierent: While the approaches of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001], Broxvall et al. [2005],
Chella et al. [2004] and their descendant approaches yield possibly multiple correspondences for the
object symbol in question, our approach determines the complete space of all possible hypotheses
of correspondences regarding all known objects automatically.
The details of the implementation of the functions Update, Verify and Predict are missing in [Coradeschi and Saotti, 2001] unfortunately, but their use in the procedure Reacquire
suggests that the update of a perceptual signature intermingles symbolic and perceptual information. This would contradict our fundamental concept of independence of symbolic and perceptual
information stated in Section 3.1.

4.2.4

Introducing a New Object

Realistic application domains typically involve dynamic objects, changing environmental conditions and are at least partly unknown to the cognitive robot. Apparently, the ability of the robot
to adapt its behaviour and world model to changing conditions plays a crucial role herein. This
concerns especially the symbol anchoring of objects. We have explained above how the functionalities Track and Find adapt the world model of correspondences between object symbols and
objects of the world upon acquiring new percepts in our approach. Both functionalities regard
individual objects that are already known on the deliberative level. Thus, an additional functionality is necessarycalled New that introduces new individual objects, which were unknown to
the robot so far, in order to construct a more complete world model concerning objects of interest.
Note that our approach does not take unknown, new categories of objects into account.
According to our assumptions about the object recognition and tracking system, our approach
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expects the tracking system to perform reliably and sound, i. e., it shall only track an object as
long as this can be performed without doubt about whether the system is still tracking the very
same object of the world (cf. Section 3.11). Otherwise, if the certainty of whether it is still tracking
the same object dropped due to an obstruction for instance, it shall simply report that there is
another object of interest. We distinguish this situation, where a new, fresh percept identier is
assigned to the percept, as follows.
1. The physical object may actually be a completely new object, meaning that the object really
has never been recognized by the robot before and there is no individual object symbol
referring to it on the deliberative level.

The functionality New applies in this case and

introduces the percept as a new individual object to the symbol anchoring representation in
particular and to the deliberative level in general for future actions with it and for reasoning
about it. We will dene this functionality below.
2. But the percept may also describe an object of the world which the robot already knows under
a dierent name, which the recognition system failed to associate with a previous percept
doubtlessly. The symbol anchoring functionality Find applies in this case, which determines
a potential correspondence based on the object's perceived, phenomenal characteristics. The
reader is referred to Section 4.2.3 explaining it in detail.
This distinction stresses an important, dicult aspect of symbol anchoring: The fact that the
recognition and tracking system reports a percept as being a new one potentially gives rise to both
possible cases mentioned above, while the symbol anchoring system cannot determine denitely
whether the new percept corresponds to a new physical object or to a known object. The concept
of our approach is to take all potential hypotheses into account, to utilize every single evidence
for one and against the other hypothesis and to maintain all hypotheses in parallel, until some
evidence possibly discloses a contradiction.
Hence, in the case of anchoring a percept, which bears a fresh identier, the functionality
Track does not apply, the functionality Find possibly applies if there are suitable anchors, and the
functionality New denitely applies. Our approach denes New in terms of the macro

∆N

like

this:

∆N : percID × objCat × percID × percID × sit × state
def

∆N (x, o,(πP , n, s, z) =

(∃ΓP ) P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γ)(Holds (A(y, o, Γ, πP ), z)) ∧ NewSymbol (n, x, z)

The macro

∆N

(4.26)

)

(4.27)

applies if the considered percept is a current, valid percept and if it is not already

associated with an object symbol via an anchor, because only one symbol is allowed to correspond
to a certain percept within the same hypothesis

z.

The macro

NewSymbol

determines a new,

fresh object symbol as follows.

NewSymbol : percID × percID × state
def

(4.28)

NewSymbol (n, x, z) = (∃t)(Holds (Oset (t), z) ∧ x = t + n)

(4.29)

Oset : percID 7→ fluent

(4.30)

Knows (Oset (0), S0 )

(4.31)

The technique of determining a new, fresh object symbol, which is unique and which complies
with the constraints of predicate

Consistent

in the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15), employs the
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The new uent

Oset

is initialized with the value

according to Formula (4.31), i. e., certainly before a new object

identier may be required at all.
The uent

Oset

comprises an auxiliary counter which is increased with each application of the

symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) and to be left unchanged otherwise. The Formula (4.31) initializes
the uent

Oset

z

equally with the value zero in all possible hypotheses

of situation

to gain uniqueness of new percept identiers, it is important that the uent
value in all possible hypotheses

z

associated with a certain situation

s,

S0 .

In order

carries the same

which is achieved using

The symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) interchanges Oset (t) with Oset (t + k)
0
for each successor state z . The function NoP determines the number of percepts available in a
the macro

Knows .

Oset

given situation

s , which is the same for each hypothesis z

associated with

s

via

KState (s, z) and
AnchorU ,

which is unique according to the Formula (4.7). Of course, the symbol anchoring action

like any other action, can only be applied once in the same situation. Given the initialization of
uent

Oset

in Formula (4.31) and its uniform update in Axiom (4.15) for all hypotheses of the

considered situation, we have shown that the value of uent

Oset

will always remain uniform

among all hypotheses of any successive situation.
The symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) increases the value of the uent

Oset

precisely by

the number of percepts available in the considered situation. Hence, in any situation the uent

Oset

bears the maximal natural number that has possibly been used as an identier so far.

The Formula (4.27) dening the functionality New and the Formula (4.29) dening the macro

NewSymbol

0..t with Holds (Oset (t), z) are not used twice
NewSymbol always adds to the value of uent
Oset . The number n which macro NewSymbol adds to the oset is unique in each situation,
because the schematic Axiom (4.15) uses each number of the range 0..k with NoP (o, s) = k
exactly once as a parameter of predicate CC , which in turn hands it to macro NewSymbol by
means of macro ∆N . Thus, not all values in the range 0..(t + k) may actually be used, but this
make sure, that values of the range

for identiers within the same hypothesis, because

way our approach ensures that each value is used at most once for an identier for the purpose of

percID provides an unlimited supply of fresh identiers
percID as a separate sort to be used solely for new object
and percept identiers together with the requirement X ∩ percID = ∅ , Formula (4.9), guarantee
uniqueness of object symbols. The sort
anyway. Moreover, the denition of

consistency and uniqueness of object symbols in our approach.
Note that the functionality New is applicable in all cases where Find is applicable, because the
macro

NewSymbol

∆N is always satisable and both Find and New
¬(∃)(Holds (A(y, o, Γ, πP ), z)) . In the case where multiple functionalities
−
+
predicate CC guarantees that the assignments to the uents f
and f

inside the denition of macro

share the same condition
apply, the denition of

are not mixed up among those functionalities within the same hypothesis, and that each applicable
functionality gives rise to its own, separate potential hypothesis, i. e., an applicable functionality
is never neglected.
In summary, we have dened the symbol anchoring functionality New, which introduces a new
anchor with a new object symbol for an unknown object of the robot's environment automatically.
We have shown that the functionality New preserves the uniqueness of percept identiers and of
object symbols. The functionality New complies with our concept of representing and maintaining
all possible hypotheses of correspondences in parallel. This functionality is a crucial component of
an approach to the symbol anchoring problem in order to enable a cognitive robot to experience
yet unknown objects of its dynamic environment.
In comparison with the other approaches summarized in Section 2.3.5 it is not clear how they
handle to learn about unknown objects of the environment from the information given in their
respective publications. The main dierence regarding this task between our approach and those
of Coradeschi and Saotti [2001, 2002], Broxvall et al. [2005], Chella et al. [2004] and their later
improved versions is the direction and extent of anchoring. We have pointed out above that our
approach anchors all available percepts to appropriate object symbols in a bottom-up manner. The
main objectives for this concept are rst, not to neglect any potential hypothesis of correspondences and second, to ground as many correspondences as possible in order to avoid forthcoming
ambiguous situations to the largest possible extent.

However, the other above-mentioned ap-
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proaches anchor a certain object symbol to appropriate percepts in a top-down manner. Due to
limited detail it is not clear how these approaches take the automatic learning of unknown objects
into account.
Let's combine all the above-mentioned formulas of our uni-modal symbol anchoring approach

Σumsa .

and denote them with

Σumsa

4.2.5

def

=

We call

Σumsa

the

uni-modal symbol anchoring axioms :

{(4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), (4.11)}
∪ {(4.13), (4.15), (4.17), (4.31)}

(4.32)

Complexity of Hypothesis Space

This section discusses the complexity of the hypothesis space of correspondences between object
symbols and percepts. We have dened a symbol anchoring hypothesis in Section 3.9. Furthermore, we have explained in the Sections 3.10 and 4.1.3 how multiple hypotheses can be represented.
Since the complexity of the hypothesis space depends very much on the application domain, the
environmental conditions and the robot's perceptual capacity, only a general discussion is possible.
What are the eects of a single application of the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) on the hypothesis
space? Obviously, if there are no percepts available, this axiom reduces to Formula (4.16), which
infers no changes at all to the successor knowledge state. In this case the hypothesis space remains
precisely the same.

(NoP (s) = k) ∧ (k > 0) ,

Otherwise if there is a certain number of percepts available, i. e.

eects of the symbol anchoring transaction on the hypothesis space vary in a wide range.

the
For

instance, each current percept may correspond to a known object that is being tracked, such
that functionality Track applies to each of the
symbol anchoring axiom for action

AnchorU

k

percepts.

In this case the application of the

produces no additional hypotheses nor causes the

elimination of current hypotheses. Hence the extent of the hypothesis space remains constant and
the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) only updates the representation of all the anchors involved.
A closer look at the denition of our functionality Track, Formula (4.19), reveals that although
in principle predicate

CC

allows to spawn further, alternative correspondences with the consid-

ered percept due to the disjunction of the three functionalities, Track precludes the applicability
of Find and New for the same percept and the same hypothesis.

Hence, if functionality Track

is applicable to a certain percept, the existing correspondence becomes the only correspondence
for this percept in the successor hypothesis space for the considered original hypothesis and situation.

The interface denition of our symbol anchoring approach with the object recognition

system motivates this concept: According to our assumptions stated in Section 3.11, the tracking
system guarantees that measuring and reporting a series of percepts bearing the same identier
in successive situations indicates that this series of percepts originates from the same physical
object. Our symbol anchoring functionality Track utilizes this assumption on the tracking system
in terms of a single, possible, successive correspondence if applicable.
Next we are going to discuss the functionality Find, dened in Formula (4.23), and functionality
New, dened in Formula (4.27), with respect to their eects on the complexity of the hypothesis
space. Recall that Find is only applicable if Track is not. Considering a certain, current percept
and a certain hypothesis, and given that this percept is not registered in an anchor already, the
application of functionality Find determines the complete set of all potential object symbols ( m
in number), whose symbolic and perceptual information t the given percept, and transforms
the considered hypothesis into

m

potential successive hypothesesone hypothesis for each corre-

spondence with one of the matching, known object symbols. Furthermore, the functionality New
applies in the case and situation considered and adds an additional hypothesis to the successor
situation wherein the percept corresponds to a new object symbol. The number

m

of new corre-

spondences established by Find depends on the number of known objects that have very similar
characteristics compared with the new percept. Most notably, Find may not be applicable at all,
i. e.

m = 0,

such that only functionality New anchors the considered percept with a new object

symbol. In the latter case, the number of hypotheses stays the same.
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Basically, the above explanations suggested that the functionalities employed in our approach
cause the hypothesis space to enlarge always or at least to keep its size, which is actually not the
case. Surely it would be very desirable to keep the number of potential, alternative hypotheses as
small as possible in order to facilitate an eective and precise world model, which is crucial for
cognitive robots operating in the real world. Indeed, our symbol anchoring approach implements
a means for eliminating hypotheses that contradict with sensory data, which we will explicate
below.
Our approach as well as other typical cognitive robotic systems are based on the cognitive
theory called phenomenalism (cf. Section 2.1.2). In this view, perceiving phenomenal features of
objects designates the most important means for synchronizing the internal world model with the
real world. Our idea is based on the assumptions about the robot's perception of the environment
described in Section 3.1, most importantly the assumption of disregarding perceptual seemings,
and on the basic concept of knowledge update inherited from the Fluent Calculus (cf. Section 2.4).
Recalling the latter, a knowledge update axiom species that for any successor state to exist, such
a successor state can only be derived from an existing original state and that certain conditions
have to hold including the consistency with sensor data (cf. Formula (2.5)).

More precisely, a

knowledge update axiom species exactly those and only those transactions that lead to consistent
successive hypotheses, and which comply with the latest perceptual ndings. Those states which
no transaction applies to will be disregarded automatically and will not generate a single successor
state. Our symbol anchoring axiom, Formula (4.15), inherits this principle. This axiom denes
exactly those conditions and transactions that allow it to generate consistent successor hypotheses
of correspondences.

The conditions dened therein for a successor state to exist include the

conjunction of individual percept predicates ( k in number), a conjunction of individual predicates

CC

for each percept, and the predicate

Consistent ,

while the remaining conditions are readily

satisable. Due to Formula (4.7), the conjunction of percept predicates is valid by assumption.
The conjunction of predicates

CC

in the Axiom (4.15) in the way explained above plays the

crucial role in determining the hypothesis space. Below we will provide a proof showing that the
state transitions determined by the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) lead from consistent states to
consistent successor states only (cf. Section 5.6.1). We will also show that the hypothesis space
computed by our approach never collapses (cf. Section 4.2.6).

4.2.6

Eliminating Inconsistent Hypotheses

Next, we are going to point out the kind of hypotheses that the symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15)
disregards automatically due to an inconsistency. The prerequisites of our functionalities Track,
Find and New can be partitioned into those where an anchor uent corresponds directly to the
considered percept, and those where there is no corresponding anchor uent. In the latter case
functionality New readily applies without further restrictions. In the former case only the functionality Track applies if the anchor matches the considered percept with respect to predicate

Match

and if the new perceptual signature can be fused with the anchor's perceptual estimate using the
predicate

UpdatePS .

Let contradiction denote the specic former case where these additional

prerequisites are not fullled. The following formula species this case of a contradiction

(
)
(∃) Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ P (π, o, ΓP , s) ∧ ¬(∃)(Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧ UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ0 ))
for a certain situation

s,

hypothesis

z

and a certain percept

π.

In contrast to the functionality

Track, the case of a contradiction refers to situations wherein the predicate
fails.

(4.33)

Match

or

UpdatePS

Each potential hypothesis where a contradiction arises from the considered variable sub-

stitution will be neglected automatically.

In other words, a hypothesis that has been tracked

and updated successfully so far becomes extinct upon acquiring contradicting new perceptual
information for instance. Such hypotheses simply die out.
The two potential principles that cause a contradicting hypothesis to become extinct are incompleteness and imprecision of perceptual and symbolic information. An incomplete symbolic
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(x, πc )
(x, ⊥)
(x, π) ∧ π 6= πc
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¬P (πc , o, Γc , s)

πc

P (πc , o, Γc , s)

case 0: %

case 1: ideal

case 2: not grounded

case 3: wrong

case 4: wrong

case 5: wrong

Table 4.1: Partition of the hypothesis space with respect to the correct vs. alternative hypotheses.

specication of an object gives rise to multiple matching percepts in the rst place, but the multitude of these alternative hypotheses shall die out when a more specic symbolic description
becomes known.

For instance, in the extreme case where the symbolic description of a certain

object is completely empty, the functionality Find would propose an alternative correspondence
for each percept of the same kind of object, such that virtually every percept of the requested kind
matches the object to be anchored. Furthermore, if the perceptual signature and the perceptual
estimate contain only sparse information about the physical object, the perceived object has to be
considered as a potential candidate for too many known objects. This is an undesirable situation
because it hinders the cognitive robot from eective, goal-directed planning, reasoning and acting.
In general, the more distinctive the perceptual and symbolic signatures of an object on the symbolic level and of a percept are, the fewer potential candidates give rise to alternative hypotheses.
Furthermore, a percept is the more distinctive the more precise its perceptual information is, the
more perceptual attributes are measured and the fewer similar objects exist in the world.
The above-mentioned mechanism invalidates and eliminates inconsistent hypotheses from the
hypothesis space.

However, it is important to make sure that at least one hypothesis remains.

Obviously, we would expect the correct one to be among the remaining hypotheses. In order to
show that our approach complies with these prerequisites, the Table 4.1 lists all possible cases of
correspondences that the application of the symbol-anchoring Axiom (4.15) may compute.

Lemma 4.2

The correct hypothesis of correspondences between object symbols and percepts is
guaranteed to be among those generated by the symbol-anchoring Axiom (4.15) in the successor
situation.


Lemma 4.3

A hypothesis of correspondences that proved to be actually wrong may be retracted
from the hypothesis space safely, because the symbol-anchoring Axiom (4.15) guarantees that at
least another one remains existent in the hypothesis space, i. e., the hypothesis space cannot become
void.


Proof

In the breakdown of Table 4.1 the object

ered for anchoring, and

πc

x

denotes the object symbol which is consid-

denotes the percept of the physical object which symbol

the two cases of whether or not the correct percept is available, i. e., whether

¬P (πc , o, Γc , s)

actually

P (πc , o, Γc , s)

or

holds, respectively. The rst line of Table 4.1 refers to the successor hypothesis

where the correct correspondence between symbol
cessfully.

x

7 The columns of this table distinguish between

refers to, i. e., in case the correspondence is correct.

x

and percept

The specic case number 0 in the table, where percept

πc
πc

has been established sucis actually not available,

simply cannot occur because it is logically inconsistent. Conversely, case number 1 represents the
ideal case wherein the physical object has been perceived and the correct correspondence with
its percept has been determined.

Given our assumptions about the robot's perception of the

environment described in Sections 3.1 and 3.11, the functionality Find is applicable in this case
and guarantees to yield the desired correspondence between object

x

and percept

πc

(cf. Sec-

tion 4.2.3). Moreover, given these assumptions the hypothesis of the correct correspondence will
not be invalidated, because this can only be triggered by the existence of inconsistent information.
Hence, if some hypothesis becomes inconsistent and is eliminated by the symbol anchoring axiom,
the hypothesis of the correct correspondence remains existent if the object was perceived (case

7 The

subscript C

indicates the correct hypothesis from an omniscient perspective.
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number 1). The other case where the object was not perceived will be discussed below for case
numbers 2 and 4.
The case number 2 of Table 4.1 represents the situation where the object symbol
anchored to any current percept and the physical object, which
Although object

x

x

x

is not

stands for, was not perceived.

is not grounded in this situation, we cannot do any better than that. This

hypothesis correctly represents the actual situation. Since this hypothesis is consistent, it cannot
be invalidated and eliminated.
The symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) also determines an alternative hypothesis, where the
actual percept is associated with a dierent object symbol than the correct object

x,

while

x

is not grounded. This case denoted as case number 3 apparently represents a wrong, alternative
hypothesis for percept

πc

and object symbol

x.

However, given the assumptions of Sections 3.1

and 3.11, our approach guarantees to compute the correct hypothesis with the correspondence
denoted as case number 1, too, as described above. Therefore, it is a matter of identifying this
hypothesis of case number 3 as being the wrong one, preferring the one of case number 1, and
invalidating it as soon as possible.
The functionality Find may also associate the object symbol
percept

π

x

with an appropriate, alternative

which does not refer to the correct physical object, i. e.

π 6= πc .

called number 4 in Table 4.1 represents a wrong, alternative hypothesis.

Obviously, this case
As the functionality

New always applies if Track does not apply, New is guaranteed to assign a fresh object symbol to
percept

π

in an alternative hypothesis such that object

x

remains not grounded. The latter case

coincides with case number 2. Hence, although the correspondence of case number 4 is wrong,
the correct correspondence of case number 2 exists, too.

It is the task of a suitable preference

criterion to determine the right hypothesis, or the task of the planning system to gain further
evidence sustaining the correctness of the alternative hypothesis.
In the case number 5 the object
percept

πc

x

is associated with the wrong percept, while the correct

is available, which turns it into a wrong, alternative hypothesis.

However, for rea-

sons explained for the case number 1, the correct hypothesis is guaranteed to exist, too.

The

above rationale about the possible correspondences resulting from applying our symbol anchoring
Axiom (4.15) has shown that:
1. The correct correspondence is guaranteed to be among those determined by the axiom. This
shows the Lemma 4.2.
2. A hypothesis that is actually wrong may be eliminated while at least another one remains
existent in the hypothesis space. Because of item 1, at least the correct hypothesis remains
existent, such that the hypothesis space cannot collapse. This shows the Lemma 4.3.
This reasoning regarding a single correspondence of one object symbol naturally applies to a combination of correspondences for all object symbols forming a whole hypothesis of correspondences.
The above results may be generalized to a whole hypothesis rightly, because individual correspondences are represented as individual anchors, while the predicate
anchoring Axioms

Σumsa

Consistent

and the symbol

make sure to respect the mutual dependencies among multiple anchors

of a hypothesis.



In summary, imprecision of symbolic and perceptual specications of an object may cause many
alternative hypotheses.

For example, the disjunction of several possible perceptual predicates

or the exclusion of just a few individual predicates constitute imprecise symbolic specications
of a certain attribute of an object.

The imprecision of sensory information about a physical

object causes very similar eects. In the case of contradicting information our symbol-anchoring
Axiom (4.15) provides an eective means to invalidate such inconsistent world models.

4.2.7

Consistency of Perceptual Estimates

The predicate

UpdatePS

presupposes that the perceptual estimate inside an anchor uent includes

at most one interval of values for each perceptual attribute (cf. Formula (4.25)). Otherwise, especially in the case of multiple disjoint intervals of values of the same attribute, predicate

UpdatePS
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(b, t)

would aect the whole computation involving inconsistent results due to invalid intervals
with

b > t.

The predicate

Match

also presupposes appropriate perceptual estimates for compar-

ing them with the signature of a percept based on the intersection of intervals. We have posed
this requirement already regarding percepts in Formula (4.5).
Next, we are going to show that an additional domain constraint for the purpose of implementing the requirement of uni-modal distributions of attribute values of perceptual estimates in
anchor uents is not necessary.

Lemma 4.4 The symbol anchoring Axioms Σumsa ensure the uni-modality of perceptual attributes inside the perceptual estimate of anchor uents, i. e.:
Σumsa ∪ ΣF C |=

(
(∀) KState (s, z) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ γ1 ∈ Γ ∧ γ2 ∈ Γ ∧
)
γ1 = (a, i1 ) ∧ γ2 = (a, i2 ) ⊃ i1 = i2

(4.34)



Proof

The proof is based on the idea that given a consistent initial situation and a consistent

update from one situation to the next, all successor situations will be consistent, too.

Induction base:

The domain constraint of Formula (4.11) requires that each perceptual estimate

is empty for all anchor uents existing initially. Hence, the assumption of Formula (4.34) is satised

S0 of course.
Induction hypothesis: Assume a situation s which the above Formula (4.34) holds for.
Induction step: Only predicate UpdatePS manipulates the perceptual estimate inside anchor

for the initial situation

uents. Perceptual attributes are known to be of either static or dynamic kind (cf. Section 3.6). In
case of a dynamic attribute the new perceptual estimate equals the corresponding component of the
perceptual signature

by denition of predicate UpdatePS (cf. Formula (4.25)). Furthermore,
Γ0 deduced by UpdatePS will include at most one interval of values

ΓP

the new perceptual estimate

for a dynamic attribute thanks to the constraint on uni-modal perceptual attributes of percepts
(cf. Formula (4.5)).
Depending on the number

n

of value intervals available in the considered perceptual estimate

and the perceptual signature, i. e. among

UpdatePS

UpdatePS ,

(ΓA ∪ ΓP ) ,

for a certain static perceptual attribute

we distinguish the following cases. For n = 0 the predicate
0
determines that the new estimate Γ will not contain any value interval for the consid-

considered by predicate

ered attribute. Obviously, the Assumption (4.34) holds in this case. Regarding n = 1 the pred0 0
0
0 0
icate UpdatePS denes the resulting perceptual estimate as (a, (b , t ) ∈ Γ with (b , t ) = (b, t) ,
i. e., the new estimate of the considered attribute simply takes on the given perceptual interval.
Hence, (4.34) holds in accordance with the domain Constraint (4.4).

In case

n > 1,

given the

Assumption (4.5) about uni-modal perceptual attributes regarding percepts, and provided that
the uni-modal attributes are recorded in the considered, original hypothesis in accordance with
the idea of this proof, which we pointed out above to hold for the initial situation, then
Since predicate

UpdatePS

is employed in combination with predicate

Track and Find only, and since

Match

Match

n = 2.

in the functionalities

ensures that the two perceptual intervals intersect for each
(b0 , t0 ) determined by UpdatePS is

static perceptual attribute, the resulting perceptual interval

consistent and equals the intersection of the one of the perceptual estimate inside the considered
anchor and the one of the considered percept.
This way, the consistency of the perceptual estimate is preserved by predicate



UpdatePS .

An ad-

ditional domain constraint similar to (4.34) is not necessary as has been shown above and because

UpdatePS
4.2.8

is the only predicate manipulating the perceptual estimate inside anchor uents.

Groundedness of Correspondences

Recall the use and purpose of symbol anchoring as being a method for establishing and for maintaining the correspondences between symbols and percepts, both of them referring to the same
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object in the environment of a cognitive robot. Our approach represents correspondences in form
of anchor uents which are maintained by a specic knowledge update axiom for symbol anchoring. The point of time of performing such an update is determined solely by the programmer of
the application. Obviously, it makes much sense to perform the symbol anchoring update only if
there are some current percepts available. Only in this case our symbol anchoring approach may
utilize some evidence for or against certain hypotheses of correspondences, or enables the robot
to experience new objects of the world. This shows that keeping all correspondences up-to-date
tends to be quite hard for a symbol anchoring system in realistic, dynamic application domains, a

8

problem that is related to the so-called representation problem [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995].

The above-mentioned diculties complicate an appropriate implementation of the most crucial
and desired property of symbol anchoring systems called the

groundedness

of object symbols. The

groundedness of object symbols denotes the degree or extent to which the object symbols refer to
the correct, real-world objects, or in other words, how tight the symbolic representation matches

9

the reality via anchoring object symbols to percepts.

For example, the symbol anchoring system is typically asked to provide grounded correspondences for those objects that the cognitive robot is going to manipulate next. The dicult question
is, how the symbol anchoring system could determine the groundedness of certain object symbols
appropriately and notify other systems about it, like the planning and reasoning system.

The

following causes contribute to the representation problem of our approach in particular. The representation of correspondences in terms of anchor uents remains unchanged between successive
symbol anchoring transactions, and the time passed in between may dier signicantly. Thus, an
object symbol being grounded through an anchor uent may actually be no longer grounded if
the dynamics of the physical object have changed since this object was anchored most recently.
Moreover, the most recent anchoring transaction of an individual, grounded object symbol may
have been performed several symbol anchoring transactions ago, because each symbol anchoring transaction focuses its attention on the particular object category under consideration in our

10

approach.

Among the causes inuencing the groundedness of correspondences between object symbols
and physical objects are the robot's own actions, in particular movement actions, because typically those actions entail a change of the current range of perception. It appears far too dicult
and brittle to model each action's eects on the robot's perception for the purpose of anticipating whether or not certain correspondences remain grounded, neglecting issues of computational
complexity for a moment. This method would also infringe the modularity and autonomy of our
symbol anchoring system with respect to the other system components of the deliberative level.
Another approach could be to automatically break all grounded correspondences with percepts
immediately upon performing any action. This method infers similar disadvantages as mentioned
above.
Furthermore, the dynamic, non-deterministic world itself causes the robot's perception to
change, which cannot be anticipated in general, such that the groundedness of object symbols
naturally becomes questionable after considerable time has passed. Introducing a time stamp for
all correspondences indicating when the most recent anchoring happened would amount to more
computational eort and would require heuristics and probabilities for reasoning about correspondences, which is not the focus of our work.
Our approach readily allows to verify the groundedness of a certain object symbol
certain hypothesis

z

(∃)(KState (s, z) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z) ∧ π 6= ⊥)
8 Briey,

x

for a

by means of the query
(4.35)

the representation problem addresses how to symbolically represent information about complex real-

world entities and processes [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995].

9 The

meaning of groundedness diers in the elds of research on symbol anchoring and on symbol grounding

(cf. Section 2.2.3).

10 A

simple method to reduce this problem is to expand the attention to all kinds of objects, such that symbol

anchoring regards all perceivable objects in the world at once. However, we argued above for using object categories
(cf. Section 3.3).
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Nevertheless, the Formula (4.35) entails the problem that we do not know, how old the percept

π

is, i. e., when the most recent anchoring transaction took place, because this component of the
anchor uent is not reset when the associated percept vanishes. Instead of the above query, we
extend our approach with the predicate

IsGrounded :

IsGrounded : X ∪ percID × sit × state
IsGrounded
(x, s, z) ≡
(
)
(∃) KState (s, z) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, ΓA , π), z) ∧ P (π, o, ΓP , s)
In comparison with the Formula (4.35), the new predicate

IsGrounded

(4.36)

represents the property of

a correspondence to be grounded much more precisely, because there are situations and correspondences where (4.35) holds but where no current percept is available. The existential quantication
of the variables of the percept predicate is particularly useful, because it allows that tracking may
fail and that the percept identier corresponding with the same object symbol may change. Thus,
for an object symbol to be grounded, it is sucient that some current percept is associated. The
symbol anchoring approaches of Coradeschi and Saotti [2000, 2001], Coradeschi et al. [2001]
implemented basically the same notion of groundedness of an object symbol as we dened it above
(cf. Section 2.3.5).
In summary, our concept of groundedness of object symbols and its denition in terms of
predicate

IsGrounded

emphasize that the symbol anchoring transaction shall be coupled with

sensing actions. Since our approach does not involve reasoning about and planning of actions on
purpose, which would intermingle symbol anchoring with domain-dependent axiomatization, our
approach retains a domain-independent, modular solution.

4.3 Preferences among Alternative Hypotheses
We have pointed out above that the application of the uni-modal symbol anchoring axiom of
Formula (4.15) causes multiple, alternative hypotheses to be generated in general in situations
where percepts are available (cf. Section 4.2.5). Recall that the cognitive robot employs symbol
anchoring for the purpose of grounding object symbols representing objects of current interest in
perceptual measurements for subsequent actions with those objects. Apparently, the existence of
a multitude of alternative hypotheses of correspondences of a certain object symbol inhibits the
prerequisites for subsequent object manipulations to become true. Nevertheless, the Section 3.10
highlighted that we consider maintaining all potential and consistent hypotheses of correspondences in parallel, because this facilitates handling ambiguous situations. Our approach signies
a particular hypothesis as being the current

belief state

with respect to symbol anchoring among

all hypotheses of correspondences of the considered situation. Given the belief state, the cognitive
robot shall not be bothered with the need to reason about alternative hypotheses when it plans
its actions and reasons about its knowledge, but can concentrate on the readily available, unique
belief state that is determined by the symbol anchoring system automatically. In general a belief
state is dened as a rational idealization of a cognitive state of some individual at a given point
of time in [Gärdenfors, 1988].
It is important to observe that there is no guarantee for the signied world model to be actually
the correct one, although all information obtained from perceiving it and interacting with it so far
have sustained it consistently. This is due to the fact that the ground truth of the correctness of a
correspondence between an object symbol and the physical object it denotesnaturallycannot

11 Therefore our approach associates a certain situation

be determined by the cognitive robot itself.

and a certain hypothesis adaptively with the belief state of this situation.
One may want the belief state to allow to point to multiple hypotheses in case all of those
stand equally for the most preferred hypotheses. In contrast, one may want to strictly require the

11 Otherwise,

the symbol anchoring problem would not be a problem at all.
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preference relation to designate a single hypothesis only to represent the belief state uniquely. To
this end our approach includes two dierent versions of the preference relation that implement
these two cases, which we will introduce in the next two sections.

4.3.1

The Unique Preference Relation

Determining the most preferred hypothesis of correspondences, i. e. the belief state of the con-

BState ,

sidered situation, is implemented using the predicate
relation represented by the predicate

Pref

which is based on the preference

as follows.

BState : sit × state
Pref : sit × state × state
DiCorr : state × state
BState (s, z) ≡
KState (s, z) ∧ (∀)(KState (s, z2 ) ∧ DiCorr (z, z2 ) ⊃ Pref (s, z, z2 ))
DiCorr
( (z1 , z2 ) ≡
(∃) Holds (A(x, o, Γ1 , π1 ), z1 ) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, Γ2 , π2 ), z2 ) ∧ π1 6= π2
∨ Holds (A(x1 , o, Γ1 , π), z1 ) ∧ Holds (A(x2 , o, Γ2 , π), z2 ) ∧ x1 6= x2

(4.37)

)

(4.38)

BState (s, z) designates a particular hypothesis z of
z is preferred to all other hypotheses in the
predicate Pref . Predicate BState is designed to take the

According to this denition, the predicate
situation

s

as the belief state if the hypothesis

considered situation according to the

existence of just a single hypothesis into account.
The predicate

DiCorr

determines whether the given two states actually refer to two dierent

hypotheses of correspondences, because states may include arbitrary other uents or symbolic
information, such that a single symbol anchoring hypothesis may be associated with a number of
states (cf. Section 3.9). To this end, predicate

DiCorr

only compares anchor uents and neglects

all other components that may constitute a state. As you can see in Formula (4.38), predicate

DiCorr

denes that two states refer to dierent hypotheses if the same object symbol corresponds

to dierent percept identiers or vice versa in the given states. The predicate

DiCorr

implicitly

requires the existence of at least one anchor uent in each given state. This condition is important
as a hypothesis representation may not contain any uents at all, which especially may hold in
the initial situation.
It is important to recognize the dierence between a knowledge state and a belief state in terms
of their transaction from one situation to the next.

As explained above, the symbol anchoring

Axiom (4.15) updates knowledge states and symbol anchoring hypotheses towards the next situation. In contrast, the predicate

BState

of Formula (4.37) adapts the belief state dynamically in

each situation anew.
Unfortunately, it seems to be hardly possible to come up with general, domain-independent,
though eective rules for the preference relation among alternative hypotheses, i. e., without resorting to specic features or heuristics that vary with the application domain.

In accordance

with our objective of devising a domain-independent approach to the symbol anchoring problem,
we discuss general characteristics of the preference relation here. We assume a particular preference criteria to be dened by the application engineer as part of the domain axiomatization using
Formula

Φ(s, z1 , z2 ) ,

which is employed by our approach, such that:

Pref (s, z1 , z2 ) ≡ Φ(s, z1 , z2 )
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Pref

to establish a strict order-

ing among all symbol anchoring hypotheses of the given situation.

Pref (s, z1 , z2 )

as a relation between the given hypotheses

z1

and

z2

Regarding the predicate
of situation

s,

the external

specication of the preference criterion has to agree with the following characteristics.



The Formula (4.37) dening predicate

reexive

BState

requires the predicate

Pref

to form an

(∀) (Pref (s, z1 , z2 ) ⊃ KState (s, z1 ) ∧ KState (s, z2 ) ∧ DiCorr (z1 , z2 ))


ir-

relation among symbol anchoring hypotheses:
(4.39)

For the ordering of hypotheses to be eective, the preference predicate has to implement an

asymmetric

relation, i. e.

¬(∃) (Pref (s, z1 , z2 ) ∧ Pref (s, z2 , z1 ))


Since each hypothesis representation includes an individual number of anchor uents, an
individual number of anchored correspondences, dierent degrees of groundedness for each
anchor, etc., the preference relation establishes a
that:



transitive

hierarchy of hypotheses such

(∀)(Pref (s, z1 , z2 ) ∧ Pref (s, z2 , z3 ) ⊃ Pref (s, z1 , z3 ))

The preference relation is required to be able to order any hypothesis with respect to the
belief state. In other words, the preference criteria have to comply with a

connex

relation

among symbol anchoring hypotheses, i. e.

(
(∀) KState (s, z1 ) ∧ KState (s, z2 ) ∧ DiCorr (z1 , z2 )
)
⊃ (Pref (s, z1 , z2 ) ∨ Pref (s, z2 , z1 ))
Altogether, the above criteria form a total order on the set of hypotheses available in a certain
situation. The total ordering is also important for our approach to make sure that the second best
hypothesis is determined automatically if the previously most preferred hypothesis became invalid
due to some logical inconsistency (cf. Section 4.2.6). Hence, while the belief state determines the
most preferred hypothesis, the preference relation among all hypotheses computes further, ordered
alternatives.
Both irreexivity and transitivity have been proposed to be necessary logical properties of
preferences between perceptibles by Bell and Huang [1999]. The perception hierarchy resulting
from their work can be compared with the hierarchy of hypotheses of our approach, since both
approaches incorporate new perceptual evidence in accordance with the concept of seeing is
believing (cf. Section 2.1.2).

4.3.2

The Set-Based Preference Relation

The predicates

BState

and

Pref

representing the belief state and the preference relation re-

spectively, as dened in Section 4.3.1 above, are not applicable if not every pair of hypotheses is
comparable with respect to preferring one to the other. In other words, we need a more exible
denition of the preference relation if the preference criteria could possibly determine the very
same level of preference for several dierent hypotheses.

This is typically the case if multiple

hypotheses were developed individually in parallel during the course of action, while the structure
of their representation is very similar, e. g. using the same object symbols. For this purpose, we
dene a preference relation on sets of hypotheses based on the predicate

PrefSets :

PrefSets : sit × P(state) × P(state)
The predicate
of set

ζ2

PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) represents that all hypotheses of set ζ1 are preferred to all those
s . Similarly to the unique preference relation represented by the predicate

in situation
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our approach assumes the programmer of the application domain to provide a well-dened,

specialized preference relation using formula

Ψ(s, ζ1 , ζ2 )

such that:

PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ≡ Ψ(s, ζ1 , ζ2 )
The predicate

PrefSets

has to comply with the following constraints regarding symbol anchoring

in order to yield well-dened preference criteria.

(PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ⊃ ζ1 6= ∅) ∧
(PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∧ z1 ∈ ζ1 ⊃ KState (s, z1 )) ∧
(PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∧ z2 ∈ ζ2 ⊃ KState (s, z2 ))
Furthermore, the formula

Ψ

only forms well-dened preference criteria if the following constraints

hold.



Obviously, a preference can only be represented by an irreexive relation.

Note that this

property refers to dierent hypotheses of correspondences in contrast to individual knowledge
states (cf. Formula (4.39)):

PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∧ z1 ∈ ζ1 ∧ z2 ∈ ζ2 ⊃ DiCorr (z1 , z2 )


Being a directional relation, the preference criteria involve asymmetry:

PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∧ z1 ∈ ζ1 ∧ z2 ∈ ζ2
⊃ ¬(∃ζ3 , ζ4 ) (PrefSets (s, ζ3 , ζ4 ) ∧ z2 ∈ ζ3 ∧ z1 ∈ ζ4 )


A total order among hypotheses requires the predicate

PrefSets

to implement a transitive

relation:

PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∧ PrefSets (s, ζ2 , ζ3 ) ∧ ζ1 ∩ ζ3 = ∅ ⊃ PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ3 )
Based on the predicate

PrefSets

for ordering sets of hypotheses according to some well-dened

preference criteria, we introduce a set-based version of a belief state:

BStateSet : sit × P(state)
BStateSet (s, ζ) ≡ (∃ζ2 )(PrefSets (s, ζ, ζ2 )) ∧ ¬(∃ζ2 )(PrefSets (s, ζ2 , ζ))
The predicate

BStateSet (s, ζ)

represents that each symbol anchoring hypothesis

is considered likewise one of the most preferred hypotheses of the situation

BStateSet (s, ζ)
ζ.

preferred to

only holds for

ζ

s.

(4.40)

z

of the set

ζ

The predicate

according to Formula (4.40) if no other set of hypotheses is

(∃ζ2 )(PrefSets (s, ζ, ζ2 )) to hold for ζ . This is
ζ are the only ones existing in
predicate BStateSet also accounts for situations

The Formula (4.40) also requires

guaranteed even and especially in the case where the hypotheses
situation

s,

i. e. with

ζ2 = ∅ .

Note that the

where just a single hypothesis of correspondences exists, e. g. the initial situation.
In comparison, both predicates

Pref

and

PrefSets

represent a total ordering among symbol

anchoring hypotheses forming an irreexive, asymmetric and transitive relation. We intentionally
omitted

PrefSets

to dene a connex relation in order to allow that the preference criteria may

determine the same level of preference for multiple hypotheses.
Thus, each of the predicates

BState

and

BStateSet

has its use case. In highly demanding

application domains where a robust symbol anchoring system is considered to be mission-critical
and where the planning system expects a single belief state, the strict requirement of a unique belief
state appears appropriate but necessitates well-dened preference criteria. Otherwise, designating
a small number of hypotheses that equally represent preferable belief states yields a more exible
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z0
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of correspondences for objects

A

and

B.

Figure 4.2: Diagram depicting the symbol anchoring hypotheses after reacquiring correspondences.

solution. For example, while a unique, deterministic correspondence of those object symbols of
immediate interest is crucial for executing the robot's next actions, the correspondences of the
remaining objects do not necessarily have to be uniquely anchored.
No such general, formal characteristics of preference relations among symbol anchoring hypotheses are described in the literature to our knowledge, including those approaches reviewed in
Section 2.3.5.

4.3.3

Heuristics for Preferences

Next we are going to discuss which rules may constitute appropriate preference criteria for ordering
the available hypotheses of correspondences of a given situation. Finding appropriate preference
criteria that perform perfectly in any situation and application domain seems to be unfeasible.
Instead one ought to consider them as a heuristic guide that tends to perform well in many cases
while it may fail in other cases.

Example 4.2
situation

S

For the purpose of illustration we introduce an example.

where the cognitive robot is aware of the two objects

A

and

B

Let's consider the
that are of the same

kind, and where both of them are being tracked such that the percept denoted by identier 1 is
associated with object

A

and percept 2 is associated with object

represented as the hypothesis

z0

for situation

S

B.

These correspondences are

in the form of:

(∃) (KState (S, z0 ) ∧ z0 = A(A, O, Γ1 , 1) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2 , 2) ◦ z ∧ Consistent (z0 ))

(4.41)

The Figure 4.1 illustrates the hypothesis space of the example of Formula (4.41), using one circle
for each correspondence, abbreviated by

(A, 1)

and

(B, 2)

in the diagram. Both correspondences
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together constitute the consistent and complete hypothesis

z0

illustrated in Figure 4.1 by the

intersection of both circles in green colour. Let's assume that the tracking of both objects failed
later due to a temporary obstruction for instance, such that both correspondences were no longer
grounded.
Afterwards in situation

S0

suppose that two objects were perceived during object recognition

which yielded appropriately matching percepts for both objects

A

and

percept bearing identier 3 may be associated with both object symbols

B , such that the
A and B , and the

new
new

percept 4 likewise represents a potential correspondence for both object symbols. Accordingly, the
following holds in this situation:

(∃)(NoP (S 0 ) = 2 ∧ P (3, O, Γ3 , S 0 ) ∧ P (4, O, Γ4 , S 0 ))
The application of our symbol anchoring axiom, Formula (4.15), in this situation determines several
possible correspondences for each percept and for each object symbol utilizing the functionalities
Find and New.
and

B

In particular Find establishes correspondences for percept 3 with objects

and similarly for percept 4 with both

A

and

B.

A

Additionally, functionality New generates

alternative hypotheses of correspondences for each available percept with fresh object symbols 3
0
00
and 4. The situation Do (AnchorU (O, S ) = S
after symbol anchoring is depicted in Figure 4.2
omitting the alternative correspondences with fresh object symbols 3 and 4 for the purpose of
readability. Note that the anchors representing the correspondences
S 00 depicted in Figure 4.2.

(A, 1)

and

(B, 2)

are not

grounded in this situation

Similar to the Diagram 4.1, each circle of Diagram 4.2 depicts individual correspondences,
while each green intersecting region represents a hypothesis of correspondences. The following
00
Formula (4.42) species the complete hypothesis space of the situation S
including those correspondences with the fresh object symbols 3 and 4.

(
(∃) KState (S 00 , z) ∧ Consistent (z) ∧
(
z = A(A, O, Γ1 , 1) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2 , 2) ◦ A(3, O, Γ3 , 3) ◦ A(4, O, Γ4 , 4) ◦ z1r
∨z = A(A, O, Γ1,3 , 3) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2 , 2) ◦ A(4, O, Γ4 , 4) ◦ z2r
∨z = A(A, O, Γ1,4 , 4) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2 , 2) ◦ A(3, O, Γ3 , 3) ◦ z3r
∨z = A(A, O, Γ1 , 1) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2,3 , 3) ◦ A(4, O, Γ4 , 4) ◦ z4r
∨z = A(A, O, Γ1 , 1) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2,4 , 4) ◦ A(3, O, Γ3 , 3) ◦ z5r
∨z = A(A, O, Γ1,3 , 3) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2,4 , 4) ◦ z6r )
)
∨z = A(A, O, Γ1,4 , 4) ◦ A(B, O, Γ2,3 , 3) ◦ z7r
The Formula 4.42 enumerates the symbol anchoring hypotheses of situation
as the subscripts of hypothesis variables

zi

S 00

(4.42)

in the same order

have been chosen in the Figure 4.2, i. e., Formula 4.42

has the following structure:

(∃) (KState (S 00 , z) ∧ Consistent (z) ∧ (z = z1 ◦ z1r ∨ · · · ∨ z = z7 ◦ z7r ))
The subscripts of the perceptual estimates

Γi

inside the anchor uents of the hypothesis space of

our example, Formula (4.42), indicate which perceptual information of which percepts have been
fused into the perceptual estimate, e. g., the perceptual information of percepts 1 and 4 have been
combined to form the perceptual estimate

Γ1,4 .

Any other intersection that could be obtained

from rearranging the circles of Figure 4.2 would form an inconsistent hypothesis with respect to
our example.



Based on this example we will propose and discuss heuristics of preferences of hypotheses next.

4.3.3.1 Preferring Known Object Symbols
Let's devise a particular, appropriate preference criterion for ordering all hypotheses of a hypothesis
space. For example, a naive heuristic criterion could prefer a correspondence of a certain percept
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with a previously known object symbol to a correspondence with a newly introduced object symbol.
This preference criterion may perform well in application domains where most object symbols are
known initially, or where rather few new objects are recognized over time in comparison with
the number of objects already known to the conservative, cognitive robot.

12

Let KS denote this

preference criterion.

Example 4.2 (continued)

The result of applying this preference criterion to the hypothesis

space of Example 4.2 depicted in Figure 4.2 and specied by Formula (4.42) yields the following
hypothesis hierarchy:

PrefSets (S 00 , {z6 , z7 }, {z2 , z3 , z4 , z5 }) ∧ PrefSets (S 00 , {z2 , z3 , z4 , z5 }, {z1 })
In other words, Formula (4.43) represents that the hypotheses

z6

and

z7

(4.43)

are likewise considered

the most preferred hypotheses according to the preference criterion KS, while

z1

constitutes the

least preferred one. Unfortunately, this criterion is unable to strictly order all available hypotheses
00
of the example situation S , which is why we used the set-based preference predicate PrefSets
instead of the more strict predicate

Pref .

Hence, both the hypothesis

z6

and

z7

are regarded as

the belief states of this situation with respect to criterion KS, i. e.

BStateSet (S 00 , {z6 , z7 })

For the purpose of dening the preference criterion KS we introduce the predicate IsNewSymbol .
0
The predicate IsNewSymbol (x, s, z ) holds true i x is a fresh object symbol in the successor
0
hypothesis z after applying the symbol anchoring axiom in situation s .

IsNewSymbol : percID × sit × state
IsNewSymbol
(x, s, z 0 ) ≡
(
(∃) KState (Do (AnchorU (o), s), z 0 ) ∧ Knows (Oset (t), s) ∧
)
Holds (A(x, o, Γ, π), z 0 ) ∧ x > t
Based on the predicate

IsNewSymbol

(4.44)

we introduce the auxiliary preference predicate

PrefPercKS

that determines the preference with respect to a certain percept.

PrefPercKS : sit × state × state × percID
PrefPercKS (s, z1 , z2 , π) ≡
(∃)(Holds (A(x, o, Γx , π), z1 ) ∧ ¬IsNewSymbol (x, s, z1 ) ∧
Holds (A(y, o, Γy , π), z2 ) ∧ IsNewSymbol (y, s, z2 ) ∧ P (π, o, Γ, s))
A suitable implementation of the criterion KS could be based on the predicates
and

PrefPercKS

(4.45)

IsNewSymbol

providing a starting point for the application programmer. However, two disad-

vantages of the preference criterion KS should be discussed, which the criterion MRM presented
below is intended to overcome. First, preferring a correspondence of a percept with a known object symbol lacks causal plausibility, because there may be good reasons for preferring a dierent
hypothesis, which the criterion KS neglects. Second, the predicate

PrefPercKS

orders hypothe-

ses of correspondences with respect to a single percept only, thus constitutes a local preference
criterion. It appears rather dicult to extend the scope of this preference predicate towards all
correspondences of a certain situation. To our knowledge no approach of the literature employs a
similar preference criterion.

12 KS

stands for preferring known object symbols.
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4.3.3.2 Preferring the Most Restricted Matching Correspondence
Due to dierent kinds of objects bearing individual characteristics and due to the robot's sensors
yielding various degrees of precision depending on individual perceptual attributes and sensor
devices, the precision and coverage of information which each percept provides about a physical
object diers signicantly.

These and other factors directly inuence the perceptual estimates

inside anchor uents as a result of integrating percepts.
descriptions of objects may dier considerably.

Moreover, the specicity of symbolic

Hence, when our symbol anchoring approach

determines all matching correspondences of percepts and symbolic descriptions of objects, certain
correspondences may match rather precisely, while others may match only vaguely.
Such conditions appeal to the following preference criterion among alternative correspondences,
which is independent of the application domain. Generally speaking, we propose a criterion which
favours the more restricted matching correspondences over those that match only vaguely. This
way the criterion minimizes the risk that a correspondence was established due to the lack of
precise information, which would have to be invalidated upon additional, inconsistent information
later. This heuristics is based on the following observation: The more closely a percept matches
the anchor, the smaller is the risk of a correspondence to become extinct due to inconsistent

13

information. Let MRM denote this preference criterion.

Example 4.3

Consider for example a cognitive robot which knows about two dierent objects

of the same kind, say hats. Let
let

H2

Hr

be the object symbol denoting the rst hat of red colour, and

denote the second one of unknown colour. Now, assume the robot perceived a hat of red

colour. Our symbol anchoring approach determines three possible hypotheses of correspondences
of the given percept with object symbols in this situation. First, functionality New introduces a
new correspondence of the percept with a fresh object symbol, because the perceived hat does
not necessarily correspond with one of the two known hats.

Furthermore, functionality Find

establishes one correspondence of the given percept with each of the two known hats, because
both the red hat

Hr

and the other hat

H2

match the percept.

According to the concept of

preferring the most restricted matching correspondence, the preference criterion MRM favours the
correspondence with the hat
correspondence of hat

H2

Hr

over the correspondence of with the hat

case the robot would learn later that the colour of hat
correspondence of hat

Hr

H2 .

Apparently, the

with the perceived red hat bears the risk of becoming inconsistent in

H2

is actually

not

with the present percept does not bear this risk.

Recall from the denition of predicate

Match ,

red. Conversely, the



Formula (4.20), which sources of information are

consulted by the symbol anchoring functionalities in order to decide whether the considered object symbol may be anchored with the considered percept. Looking at the perceptual end of a
potential correspondence, the percept's signature provides information about those perceptual attributes measured by the sensing action. On the other side, perceptual information about percepts
associated so far has been integrated in the perceptual estimate of the anchor. Furthermore, the
symbolic description of an object represents the symbolic knowledge about an object. Both anchor
and symbolic description taken together form the counterpart of a correspondence with respect to
a percept. Accordingly, the following aspects serve to particularize the preference criterion MRM.



The more detailed and precise the symbolic description of an object is, the fewer percepts
match this description, and hence the fewer correspondences may turn out to be actually
mistaken later. A detailed symbolic description is one where only few perceptual attributes
are not specied vaguely or not at all.



Similarly for the percepts: The smaller each uncertainty interval of the perceptual signature
of a perceived object is, the fewer perceptual predicates of a symbolic description may match
the perceptual signature. Additionally, the more perceptual attributes a percept provides,
the more distinctive the perceived object becomes and the fewer symbolic descriptions and
perceptual estimates match this percept.

13 MRM

abbreviates the preference for the most restricted matching correspondence.
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Note that the preference criterion MRM might be mistaken anyway, and shall be considered as a
heuristic guide only, just like any other heuristic preference criterion. The scope of the preference
criterion MRM is rather limited.

While it could possibly be generalized to analysing multiple

perceptual attributes, it seems dicult to evaluate all correspondences of a whole hypothesis. To
our knowledge this preference criterion has not been employed in other approaches in the literature.

4.3.3.3 Preferring Correspondences with Least Commitment
Still, the above-mentioned criterion MRM bears some drawbacks. It seems not advantageous in all
application domains to prefer correspondences with an extremely restricted specication on the one
side of a correspondence, if only a vague description is available on the other side. Alternatively,
we propose a kind of least commitment strategy for a preference criterion, which tends to balance
the precision of information available at both sides of a correspondence.

The implementation

of this concept requires that the dierent sources of information are transformed into the same
coordinate space in order to become comparable. For this purpose, the symbolic description is
mapped onto perceptual ranges using the grounding relation as explained in Section 3.6.

The

perceptual description gained this way and the perceptual estimate of the anchor uent of the
same object together form the sole model of the object to be considered.

We propose a least-

commitment criterionLC for shortthat favours those correspondences over others where the
dierence between the perceptual uncertainty intervals of the symbolic model and of the perceptual
signature for each perceptual attribute is small. In other words, the boundaries of the perceptual
representation of the symbolic description on the one side, and the boundaries of the perceptual
intervals measured of the physical object on the other side should preferably bear similar values
such that the uncertainty represented tends to be similar.
For example, if the symbolic model poses no restriction on the perceptual values of a certain
attribute, then this agrees well with a percept which bears a very high uncertainty for the perceptual values of the same attribute or which has not yet been measured at all. This concept improves
on the criterion MRM described in Section 4.3.3.2 above. Conversely, say the symbolic model of
an object species a certain attribute of an object precisely. Then, this does not constitute a good
match with a percept that bears rather vague information about the same perceptual attribute.
The latter example shows the case of unnecessary commitment to certain characteristics that is
not shared by both sides of the correspondence.

The early, superuous commitment poses the

potential risk of considering an actually mistaken correspondence.
Similar to the criterion MRM, our criterion LC regards only individual perceptual attributes.
Its scope should be extended to all attributes of a correspondence in order to evaluate a complete
hypothesis, which seems to be rather dicult. To our knowledge this preference criterion has not
been proposed or employed yet in the literature on symbol anchoring.

4.3.3.4 Global Heuristic Preference Criteria
The respective scopes of the local, heuristic preference criteria KS, MRM and LC described above
are too limited in order to evaluate all correspondences of a certain hypothesis as a whole. Due to
our fundamental concept to consider all objects of the same category of interest (cf. Section 3.3), a
preference criterion may restrict its attention to those objects of the considered category, because
only percepts of this category were requested from the object recognition system. Hence, other
objects belonging to any other category than the one of current interest cannot be anchored in
the current situation anyway.
Restricting the focus of the preference criterion to a single object only would contradict the
objectives of our approach, which is intended to minimize the potential ambiguity of symbol anchoring by taking all currently perceivable objects of the same kind into account (cf. Section 3.3).
Apparently, comparing a certain correspondence candidate with all the other potential correspondence candidates yields a much better, global indicator for the most suitable hypothesis. Moreover,
the robot's actions may actually require to anchor multiple objects at once, e. g., if the robot's
task is to stack one block on top of another block, which in turn is situated on top of yet another
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one. Such tasks typically require all involved objects of immediate interest to be grounded appropriately in order to ensure the robustness of the robot's plan and the precision of subsequent
actions.

Example 4.3 (continued)

Let's resume our above-mentioned example on anchoring multiple

hats in the world with the objective of comparing our preference criteria. Say, while the robot
knows about the hats

Hr

H2 ,

and

whereof the hat

Hr

is known to bear the colour red, the

robot's object recognition yields two percepts of hats in the world. The percept
hat of red colour, and percept

2

1

stands for a

signies a big hat of unknown colour. Given this information,

the symbol anchoring functionality Find determines two hypotheses of correspondences of the
two percepts with the known object symbols

Hr

and

H2 ,

and functionality New adds several

alternative hypotheses assigning fresh object symbols to the percepts. Regarding the former two,

(Hr , 1)
(H2 , 1) .

the functionality Find determines the hypothesis comprising the correspondences

(H2 , 2) ,

and the second hypothesis comprising the correspondences

(Hr , 2)

and

and

The application of the least-commitment criterion (LC) of Section 4.3.3.3 turns out to prefer
the rst hypothesis with

(Hr , 1)

and

(H2 , 2) ,

where the red hat's object symbol corresponds

to the percept of a red hat, and where the other hat's symbol corresponds to the percept of
a big hat.

Probably any rational cognitive robot would agree with this preference.

Using the

preference criterion MRM instead yields the same result as criterion LC in this case. Conversely,
the preference criterion KS preferring correspondences with known object symbols favours the two
hypotheses generated by functionality Find likewise over those generated by functionality New.

Example 4.4



The following example ought to sustain our argument for a global preference

criterion regarding all current percepts and objects of the category of interest.

Imagine a situ-

ation wherein a cognitive robot knows of ve objects of the same kind denoted by the symbols

O1 , . . . , O5 , and wherein the robot's recognition system is tracking the objects O1 , . . . , O4 . Only
object O5 has not been perceived yet, such that its perceptual signature is rather vague in contrast
to those of objects O1 , . . . , O4 . Suddenly the tracking of objects O1 , . . . , O4 failed. Shortly afterwards four objects were recognized again yielding the percepts π1 , . . . , π4 each of which matching
each of the known objects O1 , . . . , O5 . But among the possible hypotheses, the one representing
the correspondences (Oi , πi ) for i = 1 . . . 4 provided the best matching correspondences and thus
should be considered the current belief state, i. e. the most preferred hypothesis.
Now consider that the cognitive robot intended to anchor object

O5

originally and therefore

requested percepts for objects of its kind. We argue that it is plausible to prefer the hypothesis of
correspondences

(Oi , πi ), (O5 , ⊥)

for

πi 6= ⊥

and

i = 1...4

in this situation due to well matching

object-percept pairs, although alternative hypotheses existed with

(O5 , πi )

and

i = 1...4.

In

other words, it seems not rational to simply prefer the hypothesis where especially the object of
interest is grounded, just because is not anchored in other hypotheses. If there are good reasons
for the preference criterion to associate a certain hypothesis with the belief state of the current
situation, then this hypothesis seems to be the most potential candidate.



Recall that our symbol anchoring functionalities Find and Track verify whether all available symbolic and perceptual information about an object and its corresponding percept match consistently
in order to ensure the validity of this correspondence (cf. Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). Only static perceptual attributes are consulted by Find and Track, because only those attributes serve to strictly
constrain a match of a correspondencein contrast to dynamic perceptual attributes. However,
dynamic attributes of objects could guide the heuristic preference criterion to some extentat
least temporarily. Such a preference criterion could help to overcome the short outage of tracking
in the above Example 4.4 about anchoring the objects

O1 , . . . , O5 ,

for instance.

An interesting related work is the way how Shanahan [2005] suggested to compute the explanatory value of individual hypotheses in order to select the one which explains the given sensor data
best. After determining the expectations of an hypothesis, the perceptual data are reconsulted and
the explanatory value of the hypothesis is rened. The result is an ordering among the available
hypotheses. It seems to be benecial for the planning and symbol anchoring systems of a cognitive
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robot to incorporate such abductive methods of reasoning, which arehoweverout of the scope
of our work at hand.
In summary, we have introduced general properties of preferences of hypotheses as well as three
particular preference criteria for evaluating the hypothesis space as a starting point. The purpose
of the preference criteria is to sort all hypotheses of a certain situation automatically in order to
determine the belief state. The proposed criteria do not depend on specic application domain
features.

4.4 Summary and Conclusion
We have presented our uni-modal approach to symbol anchoring in this chapter. The restriction
of this approach to a single sensor device (or alternatively assuming that the object recognition
system performs sensor fusion for all sensors) allowed us to develop a less complex solution, which
is easier to explain and to understand, and yet provides the full range of functionalities required.
Coradeschi and Saotti [2002] named a number of functional requirements of any approach to
the symbol anchoring problem, which we included in Section 2.3.4. We have pointed out in this
chapter which particular part of our approach satises which functional requirement. Altogether,
our approach fulls all the requirements specied by Coradeschi and Saotti [2002]. Our approach
is based on rst-order logic and the Fluent Calculus in particular, which facilitate an unmatched
expressiveness with respect to reasoning about knowledge and actions of a cognitive robot.
In contrast to other approaches to the symbol anchoring problem, all potential hypotheses of
correspondences between all objects and all percepts of the category of interest are determined and
maintained automatically in our approach. A prime example sustaining this concept is how humans
achieve disambiguation in natural language as one step of everyday communication [Russell and
Norvig, 2003].

Here, all possible interpretations of a given sentence within a given context are

generated for the purpose of analysis. If more than one interpretation applies, then disambiguation
chooses the one that ts the situation and context best. Symbol anchoring in cognitive robotics is
related to resolving references in the eld of natural language processing. In this eld, a pronoun
or a denite noun phrase referring to an object of the world is resolved based on the knowledge
about the world and on the given situation.
Our uni-modal symbol anchoring approach incorporates a number of fundamental concepts
and assumptions explained in Chapter 3. In summary, we presented how our approach handles incomplete information about objects on both the symbolic level and the perceptual level. Our main
objectives included to develop a general, domain-independent approach. Therefore, no heuristics
or planning of sensing actions are involved. An anchor represents the correspondence between an
object identier denoting an individual object and the associated percept of a physical object. The
separation of the symbolic and perceptual levels and the fact that the correspondences are not
given nor guaranteed to be correct, demand for a clear distinction between the symbolic and the
perceptual information. Our approach takes the independence of both levels and of the sources
of information into account explicitly. This demonstrates exemplarily that our approach complies
with the sense-data theory of philosophy of cognition.
Categories of objects serve the purpose of focusing the object recognition and symbol anchoring
on the kind of objects of current interest.

Specic characteristics of categories of objects serve

as valuable information and constraints, too. An important concept underlying our approach is
to maintain all correspondences of objects of the category of interest simultaneously, this way
providing a much more complete model of the world than just focusing on a single object. Also
contributing to resolving ambiguity, our approach guarantees to assign each percept an individual

14 This concept serves to take each potential correspondence into account.

object symbol.

Special attention was devoted to maintaining perceptual uncertainty of measurements and of
knowledge explicitly and to utilizing all available perceptual information to the greatest extent.
The objective hereof is to minimize the number of potential candidates of correspondences between
object identiers and percepts as much as possible. For this purpose individual pieces of sensory

14 The

proof of our approach complying with this concept will follow in the next chapter (cf. Section 5.6.3).
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information on individual objects are fused in the anchor over time and serve to determine whether
or not the correspondences remain consistent.
We have implemented a basic and static approach to the symbol grounding problem with regard to perceptual attributes.

A similar solution was typically chosen by other approaches to

symbol anchoring in the literature, too. However, the rich expressiveness of the rst-order logic
language underlying our approach facilitates various kinds of references to objects, in particular
symbolic descriptions, denite and indenite references. Our approach employs the general concept of a knowledge state of the Fluent Calculus in order to represent and to maintain multiple
hypotheses of correspondences between object identiers and percepts simultaneously. All perceptual and symbolic information is employed for sustaining consistent hypotheses and for identifying
inconsistent hypotheses automatically. Upon eliminating an inconsistent hypothesis, our approach
requires no backtracking and no maintenance in order to update the remaining world model, since
all other hypotheses persist independently.

In this way, new pieces of symbolic and perceptual

information function as epistemic constraints on the possible hypotheses in our approach, similar
to the system DyKnow of Heintz and Doherty [2004b].
The computational core of our approach consists of three symbol anchoring functionalities, each
of which is applicable in a certain state of the considered correspondence. First, a yet unknown
object is recorded and a new object identier is assigned to the percept.

Second, percepts of

objects being tracked by the recognition system provide new perceptual information for updating
associated anchors. Third, after tracking of an object failed, the respective correspondence has to
be reacquired given a new percept of the same object of the environment. Basically the same tasks
have been addressed in other approaches to the symbol anchoring problem, but each one in a very
dierent way.

Note that our declarative, formal approach applies the appropriate functionality

automatically in any situation in contrast to other approaches, the majority of which are procedural
implementations. As a result we have developed a domain-independent approach to the symbol
anchoring problem for cognitive robots, which interfaces with the object recognition system and
solves all fundamental tasks of symbol anchoring automatically.

Chapter 5
Multi-Modal Symbol Anchoring
In this chapter we are going to present our multi-modal symbol anchoring approachthe generalization of the uni-modal version described in Chapter 4aiming at a wider exibility and
applicability in typical cognitive robotics systems.
devices into account in particular.

This version takes multiple dierent sensor

Both our uni-modal and multi-modal approaches share the

same fundamental concepts and assumptions described in Chapter 3 as well as the same basic
objectives.

However, the extension to multiple sensor devices complicates the approach.

On a

side note, developing two dierent approaches allowed us to verify and to compare them against
each other. We will prove that the uni-modal approach implies the respective multi-modal axioms.
Hence, both approaches share a common set of crucial characteristics.

5.1 Motivation
Our uni-modal symbol anchoring approach presented in Chapter 4 implements symbol anchoring
for cognitive robots maintaining multiple, alternative hypotheses in parallel, each representing
correspondences of multiple objects. However, the uni-modal approach bears one crucial limitation
with respect to its applicability in practical, modern cognitive robotics systems: The uni-modal
approach is designed for perception by means of a single sensor device only. Conforming to the
understanding of the symbol anchoring community, we dene a percept as a structured collection of
sensory data originating from the same physical object (cf. Section 2.3.2). Modern cognitive robots
are typically equipped with multiple, dierent sensor devices that complement each other in terms
of modality, precision and range of perception, in order to be able to maintain a high-delity world
model (cf. e. g. [Rasmussen, 2002, Fichtner et al., 2003, Broxvall et al., 2005]). Sensing actions
typically only request new perceptual information about the environment from an individual sensor
at once for the purpose of ecient and eective object recognition. Signicantly varying costs of
perception of dierent sensing devices appeal to individual control of each sensor especially. For
instance, sensing the odour of a substance by means of an electronic nose and recovering from the
measurement until the olfactory device is ready for the next measurement may take up to several
minutes [Lout, 2003]. Also, each measurement consumes part of the life-time of such a device
due to its sensitivity. In contrast, a two-dimensional laser range nder is able to yield a whole
measurement within negligible time. This demonstrates the need for a symbol anchoring approach
that takes individual, asynchronous control of multiple, dierent sensing devices into account. As
multiple percepts originating from the same physical object may be measured by multiple sensors
in the same situationcalled

multi-modal perception in

such a setting in general, the approach

presented in this chapter combines multi-modal perception and symbol anchoring.
More precisely, the uni-modal symbol anchoring approach of Chapter 4 is based on the fundamental concept that a percept corresponds uniquely with a certain physical object, which the
percept originates from, and thus also corresponds uniquely with a certain object identier in any
situation. The Figure 5.1 illustrates the unique role of a percept in the case of uni-modal percep79
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π1

O1

Figure 5.1: Uni-modal symbol anchoring: Solely the percept
between the physical object
denoted by

O1

π1

mediates in the correspondence

(right hand side) and its symbolic representation (left hand side)

#O1 # .

π1

#O1#

O1
πm
π1 , . . . , πm , mediate
O1 and the physical

Figure 5.2: Multi-modal symbol anchoring: A number of percepts,
correspondence between the representation

#O1 #

of the object

in the
object

itself.

tion. We adopted the notation of Jackson and Sharkey [1996] signifying that #thing# means the
representation of thing, but not the physical thing itself. In particular,
object identier used to represent the object

O1

#O1 #

stands for the

of the world on the deliberative level.

In contrast to the uni-modal approach, the multi-modal symbol anchoring approach of Chapter 5 allows to establish a unique correspondence between a certain physical object and a certain
object identier by means of multiple percepts at the same time. While each percept of a certain
#object#-to-object correspondence was measured by a dierent sensor, all of these percepts originate from the same physical object, which in turn is represented by a single object identier. The
Figure 5.2 illustrates that the uniqueness of a correspondence is retained in the multi-modal case.
If no percept mediates in the correspondence then the object identier is simply not grounded,
just as in the uni-modal case before. The multi-modal symbol anchoring approach gains additional
exibility in comparison with the uni-modal approach: It is sucient for continuous tracking of
an object that

some

sensor perceives the object within its sensing range, distributing the respon-

sibility of successfully tracking an object.
Given several sources of sensory information about the same object, our multi-modal symbol
anchoring approach performs

sensor fusion on the symbolic level.

In general, sensor fusion denotes

the problem of combining potentially conicting data from multiple sources into a single model
of some aspect of the world [Clark and Yuille, 1990].

In our approach in particular, the use

of symbolic models for objects of the world facilitates the fusion of sensor data originating from
various kinds of sensors, as well as the fusion among dierent cognitive agents situated in the real
world (cf. [Bonarini et al., 2001b]).

On the one hand sensor fusion combines measurements of

dierent perceptual attributes from dierent sensors (or even from dierent agents) into a single
object model. On the other hand common subsets of perceptual attributes measured by dierent
sensors can be fused eectively into a single object model such that individual sensor types may
complement each other in terms of precision and range. For instance, while the distance of the
robot to a certain obstacle can only be measured roughly by means of a standard camera sensor, the
combination with the percept of a laser range nder typically yields much more precise distance
information.

In summary, our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach performs the following

tasks subsequently:
1. All percepts that originate from the same physical object have to be determined as being
related to each other.

If the object recognition system does not indicate an association

with some previous percept, it's up to the symbol anchoring system to handle the resulting
ambiguity correctly.
2. Given the set of associated percepts originating from the same physical object, the various
pieces of perceptual information are to be fused into a single object model.
3. Next, given the model of each perceived physical object, our symbol anchoring approach
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determines all possible hypotheses of potential correspondences between object symbols and
perceptual models in accordance with the robot's current knowledge.

This task veries

implicitly whether the symbolic information, which may have been augmented since the
latest symbol anchoring update, still matches the new perceptual object model consistently.
4. For each new hypothesis of correspondences and for each correspondence in turn, the symbol
anchoring axioms update the respective anchor uents incorporating the new perceptual
information.
The third and the fourth step constitute the major tasks of symbol anchoring, which our uni-modal
approach accomplishes, too. But only multi-modal perception necessitates the rst two steps of
the above distinction, the solution of which we will present below.
The uni-modal version of our symbol anchoring approach serves the purpose of explaining the
fundamental concepts in Chapter 4.

The multi-modal symbol anchoring approach is based on

the same prerequisites described in Chapter 3 as the uni-modal version. While the formulas are
dierent and more complex, we will prove below that the uni-modal version is a special case of
our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach. Let's start with the dierences in the interface with
the object recognition system.

5.2 Object Recognition and Tracking
Being sensed and reported individually, the multi-modal percepts bring about an additional combinatorial association problem due to the many-to-one relation between percepts and physical
objects in contrast to the one-to-one relation in the uni-modal case (cf. Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Fortunately, typical object tracking systems maintain spatial representations internally for measuring
and predicting the positions and further phenomenal characteristics of perceived objects over time
(cf. e. g. [Schulz et al., 2001]). This should enable the object recognition and tracking system to
determine easily which percepts among those currently perceived refer to the same physical object
like other current or previous percepts. Thus, typical tracking systems seem to be capable of solving the data association problem among separate percepts to some extent. While this functionality
is desirable, it is not strictly required by our approach. As you will see below, the functionality
Find is designed to determine all corresponding percepts which the recognition system failed to
associate. In comparison, other symbol anchoring approaches assume the data association problem
of multi-modal object recognition to be solved completely, e. g. [Bonarini et al., 2001a].
Of course, all sensors involved in low-level data association need to share a common spatial
and temporal range of perception at least partially. A typical cognitive robot being equipped with
a number of sensor devices on the same mobile platform usually fulls this requirement for subsets
of its sensors (cf. e. g. [Fichtner et al., 2003]). Only a few kinds of sensor devices do not employ an
internal spatial representation and do not allow to locate or distinguish several objects within the
sensor's range spatially, e. g. an olfactory sensor. Imagine a cognitive robot, being equipped with a
laser range nder and a camera, perceives a certain object in its environment, for instance. After
sensing and tracking the object by means of the robot's camera, a laser measurement is requested.
Given that the internal positional estimates of the object by both the recent camera percept and
the new laser percept coincide, the new laser percept aords to be associated with the previous
camera percept by the recognition system.
Our approach is designed to make use of all the associative information reported by the recognition system accordingly. The object recognition system reports the associative information in
form of a reference percept identier. We assume this associative information to be correct, as
our approach does neither maintain probabilities nor revises beliefs (cf. Chapter 3).

Thus, the

recognition system is required to report associative information only if the validity is ensured in
accordance with our fundamental concepts described in Section 3.11. Conversely, the absence of
an associated reference percept does not denitely mean that the reported percept stands for a
dissociated, yet unseen object of the world. In this case the recognition system simply failed to
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determine the relation between all involved percepts reliably. Although this case poses an additional, combinatorial association problem, a symbol anchoring system shall be able to handle it in
general. Below we will present our solution to this task, which also handles this particular case.
Basically, each additional, possible correspondence between an object symbol and an appropriate
percept introduces a new hypothesis in our approach.
Reference percepts may have been measured in the current or in a previous situation. Ideally,
the reference percept reported for a certain physical object is the one that the recognition system
was tracking for the longest period of time. In order to enable the symbol anchoring functionality
of tracking an object, the reference percept has to originate from a situation before the most recent
symbol anchoring transaction or from the situation of the most recent anchoring transaction itself.
Since our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach stores all percept identiers that correspond to
the same object including those of reference percepts, anchors facilitate to determine which object
symbol a new percept corresponds to.
These multi-modal concepts of symbol anchoring will become clearer in the subsequent sections.
In contrast to the object recognition system, the symbol anchoring system allows to track and
associate various percepts from dierent sensors over extended periods of time even if substantial
outages of tracking occur.

Moreover, the recognition system cannot perform symbol anchoring

and object identication per se, of course.

5.3 Representation and Meaning
This section introduces the representation and its meaning of our multi-modal symbol anchoring
approach. The denitions and axioms of the uni-modal approach presented in Chapter 4 do not
apply in the multi-modal approach below in general, if not otherwise indicated. However, both
our uni-modal and the multi-modal approach share the common foundation laid in Chapter 3.

5.3.1

Percepts

Recall that a collection of sensory data originating from the same physical object constitutes
a percept.

In the multi-modal case particularly, a percept denotes the sensory data measured

of a certain physical object by a certain sensor device in a certain situation.

If several sensors

recognized a certain physical object in the same situation, multiple percepts originating from that
object are reported accordingly.
Our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach represents a percept provided by the recognition
system by means of the predicate

P

with

P : percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} × sit
In summary, the percept predicate
been recognized in situation

s

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s)

(5.1)

represents that an object of category

and named after identier

π.

The perceptual signature

Γ

o

has

species

the perceptual information in terms of the attributes measured of the physical object. In comparison with the uni-modal version, the multi-modal percept predicate

P

bears the additional,

fourth parameter standing for the reference percept (cf. Denition (4.1)). If the recognition system
determined that the percept at hand refers to the same physical object like another percept (of
the same or, preferably, a previous situation), the parameter of the reference percept holds the
identier of the associated percept; otherwise the reference percept is undened and holds the constant

⊥.

This way, individual percepts measured of the same physical object by separate sensor

devices can be grouped together for joint anchoring, which facilitates to reacquire the associated
percepts subsequently.
The extension of the multi-modal percept predicate with respect to the uni-modal version
necessitates to adapt all the assumptions and axioms involved.

The following axioms resemble

their respective uni-modal counterparts (cf. Section 4.1.1).
Percepts bear unique identiers within the same situation, which are to be reused by the
object recognition system during tracking the same object. The following formula implements this
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assumption of uniqueness and extends the corresponding uni-modal Formula (4.6).

P (π, o1 , Γ1 πR1 , s) ∧ P (π, o2 , Γ2 , πR2 , s) ⊃ o1 = o2 ∧ Γ1 = Γ2 ∧ πR1 = πR2

(5.2)

The percepts reported by the object recognition system convey measurements of perceptual attributes of certain objects of the environment.

Thus we may assume a non-empty perceptual

signature, similar to the uni-modal Formula (4.3).

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s) ⊃ Γ 6= ∅

(5.3)

The tuples of values within perceptual signatures have to be ordered allowing for easier formulas
in the sequel. The same requirement was specied in the uni-modal case in Formula (4.4).

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s) ∧ (a, (b, t)) ∈ Γ ⊃ b < t

(5.4)

Our approach assumes uni-modal and one-dimensional distributions of values for perceptual attributes represented inside the percepts, as has been explained in Chapter 3. In particular, our
approach requires the perceptual signature to contain at most one range of values for each perceptual attribute measured. This means formally:

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s) ∧ (a, (b1 , t1 )) ∈ Γ ∧ (a, (b2 , t2 )) ∈ Γ ⊃ b1 = b2 ∧ t1 = t2
The multi-modal symbol anchoring approach shares the function

NoP

(5.5)

with the uni-modal version

(cf. Section 4.1.1). This function determines the number of percepts that the recognition system
reported in the given situation.

The Function

NoP

NoP : sit 7→ N

(5.6)

assumes the number of percepts to be nite in any situation, which certainly

holds for practical recognition systems. All reported percepts are distinct, bear individual identiers and are represented as percept predicates of the same object category in the considered
situation. Adapting the uni-modal Formula (4.7), this requirement is stated as follows.

(
(
(∀s)(∃!k, o) NoP (s) = k ∧ (∃) P (π1 , o, Γ1 , πR1 , s) ∧ · · · ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , πRk , s) ∧
))
∧k−1 ∧k
π
=
6
π
i
j
i=1
j=i+1

(5.7)

Before we continue with describing how percepts are analysed with respect to multi-modal symbol
anchoring, the next section introduces the remaining pieces of the representation utilized by our
approach.

5.3.2

Correspondences and Anchors

Objects of the environment are assigned individual identiers on the symbolic level. Similar to our
uni-modal approach, a priori known objects bear names of the sort

X

and other objects experi-

enced by the cognitive robot at runtime are assigned identiers of the sort

percID

automatically.

Both sorts of object identiers have to be disjoint in order to allow uniqueness of identiers.

X ∩ percID = ∅

(5.8)

The anchor uent represents correspondences between percepts of a physical object and an object
symbol. Instead of just a single percept corresponding with the object symbol at hand like in the
uni-modal approach (cf. Denition (4.8)), the multi-modal anchor uent stores the set of identiers
of all previously corresponding percepts.

If the recognition system reports a previous reference

percept along with a current percept, the method of storing the set of all percept identiers
previously corresponding with a certain object facilitates ready and denite determination of the
object's correspondences, as described in Section 5.2. The signature of multi-modal anchor uents
is dened as:

A : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × P(percID) 7→ fluent

(5.9)
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The set of previous reference percepts represented as the fourth parameter of anchor uents equals
the empty set in the initial situation.
parameter of uent

A

of sort

Like in the uni-model version in Section 4.1.2, the third

percSig denotes the so-called best perceptual estimate of an object

and holds an aggregate data structure. This component species all perceptual information gathered so far about a certain object fused into a single, perceptual object model. The best perceptual
estimate uses the same representation as the perceptual signature of the percept predicate
applies a dierent meaning to it. The sort

percSig

P , but

is dened as:

percSig def
= P((attr × (R × R))
Our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach requires that no anchor uent with object identiers
among the sort

percID

exists initially, because these identiers are reserved solely for denoting

objects which are initially unknown. For this purpose, the following multi-modal condition adapts
the uni-modal Formula (4.10).

(
)
(∀z, x : percID) KState (S0 , z) ⊃ ¬(∃o, Γ, Π)(Holds (A(x, o, Γ, Π), z))
Apart from the sort

percID

our approach assigns object symbols of sort

X.

(5.10)

Similar to the

uni-modal Formula (4.11) we require the initial existence of anchor uents for all objects with
symbols in

X

for the purpose of simplifying the below formulas. These anchor uents hold empty

perceptual estimates and an empty set of previously corresponding percepts.

(∀z, x : X ) (KState (S0 , z) ⊃ (∃!o, Γ, Π) (Holds (A(x, o, Γ, Π), z) ∧ Γ = ∅ ∧ Π = ∅))

(5.11)

In accordance with the fundamental concepts described in Chapter 3, our multi-modal symbol
anchoring approach requires all hypotheses to be consistent. The predicate

Consistent

denes

the consistency criteria for a hypothesis to require rst, uniqueness of object symbols, and second,
uniqueness of percept identiers in the anchor representation of the correspondences as follows.

Consistent : state
Consistent
(z) ≡
(
Holds (A(x, o1 , Γ1 , Π1 ), z) ∧ Holds (A(x, o2 , Γ2 , Π2 ), z)
)
⊃ o1 = o2 ∧ Γ1 = Γ2 ∧ Π1 = Π2 ∧
(
Holds (A(x1 , o1 , Γ1 , Π), z) ∧ Holds (A(x2 , o2 , Γ2 , Π), z) ∧ Π 6= ∅
)
⊃ x1 = x2 ∧ o1 = o2 ∧ Γ1 = Γ2
In comparison with the uni-modal denition of the predicate

(5.12)

Consistent , both versions implement

the same concept, while their respective syntax diers slightly.

Note that the uniqueness of

identiers regards individual hypotheses, while multiple hypotheses may be associated with the
same situation. We expect all hypotheses to comply with the consistency criteria dened by the
predicate

Consistent .

(
)
(∀z) KState (S0 , z) ⊃ Consistent (z)

(5.13)

The Formula (5.13) requires that only those hypotheses existing in the initial situation have to be
consistent. But we will show below that our symbol anchoring approach only generates consistent
hypotheses. Given that the initial hypotheses are actually consistent, and given that the update
of those only leads to consistent successive hypotheses, then all hypotheses are consistent (cf.
Section 5.6.1).
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5.4 Computing the Space of Hypotheses

Next, we are going to see how our approach solves the rst task of multi-modal symbol anchoring
described in Section 5.1 on page 80, which is the task to determine the set of percepts that originate
from the same physical object.

5.4.1
Let

bs
Π

Partitioning the Set of Percepts
denote the set of all percepts available in situation

s

with

b s : P(percID)
Π
b s = {π | (∃)P (π, o, Γ, πR , s)}
Π
Hence, the cardinality of this set is determined by the function

(5.14)

NoP

such that

b s = k)
b s )(NoP (s) = k ∧ Π
(∀s)(∃!k, Π
The set

bs
Π

(5.15)

should be considered a partition of subsets, where each subset includes only percepts

that originate from the same physical object, and dierent subsets contain percepts originating
from dierent physical objects. These subsets are the elements of the partition

bs
Π

and are called

blocks. The concept of a mathematical partition ts well at this point due to its characteristics:

b s ; and third, the individual blocks
Π

First, no block is empty; second, the union of all blocks equals
have to be pairwise disjoint.
We dene the predicate

PBlock

, short for percept block, such that it determines a block of

the partition of percepts of the given situation as follows.

PBlock : P(percID) × sit

(5.16)

PBlock (Π, s) ≡
Π
( 6= ∅ ∧
)
π ∈ Π ⊃ (∃)(P (π, o, Γ, πR , s)) ∧
(
P (π1 , o, Γ1 , πR1 , s) ∧ π1 ∈ Π ∧ P (π2 , o, Γ2 , πR2 , s) ∧ PAssoc (π1 , πR1 , π2 , πR2 )
)
⊃ π2 ∈ Π ∧
(
)
π1 ∈ Π ∧ π2 ∈ Π ∧ π1 6= π2 ⊃ PAssocTrans (π1 , π2 , s)
The predicate

PBlock (Π, s)

denes that those sets

Π

(5.17)

are considered appropriate blocks of per-

cepts if all three conjuncts of Formula (5.17) hold simultaneously in the given situation

s.

The

rst conjunct stipulates that an empty set does not constitute an appropriate block in accordance
with the denition of a mathematical partition described above. This requirement is necessary in
Formula (5.17), because the other two conjuncts are implications that otherwise would validate
predicate

PBlock (Π, s)

with

Π = ∅,

too.

Being employed in Formula (5.17), the predicate

PAssoc

are directly related in terms of their reference percepts.

holds true if the given two percepts

Moreover, the predicate

PAssocTrans

holds true if the given two percepts are related transitively. Hence, the second conjunct of For-

Π with respect to the relation dened by
PAssoc . This means for the second conjunct, if percept π1 is element of a certain
block Π and π1 is associated with percept π2 in accordance with predicate PAssoc , then π2
has to belong to the same block Π as well. The third conjunct of Formula (5.17) veries that
no more percepts than those necessary for forming a complete block are part of a valid block Π .
In particular, any two percepts of a valid block Π have to be related to each other transitively.
mula (5.17) requires the transitive closure of the set
predicate
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Π

denes that a valid block

must not contain several individual

blocks of associated percepts, for instance. Note that the predicate

PBlock

also allows singleton

sets to constitute valid blocks of percepts, if the percept of a singleton is not associated with any
other current percept.
In summary, the predicate

PBlock

holds true for complete blocks of associated percepts

whereof each percept of the same block originates from the same physical object.

PAssoc

The macro

determines whether the given two percepts are directly related as follows.

PAssoc : percID × percID × percID × percID
def

PAssoc (π1 , πR1 , π2 , πR2 ) = π1 6= π2 ∧ (πR2 = π1 ∨ πR1 = π2 ∨ πR1 = πR2 ∧ πR1 6= ⊥)
PAssoc (π1 , πR1 , π2 , πR2 )

The Formula (5.18) denes the macro
percepts

π1

and

π2 ,

(5.18)

to hold true for a given pair of

if both percepts are distinct, and if one percept refers to the other or if

both percepts share a common reference percept. The latter case of the macro

PAssoc ,

where

the two considered percepts share the same reference percept, is particularly important, because
the reference percept may belong to a

previous

situation. Given that the object recognition and

tracking system provides reference percepts as described in Section 5.2,

PAssoc

facilitates multi-

modal tracking by means of various sensors, as well as reacquiring a previously lost correspondence
by means of any sensor available.

Even though the common reference percept may have been

measured in the current situation, possibly the tracking system reported the same percept for
a while already, i. e., it may have been measured and registered previously, too.
the predicate

PAssoc

In general,

denes an irreexive, symmetric and transitive relation between pairs of

percepts of the same situation.
Being employed in the denition of predicate
holds true if the given pair

π1 , π2

PBlock ,

the predicate

PAssocTrans (π1 , π2 , s)

of percepts is related to each other transitively based on a

direct relation between percepts determined by predicate

PAssoc .

PAssocTrans : percID × percID × sit
PAssocTransAux : percID × percID × P(percID) × sit
PAssocTrans (π1 , π2 , s) ≡ PAssocTransAux (π1 , π2 , ∅, s)

(5.19)

PAssocTransAux
(π1 , π2 , Π, s) ≡
(
(∃) P (π1, o, Γ1 , πR1 , s) ∧ P (π2 , o, Γ2 , πR2 , s) ∧ π1 6= π2 ∧
[
PAssoc (π1 , πR1 , π2 , πR2 )
∨ P (π3 , o, Γ3 , πR3 , s) ∧ π3 ∈
/ Π∧
])
PAssocTransAux (π1 , π3 , Π ∪ {π2 } , s) ∧ PAssocTrans (π2 , π3 , Π ∪ {π1 } s)
The denition of predicate

PAssocTrans

(5.20)

can be construed as a graph-based approach. Imagine a

graph, the nodes of which each stand for one of all those percepts available in the considered situation,

bs,
π∈Π

and where the relations

(π1 , π2 )

determined by predicate

PAssoc

constitute the

graph's undirected edges between the respective nodes. The transitive relation between two nodes
holds, (a) if they are directly related to each other, or (b) if another node or several connected
nodes can be found that connect the given nodes. The auxiliary predicate

PAssocTransAux

im-

plements this concept as a disjunction within the square brackets of Formula (5.20). The predicate

PAssoc

veries the direct relation between the given two percepts in case (a) of

In any case,

PAssocTransAux

requires

π1

and

π2

PAssocTransAux .

to denote valid and distinct percepts of the
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PAssoc ). An indirect, transitive relation bePAssocTransAux , if there is another
percept π3 in the considered situation that is indirectly related to both π1 and π2 . In terms
of the above-mentioned graph interpretation case (b) holds if some node π3 exists that connects
both π1 and π2 , while the connections between π1 and π3 as well as between π2 and π3 may
s

situation

under consideration (cf. irreexivity of

tween the given two percepts

π1

and

π2

holds in case (b) of

in turn be indirect giving rise to further intermediate nodes.
Apparently, a recursive algorithm like this may consult more and more intermediate nodes
or consider the same nodes again and again, such that it would never determine whether or not
the original two percepts are actually related. For this purpose predicate
ries the third parameter

Π ∈ P(percID)

PAssocTransAux

car-

representing the nodes which have been considered

already and which must not be introduced as additional, intermediate nodes again. Accordingly,

PAssocTransAux (π1 , π2 , ∅, s)

π1 and π2 are directly or indiPAssocTrans in Formula (5.19) as a
convenient abbreviation. The recursive invocations of predicate PAssocTransAux in the last line
of its denition in the Formula (5.20) each amend the set Π of already considered nodes by the
original node of the current recursion level. Since PAssocTransAux regards only those percepts of
the same situation s as constituting valid, additional, intermediate nodes, which have not already
determines whether the percepts

rectly related by any means, which stipulates predicate

been considered, no node will be examined twice within any subtree of recursions. Moreover, since
only a nite number of percepts exist in any situation according to Section 5.3.1, only a nite

PAssocTrans are possible for any pair of percepts and any
PAssocTransAux strictly amending the set Π of nodes already examined.
The predicate PAssocTransAux is sound and the recursive invocation is limited even though
the restriction π3 6= π1 ∧ π3 6= π2 is not explicitly stipulated in Formula (5.20)). However, predicate PAssocTransAux might choose π3 such that π3 = π1 ∨ π3 = π2 and invoke two recursions,
within which the condition π1 6= π2 of Formula (5.20) prevents any repeated use of the same
percept. Since predicate PAssocTransAux implements an irreexive, symmetric and transitive
number of recursions of predicate

situation, due to

relation between two percepts, it fulls the requirements regarding completeness.

5.4.2

Proof of Correctness of Predicate

Recall that

bs
Π

denotes the set of all percepts available in the situation

this section we will show that the predicate
the partition

PBlock

bs.
Π

PBlock

s

(cf. Formula (5.14)). In

holds for sets of percepts that are blocks of

The proven correspondence with a partition will be useful later in this Chapter.

Lemma 5.1

The predicate PBlock dened in Formula (5.17) complies with the concept of a
mathematical partition such that sets Π , which PBlock (Π, s) holds for in the given situation s ,
bs.
are elements of a partition of the set Π


Proof

The denition of a mathematical partition requires that no subset of the partition is

empty. This being an explicit conjunct in Formula (5.17), the predicate

PBlock

apparently only

holds for non-empty sets.
For a block
element

π∈Π

Π

to be valid in some situation

s,

the predicate

PBlock (Π, s)

denes that each

must denote a valid percept of this situation. The implication

(∀s, π, Π)(PBlock (Π, s) ∧ π ∈ Π ⊃ (∃)(P (π, o, Γ, πR , s))
implements this requirement as part of Formula (5.17).
stipulated that there is a certain, limited number
dened by function
predicate

NoP (s) = k .

k

Previously in Section 5.3.1 we have

of percepts available in any situation

PBlock includes a limited number of valid percepts in any situation. Note that
PBlock also prevents anything else than valid percepts from being elements

way predicate

valid percept block.
Given that the set of all available percepts
Formulas (5.7) and (5.15),

bs
Π

s

as

This ensures that any valid block of percepts determined by

bs
Π

of a certain situation

is unique for situation

s.

s

this
of a

is limited according to

The characteristics of percepts and the
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actually formulate a unique partition in any situation. Accordingly,

each valid block of percepts constitutes a unique subset as an element of the partition of all percepts
of a certain situation. We record this intermediate result in the following formula:

PBlock (Π1 , s) ∧ PBlock (Π2 , s) ∧ Π1 6= Π2 ⊃ Π1 ∩ Π2 = ∅
The predicate

PBlock

(5.21)

holds only for blocks of percepts that are transitively closed with respect

to the associative relation between pairs of percepts determined by predicate

PAssoc

(cf. Sec-

tion 5.4.1). Therefore, each valid percept identier is an element of precisely one block of percepts
of a certain situation, i. e., no percept belongs to multiple blocks of percepts of the same situation.
∗
Imagine to the contrary that the same percept, say π , would be part of multiple, dierent percept
blocks. Then, due to the transitive closure of valid blocks of percepts, all percepts that have a
∗
transitive relation with percept π
would also have to be associated with those percept blocks
∗
∗
which percept π
belongs to. But then all those percept blocks where π
belongs to would be
equal with respect to set equality due to the characteristics of percepts. Hence, valid partitions
as well as valid blocks of percepts are unique in any situation. Therefore, a universally quantied

PBlock (Π, s) ⊃ Φ(Π, s) with blocks Π in the range P(percID) according to SigΦ(Π, s) for any possible block of percepts. Since Formula (5.7)
b s of this situation, a
infers that each percept of a given situation s is part of the partition Π
universally quantied formula like PBlock (Π, s) ⊃ Φ(Π, s) considers each available percept of situation s . Altogether this shows that the predicate PBlock yields a mathematical partition of
b s of all available percepts of any considered situation. Conversely, it follows that each
the set Π
formula like

nature (5.16) species conditions

percept is a member of some block of percepts.

5.4.3



Computing the Correspondences

The next sections explicate how our approach solves the main task of multi-modal symbol anchoring as described in Section 5.1 on page 80, i. e., to determine all possible hypotheses of correspondences between object symbols and percepts representing objects of the robot's environment.
Similar to our uni-modal approach described in Chapter 4, the multi-modal symbol anchoring
employs the special epistemic called action

AnchorM

:

AnchorM : objCat 7→ action
The knowledge update axiom of this action implements our multi-modal symbol anchoring axiom,
similar to the uni-modal version. It computes the successive hypothesis space given the previous
hypothesis space, the available percepts and the object category of interest in the considered
situation. In other words, this axiom denes the rules of how to update the given knowledge state
upon the execution of the epistemic symbol anchoring action yielding the knowledge state of the
successor situation. We let the epistemic action

AnchorM

be applicable in any situation, i. e.

(∀)(Poss (AnchorM (o), s))

(5.22)

In contrast to the uni-modal symbol anchoring axiom (cf. Formula (4.15) on page 50), the multimodal symbol anchoring axiom does not implement a schematic axiom. Instead of enumerating
each individual percept as in the uni-modal axiom, the multi-modal axiom universally quanties
all possible blocks of percepts as follows.
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(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃z, ϑ− , ϑ+ , ϑ) KState (s, z) ∧
[
(
PBlock (ΠP , s) ⊃ (∃x, f − , f + ) Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ) ∧
[
])]
∆T (x, ΠP , f − , f + , s, z) ∨ ∆F (x, ΠP , f − , f + , s, z) ∨ ∆N (x, ΠP , f − , f + , s, z) ∧
]
[
Holds (f, ϑ) ⊃ (∃x, ΠP , f − , f + ) (f = C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ) ∧ PBlock (ΠP , s)) ∧
[
Holds (C (x1 , ΠP , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x2 , ΠP , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ x1 = x2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
Holds (C (x, ΠP 1 , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x, ΠP 2 , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ ΠP 1 = ΠP 2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
]
Holds (f + , ϑ+ ) ≡ (∃x, f − , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ)) ∧
[
]
Holds (f − , ϑ− ) ≡ (∃x, f + , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ) ∧ f − 6= ∅) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − ϑ− + ϑ+
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(5.23)

Let's structure this symbol anchoring axiom in order to enhance its readability abstracting from
−
+
the conjuncts in the middle by replacing them with the formula Φ(ϑ , ϑ , ϑ, s, z) , forming the
following, equivalent axiom.

(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃z, ϑ− , ϑ+ , ϑ) KState (s, z) ∧
Φ(ϑ− , ϑ+ , ϑ, s, z) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − ϑ− + ϑ+

(5.24)

The abstract knowledge update Axiom (5.24) can be interpreted as follows. If the symbol anchoring

AnchorM

was applicable in situation s , then the knowledge state of the successor situa−
is determined from the knowledge state of situation s by subtracting the state term ϑ
+
−
+
and adding the state term ϑ
which both are governed by the formula Φ(ϑ , ϑ , ϑ, s, z) . Besides
−
+
−
+
determining possible values of the terms ϑ , ϑ
and ϑ , the formula Φ(ϑ , ϑ , ϑ, s, z) may also
action

tion

s0

z
s in general, and for each of those states the axiom may give
0
rise to zero to n successor states z . A discussion on the complexity of the symbol anchoring
Axiom (5.23), including the number n , will be provided below (cf. Section 5.4.7). In abstract
0
terms, the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.24) species that for any successive hypothesis z to exist,
−
+
some hypothesis z must hold in the original situation s and formula Φ(ϑ , ϑ , ϑ, s, z) veries
some relation between z and z 0 .

restrict the existence of possible successor states altogether. Note that multiple possible states
may exist in the original situation

As an overview, our symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) can be considered to perform three tasks:
1. Given the current percepts, valid correspondences between these percepts and object identiers are determined. The resulting new correspondences are gathered in a temporary state
term in order to facilitate the exposure of the new, whole hypothesis to certain consistency
constraints.
2. Considering the new, suggested hypothesis altogether, certain consistency constraints are
applied, such that inconsistent candidate hypotheses are neglected.
3. After some data reorganization the new hypothesis is obtained from updating the considered
original one in accordance with the changes determined in step 1.
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Let's have a close look at the Axiom (5.23). The crucial computational part of the symbol anchoring transaction is performed by the second implication beginning with
inside the axiom.

PBlock (ΠP , s) ⊃ ...
ΠP , this

Being a conjunct of Axiom (5.23) with universal quantication of

implication requires for all valid blocks of percepts that at least one instance of one of the three
functionalities (macros

∆T

,

∆F

∆N

,

) holds true. We will see below, that the denitions of these

functionalities guarantee that at least one of them is actually satisable, such that the existentially
quantied disjunction of the three functionalities is guaranteed to be satisable in the end. The

C

auxiliary uent

is used to record the chosen instances of variables satisfying the disjunction of

functionalities, where

C : percID ∪ X × P(percID) × fluent × fluent 7→ fluent
The conjunct
term

Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ)

stores grounded instances of uent

C

in the state

ϑ.

This term is always satisable per se for the existentially quantied, incomplete state
−
+
variable ϑ . The existential quantication and scope of the state terms ϑ , ϑ
and ϑ
are well
chosen such that all conditions of Axiom (5.23) have to hold true for a single instance of these
state terms, but for all blocks of percepts simultaneously. Hence, for each valid block of percepts
an instance of the auxiliary uent
state term

ϑ

C

is accumulated inside the state

ϑ.

The uent

C

and the

serve the purpose to store the correspondences found temporarily, and to impose

ϑ in order to lter just the valid correspondences.
PBlock (ΠP , s) of the second conjunct of Axiom (5.23)which itself is an
implicationis false, i. e., in case an invalid block of percepts ΠP is considered, the inference holds
certain restrictions on

In case the premise

true irrespective of the values of variables involved. Therefore, the conjunct which begins with

Holds (f, ϑ) ⊃ ...

is necessary in order to restrict the state term

ϑ

to include only uents

C

for

valid blocks of percepts. More precisely, the rst conjunct of the consequence of this implication

C

ϑ , while the second conjunct requires that
PBlock . Note that for each valid block of
percepts ΠP the rst implication of Axiom (5.23) (beginning with PBlock (ΠP , s) ⊃ ... ) ensures
that an applicable functionality determines grounded instances of the uent C representing valid,
new correspondences, that enter the state term ϑ . The rst two implications of Axiom (5.23) in
combination turn the incomplete state variable ϑ into a well-dened, nite state, because the set
b s is nite, the partition of Π
b s is unique in accordance with predicate
of all available percepts Π
PBlock , and because only uents C are possible members of ϑ .
The correspondences recorded in form of uent C in the state ϑ are subject to further

requires that only instances of uent

may be part of

blocks of percepts are valid with respect to predicate

constraints before they are considered as one of the new correspondences. The third and fourth
sub-formula of Axiom (5.23) enclosed in large, squared brackets constrain the state term
comprise correspondence uents

C,

ϑ

to

which are unique with respect to the block of percepts at

hand (second parameter), and also with respect to the the object identier (rst parameter).
Both aspects of uniqueness of correspondences are crucial in order to ensure and to maintain the
consistency of all correspondences.
Note that the above-mentioned constraints on state

ϑ

have the eect that the Axiom (5.23)

chooses exactly one correspondence among the valid correspondences non-deterministically for any
0
successor hypothesis z and block of percepts ΠP . However, as the disjunction of functionalities
may yield multiple valid correspondences for the same block of percepts
0
hypotheses z may become introduced this way.
As you will see below, each of the three macros

∆T , ∆ F

and

ΠP , additional alternative

∆N

implementing the three

symbol anchoring functionalities prepare two uents for each correspondence to be updated by
−
the Axiom (5.23): First, the anchor uent f
represents the current correspondence and is to be
+
subtracted from the hypothesis representation z . Second, the anchor uent f
represents the
0
updated correspondence and has to be added to the hypothesis representation z . In other words,
all information about retracting the old anchor and replacing it with the new anchor is included

C . The last two conjuncts of Axiom (5.23) enclosed in large, squared brackets
−
+
extract the components f
and f
from all uents C of ϑ in order to collect them in the state
−
+
terms ϑ
and ϑ , respectively. Eventually, a successor hypothesis is constructed by subtracting
in the uent
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the aggregate state

ϑ−

from and adding

ϑ+
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to the original hypothesis considered, as can be seen

in the last conjunct of the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23).
Returning to the conjunct with the rst implication beginning with

PBlock (ΠP , s) ⊃ ... , recall
ΠP .

that we recognized above that the conclusion is always satisable given valid blocks of percepts

The more important result is that this way this implication implements our fundamental concept
described in Section 3.4: Each percept has to be assigned an object symbol. As multiple percepts
may refer to the same physical object in the multi-modal case, the corresponding concept here is
to assign each block of associated percepts an object symbol.
Even in the case where no percept is available, the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) is correct.
−
+
In this case, the state terms ϑ , ϑ
and ϑ
equal empty states such that the state update
0
−
+
0
z = z − ϑ + ϑ simply becomes z = z and the successor hypothesis z 0 is determined to be
the exact copy of the original hypothesis

z.

This reects the expected behaviour, i. e., if no new

perceptual information is available, the symbol anchoring system does not alter the current world
model.

5.4.4

Tracking an Object

Similar to our uni-modal approach presented in Chapter 4, tracking an object and updating
its anchor representation is one of three main symbol anchoring functionalities of our approach.
Each of the three functionalities applies in a certain, distinct conguration of object symbol,
anchor and percept under consideration. The task of the functionality Track is to update the
representation of a correspondence, given one or more new percepts that have been tracked by the
object recognition system. In accordance with our assumptions on the interface between object
recognition and symbol anchoring described in Section 5.2, the recognition system is asked to
notify the successful tracking of an object of the environment by means of simply reusing the same
percept identier or by referring to a previous percept. For this purpose we added a parameter
to the percept predicate, which holds the reference percept.

Our multi-modal approach allows

multiple percepts to represent the measured object (cf. Section 5.3.1). Given our assumptions of
Section 3.11 on the object recognition system, the symbol anchoring system may consider all those
new percepts that were reported to refer to the same, previous percept as resulting from the same
object of the environment. In this case, functionality Track is applicable and basically fuses all
available perceptual information in the anchor representation.

The macro

∆T

implements the

multi-modal functionality Track as follows.

∆T : X ∪ percID × P(percID) × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆T (x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z) (=

(∃o, ΓA , ΠA , Γ0 , Π0 ) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ) ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , Π0 ) ∧
[
πP ∈ ΠP
(
)]
⊃ (∃ΓP , πR ) P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ PKnown (ΠA , πP , πR ) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧
)
AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP , Γ0 , Π0 , s)

(5.25)

The multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) employs the macro ∆T with the existentially
0
quantied variables x , f , and f and with ground instances of ΠP , s and z . This way macro ∆T
determines the existing correspondence, which the new block ΠP of percepts refers to, the current
0
anchor uent f and the updated anchor uent f , if Track applies to ΠP . In case the functionality
Track actually applies to the given block of percepts, situation and hypothesis, the variables x ,
f and f 0 will be instantiated deterministically, i. e., there is exactly one instance of each of
these variables that satises the Formula (5.25). Finally, the Axiom (5.23) replaces the anchor
0
uent f of the considered correspondence and hypothesis with the new anchor f in the successor
hypothesis.
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implementing the functionality Track requires the

to be an anchor uent of object category o existing in the given hypothesis z . The
0
updated anchor uent f continues to refer to object x of category o . Likewise, all percepts of
uent

f

the considered block
object

x

ΠP

have to belong to category

and for each percept

πP

of the block

recorded previously in the anchor of
included in each percept

o.

The macro

∆T

that the percepts

by means of predicate

πP ∈ ΠP has
x , as well as

far in the anchor of object
The predicate

x

ΠP

PKnown .

requires for the anchor of

πP

refer to some percepts

Also, the new information

to comply with the best perceptual estimate gathered so
with all available symbolic information about this object.

Match implements this requirement.
PKnown is used in Formula (5.25)

The predicate

in order to check whether the given percept

is being tracked and belongs to the considered anchor.

In accordance with the assumptions

dening the interface between our symbol anchoring system and the object recognition explicated
in Sections 3.11 and 5.2, it is sucient for predicate

PKnown

to check whether the primary or the

reference percept identier has been recorded in the given anchor already. Note that the predicate

PKnown

facilitates multi-modal tracking of an object this way. Thus the tracking system may

switch to other sensor devices while tracking the same object continuously, because in this case
a dierent, new percept

πP

is reported that refers to a previous, already known percept. This

simple mechanism only works if all new percepts are recorded in the anchor, which our approach
actually implements inside the predicate

AnchorUpdate .

We dene the predicate

PKnown

as

follows.

PKnown : P(percID) × percID × percID ∪ {⊥}
PKnown (ΠA , πP , πR ) ≡ πP ∈ ΠA ∨ πR ∈ ΠA
In an alternative approach to predicate

(5.26)

PKnown (ΠA , πP , πR ) , one could test for
πP and some recorded identier of

relation between the primary percept identier

a transitive
the set

ΠA

of previously corresponding percepts, which holds via a chain of intermediate reference percepts.
However, given the requirements on the tracking system described above that seem to be not too
strong to cause practical diculties, a simple verication of a direct relation as implemented in
Formula (5.26) serves the purpose suciently.
The denition of the functionality Track by means of macro
predicate

Match .

∆T

in Formula (5.25) employs the

Basically, the task of this predicate is to verify whether all new perceptual infor-

mation on the considered object agrees with all the information associated with the corresponding
object symbol and anchor. In particular, the predicate

Match

checks whether the new percept

complies with rst, the best perceptual estimate representing previous measurements gathered so
far, and second, with the symbolic knowledge. Both checks are limited to static attributes only for
reasons explained in Section 4.2.2. For short, only information about static perceptual attributes
allows our approach to identify inconsistent hypotheses denitely.

Match : X ∪ percID × percSig × state
(
Match (x, ΓP , z) ≡ (∃o, ΓA , ΠA ) Holds (A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ), z) ∧
((
(∀) γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, iP ) ∧ γA ∈ ΓA ∧ γA = (a, iA ) ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)
( ⊃ Intersect (iP , iA ) ∧
γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, iP ) ∧ Holds
(Prop (x, a, v), z) ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)))
⊃ GroundingInt (o, a, v, iP )
This denition of predicate

Match

(5.27)

diers only slightly from the uni-modal version in Formula (4.20),

namely only with respect to the syntax of the anchor uent

A.

Since the predicate

Match

regards

a single percept only, a similar denition may be used in both our uni-modal and multi-modal
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versions. The reader is referred to the detailed description of the uni-modal version of predicate

Match

in Section 4.2.2, which applies likewise to the multi-modal case.

Eventually, the functionality Track performs the update of a certain anchor for the considered

AnchorUpdate
AnchorUpdate takes just

block of percepts by means of predicate

in Formula (5.25).

ponents of the anchor change,

those as input that are to be updated

Since not all com-

besides some contextual information like the object category and situation under consideration.
The Formula (5.28) performs the update as follows.

AnchorUpdate : objCat × percSig × P(percID) × P(percID) × percSig × P(percID) × sit
0
0
AnchorUpdate
(o, Γ
[
] A , ΠA , ΠP , Γ , Π , s) ≡
Π0 = ΠA ∪ ΠP ∧
[
(a, (b0 , t0 )) ∈ Γ0 ≡
0
0
(γ
( ∈ ΓA ∧ γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ⊃ b ≤ b ∧ t ≥ t ) ∧
πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, (bP , tP ))
)
⊃ bP ≤ b0 ∧ tP ≥ t0 ∧
[
(
(∃γ, b, t) γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ b0 = b ∧ γ ∈ ΓA ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)]
∨ (∃πP , ΓP , πR )(πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP ) ∧
[
(
(∃γ, b, t) γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ t0 = t ∧ γ ∈ ΓA ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)]]
∨ (∃πP , ΓP , πR )(πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP )
∧
0 0
0
0
0
[(a, (b , t )) ∈ Γ ⊃ b < t ]

(5.28)

In accordance with our interface denition between symbol anchoring and object recognition systems described in Section 5.2, we assume that the recognition and tracking system reports an
object as being tracked successfully by either reusing the same percept identier or by referring
to a previous one. Therefore, upon every symbol anchoring transaction all new percept identiers
have to be added to the set of previously corresponding percepts

ΠA

of the anchor.

The rst

conjunct of Formula (5.28) accomplishes this step.
In Section 5.2 above we required that the perceptual values of individual perceptual attributes
of objects in the environment of the cognitive robot may be represented as a uni-modal distribution
of measured values.

Our approach in particular uses a straight interval of values wherein the

actually measured perceptual values fall. Recall our concept of maintaining the best perceptual
estimate inside the anchor of a correspondence, which records the smallest interval of perceptual
values of each perceptual attribute experienced by the robot so far about the considered object
(cf. Section 4.1.2). In general, new measurements of dynamic perceptual attributes replace the
previously recorded perceptual estimate, because we consider old measurements as out-of-date
records. Conversely, new measurements of static perceptual attributes rene the current estimate
by fusing the two in a single, minimal interval of perceptual values. The latter method of fusing
previous estimates and new measurements is justied by the fact that the validity of perceptual
values of static attributes persists over time.
The second, complex conjunct of the denition of predicate AnchorUpdate in Formula (5.28)
(b0 , t0 ) for each perceptual attribute a that the cog0
0 0
nitive robot knows of. The updated, best perceptual estimate Γ includes the new interval (b , t )

determines the new interval representation

if and only if each of the following items holds for each perceptual attribute



(b0 , t0 ) is smaller than or
estimate Γ for static perceptual

a:
(b, t)

The updated interval

equal to the current interval

best perceptual

attributes. This way, previous information

persists if the new percepts do not contain more detailed measurements.

of the
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The next conjunct beginning with
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πP ∈ ΠP ∧ ...

in Formula (5.28) performs sensor fusion

among all available, associated percepts of the considered block

ΠP .

Regardless of which

sensor was employed for measuring the percept, the most precise interval of perceptual values
determines the new, best perceptual estimate. In particular, the new interval is constrained
0 0
by the most precise percept such that (b , t ) becomes at least as precise as the previous
estimate



(b, t) .

0 0
Having constrained the new interval (b , t ) for a certain attribute a above, this also infers
0 0
that (b , t ) may take on arbitrary values within the limiting perceptual values. Therefore,
the last two conjuncts of the right hand side of the equivalence of Formula (5.28) that begin
0
0
with (∃γ, b, t) specify that the new interval limits b and t each have to be equal to either

γ ∈ ΓA ,
ΠP .

the respective limit of a static perceptual attribute of the current best estimate
to the limit of the perceptual interval of some percept of the considered block



The nal conjunct of the denition of predicate

or

AnchorUpdate in Formula (5.28) requires
ΠP sustain the assumption of a uni-

that all associated percepts of the considered block

modal distribution of perceptual values consistently, such that the most constrained, new
perceptual estimate bears meaningful values in accordance with our assumptions described in
Sections 3.5 and 3.11. Note that this requirement goes beyond the Constraint (5.5) regarding
individual percepts, because its scope ranges over a full block of percepts. Even though two
percepts may full the Formula (5.5), they may include disjoint intervals of perceptual values
of the same attribute, which the denition of functionality Track prevents appropriately.
Note that both the bottom and top limits of the intervals of the new percepts and of the perceptual
estimate are considered independently, such that each one may rene the limit of the new estimate
individually. This way, the predicate

AnchorUpdate

makes full use of all the available perceptual

information.
In summary, the predicate

AnchorUpdate

performs sensor fusion of all new percepts of the

considered block. Thus it implements the second task of multi-modal symbol anchoring described
in Section 5.1 on page 80. The so-gained fused aggregate intervals of dynamic attributes simply
replace the previous estimate inside the anchor. The predicate

AnchorUpdate

fuses the aggregate

intervals of static attributes with the previous estimate forming the new perceptual estimate.
The Formula (5.28) is designed to even take such situations into account where no percept is
available, where a block comprises just a single percept, where a perceptual estimate is or is not
existent inside the anchor for individual perceptual attributes, and where percepts do or do not
provide information on individual perceptual attributes. In other words, the versatile predicate

AnchorUpdate

adapts to any possible state of the representation.

Altogether, the functionality Track dened in form of macro

∆T

in Formula (5.25) determines

rst, whether Track is applicable, and determines second, the outdated and new anchor uents appropriately, if applicable. We will see and describe below in detail, that the applicability conditions
of functionalities Track and Find as well as of Track and New are pairwise disjoint. In other words,
if functionality Track is applicable in the considered situation for the given block of percepts, it
is the only functionality being applicable and no alternative hypothesis of a correspondence with
another object symbol is allowed.

5.4.5

Finding and Reacquiring a Correspondence

For the same reasons as explained in Section 4.2.3, symbol anchoring demands further functionalities besides tracking an object, e. g., in case the tracking of an object fails.

Therefore, the

disjunction of functionalities in our symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) also includes the functionalities Find and New besides Track.

The conceptual task of functionality Find is actually

twofold, which we realized in a single formula. In both cases, the task is to identify an appropriate
block of percepts that never corresponded before with the considered, matching object symbol.
This block of percepts must not be involved in any correspondence being tracked.

On the one

hand, the multi-modal functionality Find applies if the block of percepts constitutes a potential
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candidate for the correspondence with an object symbol that has not yet been anchored before.
On the other hand, a new block of percepts may represent an object of the environment which the
recognition system failed to track previously, and of which it obtained new percepts afterwards
that could not be associated with some previous percept of the same object. In other words, the
purpose of this symbol anchoring functionality is to
to

reacquire

nd

an appropriate, new correspondence, and

a previously existing correspondence.

Accordingly, the applicability of functionality Find includes rst, that the considered anchor
must not correspond to any percept already.

Otherwise, the functionality Track would apply

instead as we pointed out in Section 5.4.4 above. Second, the block of percepts must not already
correspond with another object symbol.

The contrary case covers the functionality Track, too.

Apparently, these two conditions bring about the intended eect that the functionalities Track and
Find do not apply in the same conguration of block of percepts, object symbol and hypothesis.
We dene the functionality Find in form of macro

∆F

as follows:

∆F : X ∪ percID × P(percID) × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆F (x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z) (=

(∃o, ΓA , ΠA , Γ0 , Π0 ) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ) ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , Π0 ) ∧
¬(∃π
1 , o1 , Γ1 , πR1 ) (P (π1
[
(, o1 , Γ1 , πR1 , s) ∧ PKnown (ΠA , π1 , πR1 )) ∧

(5.29)

πP ∈ ΠP ⊃ (∃ΓP , πR ) P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧
(
))]
¬(∃y, oy , Γy , Πy ) Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ PKnown (Πy , πP , πR )
∧
)
AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP , Γ0 , Π0 , s)

The macro

∆F (x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z)

existentially quantied variables
macro

∆F

is employed in the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) with the
0
and f , while ΠP , s and z are ground. This way, the

x, f ,

is used to determine an appropriate object symbol

to be anchored for the given situation

s

and hypothesis

z.

x

for the given block of percepts

At the same time, the uents

are prepared for being removed from and added to the hypothesis representation

z,

f

respectively.

In general, the functionality Find may be applicable to multiple, possible object symbols
a certain block of percepts
specied by macro

∆F .

ΠP ,

given

Each such alternative object symbol gives rise to an alternative potential

can be interpreted as follows. In order to satisfy

∆F (x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z) ,

some

z , which does not correspond with any percept in situation s .
Furthermore, the implication beginning with πP ∈ ΠP ⊃ ... requires rst, that each percept of the
given block ΠP has to sustain the currently available perceptual and symbolic information about
object x consistently according to predicate Match , and second, that no percept πP ∈ ΠP may
correspond with any anchor in hypothesis z . The macro ∆F restricts the potentially matching

anchor

f

∆F

x

depending on whether the object's anchor fulls the requirements

hypothesis.
The macro

ΠP
f0

and

has to exist in hypothesis

objects to the same category as was reported by the recognition system. Finally, the predicate
AnchorUpdate fuses all new perceptual information into the updated, best perceptual estimate Γ0
0
and records those percept identiers associated with the object x in Π . The reader is referred to
the Section 5.4.4 for the denition and description of the predicates
In summary, the macro

∆F

Match

and

AnchorUpdate .

determines whether the functionality Find is applicable to the

given block of percepts, and if so it suggests a potential object and prepares the uents for the
update of the considered hypothesis.

Note that the multi-modal functionality Find takes all

percepts available for a certain object into account at once, regardless which sensor device they
stem from.

5.4.6

Introducing a New Object

Being the third functionality employed in the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23), the functionality
New accounts for the possibility of any new block of percepts, that is not being tracked success-
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fully by the recognition system, to stand for a yet completely unknown object. Accordingly, New is
always applicable to blocks of percepts, which the functionality Track does not apply to. Likewise
does the functionality Find in relation to Track. We argued in Section 3.10 for maintaining each
potential hypothesis of correspondences. Since the possibility that a new block of percepts may
not refer to a known object cannot simply be excluded, our approach introduces an alternative
hypothesis for this case. We used the same rationale for the uni-modal version of functionality
New in Section 4.2.4.
A cognitive robot acting and reasoning in a dynamic, partially unknown environment is likely
to experience yet unknown objects. In order to be able to act on the objects and to reason about
them, the robot has to learn about their features and to perform symbol anchoring also for those
unknown objects.

These two interpretations sustain the denition of the multi-modal symbol

anchoring functionality New by means of macro

∆N

dened as follows.

∆N : percID × P(percID) × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆N (x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s,(z) =

f = ∅ ∧ (∃o, Γ0 ) f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , ΠP ) ∧
[
(
πP ∈ ΠP ⊃ x ≥ πP ∧ (∃ΓP , πR ) P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s)∧
(
))]
¬(∃y, oy , Γy , Πy ) Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ PKnown (Πy , πP , πR )
∧
)
0
PFusion (o, ΠP , Γ , s) ∧ (∃πP )(πP ∈ ΠP ∧ x = πP )

(5.30)

Using the same parameters as the other two symbol anchoring functionalities, the variables x , f
f 0 of macro ∆N are existentially quantied in the Axiom (5.23). This way, the purpose of
0
macro ∆N is to determine a new object symbol x , the uents f and f to be removed from
and

and added to the hypothesis representation, respectively, for the given block of percepts
situation

s

and hypothesis

z.

ΠP ,

As this functionality introduces a new object symbol, anchor and

correspondence for a new percept, nothing has to be retracted from the previous hypothesis rep0
resentation z , such that f = ∅ . The new anchor f , which will be introduced to the successor
0
hypothesis z , is initialized with the object category o and block of percepts ΠP under considera0
0
tion. The predicate PFusion yields the new best perceptual estimate Γ for the new anchor f by
fusing the perceptual signatures of all percepts of the block

ΠP

into a single aggregate signature.

The conjunct in squared brackets in the middle of Formula (5.30) poses the condition that a
percept of the given block of percepts must not be associated with some anchor already, because
this would allow the functionality Track to apply, too. The condition

x ≥ πP

constrains the new

object identierbeing a natural numberwith respect to the percept identiers. Together with
the last conjunct

(∃πP )(πP ∈ ΠP ∧ x = πP ) , both conditions determine x to equal the maximal
ΠP . Apparently, new object identiers can only be of sort percID ,

percept identier of block

which is reserved solely for new objects that are experienced during runtime. Thus, no conict
with the object symbols of sort

X

may occur thanks to Formula (5.8).

The method of determining the new object identier

x

implemented in macro

∆N

guarantees

that each new block of percepts is assigned a unique object identier. Recall from Section 5.4.2
that the predicate

PBlock

only holds for a block of associated percepts, while the union of these

blocks altogether forms a partition of the full set of available percepts

bs
Π

in situation

s.

Our

approach achieves the desired uniqueness of the new object identier as follows. First, identiers
of percepts are unique (cf. Section 5.3.1). Second, dierent blocks of the partition

bs
Π

comprise

disjunct sets of percept identiers (cf. Section 5.4.2). Therefore, any correspondence between a
block of percepts and an object symbol is unique, if one of the percept identiers of this block of
percepts is used as the object symbol. Since the macro

∆N

chooses the maximal value of the

percept identiers of each block of percepts, the choice is deterministic. In other words, from the
fact that any two dierent blocks
it follows that

max Π1 6= max Π2

Π1

and

Π2

of percepts are disjunct sets of percept identiers,

(cf. Formula (5.21)). Hence, the macro

∆N

determines unique
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object symbols, which is a prerequisite for consistent correspondences. The consistency of symbol
anchoring hypotheses will be discussed below.
The macro

∆N

employs the predicate

PFusion in order to fuse all available perceptual
ΠP into a single aggregate structure Γ0 , which

information of the percepts of the given block

becomes the initial, best perceptual estimate of the anchor of the new object. The denition of the
predicate

PFusion

AnchorUpdate as a specic instance where the
AnchorUpdate , Formula (5.31) may neglect
perceptual attributes, since PFusion does not need

was derived from the predicate

previous anchor is set to nil. In contrast to predicate
to distinguish between static and dynamic

to update a previous record of perceptual information. Under these conditions, the denition of
predicate

AnchorUpdate

reduces to the following Formula (5.31) implementing

PFusion .

PFusion : objCat × P(percID) × percSig × sit
PFusion
(o, ΠP , Γ0 , s) ≡ AnchorUpdate (o, ∅, ∅, ΠP , Γ0 , ΠP , s) ≡
(
(a, (b0 , t0 )) ∈ Γ0 ≡
[
πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, (bP , tP ))
]
⊃ bP ≤ b0 ∧ tP ≥ t0 ∧
[
(∃γ, b, t, πP , ΓP , πR ) γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ b0 = b ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧
]
πP ∈ ΠP ∧ γ ∈ ΓP ∧
[
(∃γ, b, t, πP , ΓP , πR ) γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ t0 = t ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧
])
πP ∈ ΠP ∧ γ ∈ ΓP ∧
((a, (b0 , t0 )) ∈ Γ0 ⊃ b0 < t0 )

(5.31)

PFusion

requires for any perceptual attribute a that a record
0
is only part of the new perceptual estimate Γ if the following conditions hold:

The denition of predicate

1. Each percept providing information on the perceptual attribute

a

(a, (b0 , t0 ))

constrains the new percep-

tual estimate of this attribute to be at least as precise as the perceptual signature

γP ∈ ΓP

of the percept.
2. Since the interval representation of the new perceptual estimate must not be arbitrarily
precise, but has to be sustained by some percept, the two conjuncts in the middle of Formula (5.31) require that the new limits must equal some of the given limits. In other words,
predicate

PFusion

must not infer more precise information than the percepts report.

3. The last conjunct makes sure that the new representation is consistent with the assumption
dened in Formula (5.4) (cf. Section 5.4.5).
Comparing the uni-modal and the multi-modal versions of the symbol anchoring functionality
New, both of them implement two main tasks likewise. In both versions, the functionality New
species its applicability conditions.

Furthermore, this functionality introduces a new, unique

anchor representation and object symbol for the given percepts. On top of that the multi-modal
functionality New fuses all associated percepts forming the new perceptual estimate.
This section concludes the denition and explanation of our multi-modal symbol anchoring
axiom of Formula (5.23) and of all its components. We combine all the above-mentioned axioms
and constraints of our multi-modal approach in the set

symbol anchoring axioms .

Σmmsa

def

=

Σmmsa

of axioms called the

{(5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.7), (5.8)}
∪ {(5.10), (5.11), (5.13), (5.22), (5.23)}

multi-modal

(5.32)
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Complexity of Hypothesis Space

The complexity of the successor hypothesis space after applying the multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) depends very much on the environmental situation, the application domain, the
robot's capacity of recognition etc. However, let's discuss the eects of our symbol anchoring approach on the complexity of the representation given some percepts in general. First of all, due to
the assumptions we dened in Section 5.3.1 and due to the denition of the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) all percepts of the same block of percepts determined by predicate

PBlock

correspond

with the same object symbol. The Axiom (5.23) complies with this concept as it quanties the
object symbol

x

existentially outside of the macros

∆T , ∆ F

and

∆N .

Hence, for the purpose of

discussing the complexity of the successor hypothesis space, it suces to consider correspondences
of blocks of associated percepts, instead of individual percepts.
As we mentioned in the above Section 5.4.4, if the functionality Track is applicable to a certain
block of percepts, then Axiom (5.23) denes this as the only applicable functionality. In accordance
with the denition of macro

∆T

in Formula (5.25), only a single object symbol may correspond

with the given block of percepts in the successor hypotheses if functionality Track applies, i. e., the
functionality Track causes no change to the complexity of the hypothesis space. However, while
percepts are valid and unique for all hypotheses of the given situation, individual hypotheses
include independent representations of correspondences with object symbols and knowledge about
them in general.

Therefore, in case the functionality Track is applicable to a certain block of

percepts for a certain hypothesis, Track may not be applicable to the same block of percepts for a
dierent hypothesis of the same situation. Hence, the discussion on the complexity of the successor
hypothesis space is to be seen from the perspective of an individual hypothesis only. The same
applies to the discussion on complexity of the uni-modal symbol anchoring axiom in Section 4.2.5.
Only if the functionality Track does not apply to a certain block of percepts and a certain
hypothesis, the functionality Find may do so in this situation.

The functionality Find presup-

poses the existence of some anchor, object symbol and symbolic knowledge that all match the
perceptual information of the given block of percepts. Accordingly, the number of objects, which
the functionality Find could associate with the given block of percepts, strongly depends on the
characteristics and the number of already known objects represented in the given hypothesis, the
specicity of the information of the percepts and the specicity of the perceptual information in
the object's anchor as well as of the symbolic knowledge on that object. The more similar the
objects of the environment appear to the cognitive robot, and the less specic the symbolic and
perceptual information on the objects is, and the less precise the percepts of the physical objects
are, the more matching candidate objects does the functionality Find determine. In particular,
functionality Find may also determine that no correspondence could be found for a certain block
of percepts for the hypothesis at hand. If Find determines more than one matching object symbol
for the given block of percepts, the multi-modal symbol anchoring axiom introduces an additional
successor hypothesis for each possible, consistent correspondence.
In contrast to Track, the applicability of functionality New is restricted to those blocks of
percepts that are not reported to be associated with some anchor. However, the symbol anchoring
Axiom (5.23) introduces just one unique, new correspondence if functionality New applies. In other
words, depending on whether functionality New is applicable, it introduces no or one successor
hypothesis of correspondences for the given block of percepts and the original hypothesis.
In summary, the complexity of the successor hypothesis space generated by our multi-modal
symbol anchoring approach is the same or higher than the respective complexity of our uni-modal
approach, depending on the object recognition system reporting which percepts are associated. On
the other hand, our multi-modal approach may prevent a number of possible successor hypotheses
from entering the hypothesis space in practice due to obtaining richer perceptual information from
additional sensors observing the objects of the robot's environment.
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Eliminating Inconsistent Hypotheses

At rst glance it may appear as if the complexity of the hypothesis space is ever growing with each
symbol anchoring transaction. Conversely, the multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) only
species those hypotheses explicitly that get updated, that are carried over to the next situation
or which are generated. Apart from those possible transitions, no further hypothesis persists in
the successor situation. In particular, all those hypotheses of correspondences which do not allow
a transition to a consistent successor hypothesis become neglected completely. Basically the same
concept of eliminating inconsistent hypotheses applies to multi-modal symbol anchoring as we
described it for the uni-modal case in Section 4.2.6.
The following example demonstrates the rationale behind our approach eliminating inconsistent
hypotheses of correspondences. Assume that a certain correspondence between an object symbol
and a block of percepts was established previously by mistake due to a vague symbolic description
or an imprecise perceptual estimate in the anchor or due to percepts of insucient detail. Then,
consider that the recognition system reports that the same object was successfully tracked and
provides further perceptual information on it. Our symbol anchoring functionality Track applies
in this case, but fails due to contradicting new perceptual data that disagree with the symbolic
description of the object or the perceptual estimate accumulated so far. As a result, the symbol
anchoring Axiom (5.23) cannot update this hypothesis of correspondence towards the successor
situation, such that it becomes eliminated. Taking all available information into account in order to
disambiguate the situation is a fundamental cognitive concept, which Harnad [2005] circumscribed
as:

Information, as we learn from formal information theory, is something that reduces the

uncertainty among alternatives.
Also recall from Section 4.2.6 that our approach guarantees the persistence of some alternative
hypothesis if a hypothesis has to be eliminated due to an inconsistency. In particular, the actually
correct one is supposed to be among the successor hypotheses. The result of the uni-modal version
applies likewise to our multi-modal approach, because both are based on the same foundational
concepts described in Chapter 3. In summary, our multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23)
determines all potential hypotheses of correspondences, and identies and retracts inconsistent
hypotheses automatically.

5.5 Preferences among Alternative Hypotheses
A hypothesis should be considered a particular interpretation of the situation the world and the
cognitive robot are in, especially regarding correspondences between the robot's internal object
symbols and the physical objects. Both our uni-modal and multi-modal approaches maintain multiple hypotheses of correspondences in general for the purpose of resolving ambiguity of perception
and symbol anchoring (cf. Section 3.10). However, when it comes to planning and execution of
actions in the real world, the cognitive robot has to decide for the one hypothesis or the other
eventually.

We proposed to base the decision on certain preference criteria, which we dened

in abstract terms in Section 4.3 for our uni-modal symbol anchoring approach.

We have also

introduced a so-called belief state designating the most preferred hypothesis of correspondences.
All the denitions of Section 4.3 are based on our uni-modal approach.

Nonetheless, these

concepts apply likewise to our multi-modal approach of Chapter 5, but require a few, slight
adaptations. Since these adaptations are straightforward and do not showcase signicant advances,
we skip to explicate their respective multi-modal version at this point.

5.6 Characteristics of Our Multi-Modal Approach
We dedicate this section to demonstrating that our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach complies with crucial characteristics of symbol anchoring in general.

We will also show here the

important result of the uni-modal approach being a special case of the multi-modal approach
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(cf. Section 5.6.4). This result allows to infer that those characteristics, proven to hold for our
multi-modal approach in the subsequent sections, do likewise hold for the uni-modal axioms.

5.6.1

Consistency of Hypotheses

Our approach requires that all hypotheses of all situations are consistent with respect to rst, all
available information attributed to the considered hypothesis in general and second, with respect
to the criteria dened by the predicate

Consistent

in particular. Regarding the rst requirement,

our approach eliminates inconsistent hypotheses of correspondences automatically as explained in
Section 5.4.8. In this section we are going to show that all hypotheses computed by our approach
actually comply with the second requirement.

Lemma 5.2

All hypotheses of correspondences computed by the multi-modal symbol anchoring
axiom of Formula (5.23) are consistent with respect to the constraints of predicate Consistent ,
i. e.,1
(∀) (KState (s, z) ⊃ Consistent (z))


Proof

The idea of the proof is the following. Given that the initial hypotheses are consistent,

and given that any symbol anchoring transaction of any hypothesis yields consistent successor
hypotheses only, then it follows that all hypotheses satisfy the consistency criteria. We disregard
the Formula (5.13) for a moment, which implements the requirement that all hypotheses associated
with the initial situation have to be consistent.

Induction base:

All initial hypotheses are required to comply with the Formulas (5.10) and (5.11).

Accordingly, initial hypotheses are consistent due to the following reasons.
1. The Signature (5.9) of anchor uents imposes that object symbols only accept values of the
sort

X ∪ percID .

2. The Formula (5.10) disallows any uents with object symbols of the sort

percID

to exist in

hypotheses of the initial situation. Since the Formula (5.11) has to hold for all anchor uents
of initial hypotheses, these anchor uents may only take object symbols of the sort
3. The Formula (5.11) requires

Γ=∅

and

Π=∅

X.

to hold for any anchor uent of the initial

hypothesis.
4. Moreover, the Formula (5.11) entails the existence of exactly one instance of an anchor uent
for each individual object symbol
Now, why do all initial hypotheses
in Formula (5.12)?

z

x:X

in each initial hypothesis.

Consistent (z) according to its denition
Consistent requiring uniqueness of anchor

satisfy the predicate

The rst conjunct of predicate

uents with respect to object symbols holds true thanks to the above item 4. The second conjunct

Consistent considers anchor uents which bear a non-empty last componentthe
Π of associated percept identiersand requires uniqueness of anchor uents with respect
to Π of initial hypotheses. Due to Formula (5.11) constraining Π = ∅ to hold for all anchor
uents as we pointed out in the above item 3, the second conjunct of the predicate Consistent
of predicate
set

holds true as well. Hence,

{(5.10)} ∪ {(5.11)} |= (∀z) (KState (S0 , z) ⊃ Consistent (z))

Induction hypothesis:

Suppose a situation

respect to the predicate

Induction step:

Consistent .

s

where all associated states

z

are consistent with

Next, this part of the proof shows why the consistency of hypotheses is pre-

served when the multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) is applied to consistent, original

1 Obviously,

the symbol anchoring representation may remain consistent only if no symbolic reasoning system of

the cognitive robot manipulates it in an inconsistent way.
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We start by briey summarizing the features of the top-level Axiom (5.23),

which implements the consistency constraints on successor hypotheses. For each existing hypothesis of the given situation

s

the symbol anchoring axiom determines those correspondences that

need to be and actually can be updated using some functionality, while all other correspondences
remain untouched. The former kind of correspondences are stored temporarily in an auxiliary state
term for the sole purpose of verifying the consistency of the whole set of new correspondences.
For each of those correspondences determined to be updated, the appropriate symbol anchoring
functionality determines the new correspondence.
The constraints on the state term

ϑ

in the Axiom (5.23) ensure that rst, each correspon-

dence to be updated gets replaced with exactly one new correspondence in the successor hypothesis
0
representation z . Second, object symbols used in the updated correspondences of state ϑ are
required to be unique. And third, two dierent blocks of percepts must not correspond with the
same object symbol among the correspondences of state

ϑ.

This way, the constraints of the Ax-

iom (5.23) disallow that multiple symbol anchoring functionalities are applied to the same block
of percepts or to the same object symbol within a successor hypothesis. The above conditions can
directly be seen to constrain the legitimate correspondences of a successor hypothesis. Altogether,
these conditions satisfy the consistency criteria dened by the predicate
respondences of state
state

ϑ,

ϑ.

Consistent

for the cor-

While these consistency conditions only concern the correspondences of

all the correspondences of the complete successor hypothesis are required to comply with

the consistency criteria. In order to show this, we need to have a closer look at each of the three
functionalities.
In case the symbol anchoring functionality Track is applicable to a given correspondence of a
certain hypothesis and situation, the macro

∆T

determines the anchor uent to be retracted and

the new anchor uent replacing the previous one uniquely. As can be seen in the Formula (5.25)
dening Track, the same object symbol is reused, while the set of associated percept identiers
is amended. Reusing the same object symbol for a correspondence when updating a consistent
hypothesis leads to a consistent successor hypothesis, if this symbol is not employed by any other
functionality for some other correspondence.

Both the functionality Find and New include the

condition

¬(∃)(Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ PKnown (Πy , πP , πR )
for a new percept

πP

in order to prevent another correspondence to associate the object

is being tracked already. Likewise, this condition ensures that a block

Πy

y

which

of associated percepts

being tracked does not get employed in the functionality Find or New. Hence, the functionality
Track preserves the consistency criteria for the whole successor hypothesis if applied to a consistent
hypothesis.
The functionality Find restricts its applicability internally in Formula (5.29) to such object
symbols that are not already associated with any percepts on the one hand, and to such blocks of
percepts that are not associated already with any object symbol on the other hand. Hence, the
functionalities Find and Track cannot interfere, because their applicability conditions are mutually exclusive for each correspondence, such that no additional correspondence for some already
anchored object symbol or percept may be introduced which would give rise to an inconsistency.
The above-mentioned consistency constraints on the state term

ϑ

in the symbol anchoring Ax-

iom (5.23) prevent that the functionality Find may be applied multiple times to the same object
symbol or to the same block of percepts within the same successor hypothesis. Since the internal
applicability conditions of functionality Find in Formula (5.29) regard the whole hypothesis under
considerationnot only the correspondences of state

ϑ

waiting to be updatedthe consistency

of a given hypothesis is preserved by functionality Find for the successor hypothesis.
Similar to Find, the functionality New includes the mutual-exclusive applicability condition
with regard to functionality Track, too. Furthermore, the constraints on the updated correspondences in the symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) prevent that the functionalities New and Find could
yield multiple, dierent correspondences with the same block of percepts. Due to the fact that
functionality New assigns object symbols solely of sort

X,

which no other functionality employs,

and since New guarantees that each employed symbol is not already in use for some previous cor-
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respondence of the considered hypothesis, the functionality New introduces correspondences with
unique object symbols only. Altogether, the above showed, that given a consistent hypothesis, the
symbol anchoring functionality New preserves the consistency for the successor hypothesis.
If no percept is available, naturally, the application of the multi-modal symbol anchoring
Axiom (5.23) preserves the consistency of all hypotheses. This can be seen easily, since the update
0
−
+
0
of the hypothesis representation becomes simplied from z = z − ϑ + ϑ
to z = z in that
particular case, i. e., the hypothesis space remains untouched.
Concluding what we have got so far, it follows that the Axiom (5.23) of our multi-modal symbol
anchoring approach preserves the consistency of hypotheses altogether.

5.6.2



Groundedness of Correspondences

We discussed the concept of groundedness of correspondences between object symbols and the
physical objects they denote in Section 4.2.8 above. Groundedness in terms of symbol anchoring
denotes a measure of the following two aspects.
1. Is the considered anchor grounded in the considered situation? This is the question whether
a suitable percept has established a correspondence between the symbol and the physical
object in the considered situation.
2. If this is the case, how well does the symbolic information about the object match the
corresponding real-world counterpart?

This question is strongly correlated to the more

2

tempting question, whether a given correspondence is actually correct.

Apparently, groundedness cannot resolve the question whether the correspondence between an
object symbol and the given percept is actually correct.

We consider groundedness a property

of an object saying whether the symbol anchoring system provides a grounded anchor for the
given object symbol. The reader may want to consult the Section 4.2.8 for further background
information.
First and foremost, the property groundedness of a correspondence serves the purpose of a
precondition of an action on the considered object of the environment. Due to the dierences to
the representation of our uni-modal approach, we redene the predicate

IsGrounded

for use in

our multi-modal approach as follows.

IsGrounded : X ∪ percID × sit × state
IsGrounded
(x, s, z) ≡
(
(∃) KState (s, z) ∧ Holds (A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ), z) ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧
)
PKnown (ΠA , πP , πR )

(5.33)

This predicate determines whether the correspondence between a given object symbol and an
object of the environment is grounded on some suitable percept in the given situation and hypothesis. In comparison with the denition of the uni-modal predicate

IsGrounded

in Formula (4.36),

the multi-modal version makes use of the benets of multi-modal perception in general: Multiple percepts associated with the given object symbol may provide the grounded correspondence.
Moreover, these percepts may have been measured by means of an arbitrary sensing device. A
wide diversity of sensor equipment typically increases the availability of some measurement of the
object of interest due to individual measurement ranges, precision and tracking capabilities in
practice.

2 See

Section 2.2 for the reason why it is also not recommended to put a human, external observer in the loop

in order to examine the situation and to assess whether or not a certain correspondence is correct. Our approach
does not ignorantly hit this pitfall of an inappropriate strategy to approach the philosophical problem of symbol
grounding.
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Note that the Formula (5.33) is based on the assumptions about the reference percept we made
in Section 5.3.1, in particular the assumption about the object recognition system to report which
previous percept a current percept refers to, in case the object could be tracked successfully and
reliably. The predicate

PKnown

simply determines whether such a relation with some previous

percept exists (cf. Formula (5.26)). In summary, the predicate
the anchor of the given object symbol

x

IsGrounded (x, s, z)

tells us whether

is grounded on some current percept, or in practical terms,

whether action execution on the given object symbol may commence in situation

5.6.3

s.

Each Percept Is Assigned Some Symbol

The Section 3.4 conveyed our fundamental concept that a symbol anchoring approach should
ensure to associate each percept with some object symbol.

Representing the correspondence

between the percept and the object symbol in form of an anchor uent, symbol anchoring then

3 Thus, no percept gets neglected. Since each

is a matter of determining the right object symbol.

percept may stand for the very object of interest and thus represents a potential candidate, this
concept contributes to completeness of the set of successor hypotheses.

Lemma 5.3

Our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach makes sure to assign some object symbol to every available percept. More precisely, given a situation s where some percept π is available, i. e., (∃)P (π, o, Γ, πR , s) holds, each successor hypothesis z 0 resulting from the application of
the multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) in situation s with KState (Do (AnchorM (o), s), z 0 )
will include an anchor uent A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ) that associates some object symbol x with the percept π with π ∈ ΠA .


Proof

Recall that the set

bs
Π

comprises all percepts available in situation

multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) considers the set
icate

PBlock

set

bs.
Π

bs
Π

rep-

holds for in situation

serves to identify disjoint blocks of associated percepts uniquely (cf. Section 5.4.1).

According to the proof in Section 5.4.2 the predicate
tion of the set

i. e.,

s
b s . Our
s is included in the set Π
b s as a partition, where the predΠ

resents the set of percept identiers which the percept predicate
(cf. Formula (5.14)). Thus, any percept of a certain situation

P /5

s,

bs
Π

PBlock

determines a mathematical parti-

correctly. Hence, the union of all blocks of percepts amounts to the complete

s is part of exactly one block ΠP of
PBlock (ΠP , s) ⊃ ... within the symbol anchoring

Therefore, each percept of the considered situation

percepts with

PBlock (ΠP , s) .

The implication

Axiom (5.23) ensures that every block of percepts is taken into account for symbol anchoring, and
as such is every percept, too. The Axiom (5.23) applies the disjunction

∆T (...) ∨ ∆F (...) ∨ ∆N (...)

of the three functionalities Track, Find and New, respectively, to each block of percepts, and at
least one functionality is required to hold true and to comply with the rest of the considered
hypothesis in order to update the hypothesis consistently. As we described in Section 5.4.3 either
Track or the other two functionalities, New and Find, may be applicable to a certain block of
percepts.

Each functionality veries some additional consistency conditions.

The functionality

Track reuses the same object symbol for the correspondence with the considered block of percepts
in the successor hypothesis. The functionality New assigns a fresh, unique object symbol to the
considered block of associated percepts introducing the new correspondence into the successor
hypothesis. The functionality Find associates the given block of percepts with some appropriate
object symbol if applicable. Regardless of whether the block of percepts is being tracked or not,
the disjunction of the three functionalities determines an appropriate object symbol to associate
with the percepts if the update of the correspondence is consistent. Since we are only interested
in consistent successor hypotheses, we can neglect the inconsistent ones in this analysis.
In case the functionalities Track and Find were applied, a consistent successor hypothesis is
obtained from an original hypothesis by replacing an anchor's outdated counterpart. Obviously, no
correspondence gets lost in this process and the percept becomes rmly connected with some object

3 Determining

the right object symbol of a correspondence with a percept obviously constitutes the main symbol

anchoring task, which our approach solves very successfully.
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symbol. The functionality New simply adds an anchor representing the new correspondence to the
outdated hypothesis in order to gain the successor hypothesis. This way, a percept is guaranteed
to become associated with some object symbol, too.
Altogether this shows that each individual percept is taken into account when applying our
multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) in any situation, as each percept is associated with
some (appropriate) object symbol in each consistent successor hypothesis.

5.6.4



Relation between Uni- and Multi-Modal Approaches

We have presented our uni-modal approach to the symbol anchoring problem in Chapter 4 above
and our multi-modal approach in this Chapter 5. Both versions share a common set of objectives,
foundational concepts and assumptions (cf. Chapter 3). However, their respective implementations
dier signicantly, yet they both have a similar semantics. In this section we are going to show that
the multi-modal approach generalizes the uni-modal one.

The multi-modal version adds multi-

modal perception on top of the expressiveness and functionality of the uni-modal version. Multimodal perception enables the cognitive robot to deal with multiple sensors that yield multiple,
individual percepts per object of the world. In terms of the logical relation between both versions,
this section will show that the uni-modal approach is a special case of the multi-modal approach
as expected.

Theorem 5.4

The uni-modal symbol anchoring approach is a special case of the multi-modal
approach. Hence, the uni-modal symbol anchoring Axioms Σumsa entail the multi-modal symbol
anchoring Axiom (5.23) such that the following relation holds:
Σumsa |= (5.23)


Proof

The proof of this theorem regarding the Axiom (4.15) comprises several steps.

The

4 Besides the

Figure 5.3 displays an informal overview of the structure of this part of the proof.

Σumsa

Axiom (4.15), the logical relation of all other axioms of

with their corresponding multi-

modal counterpart is rather straightforward and will be explained below.
Before we can derive the logical relation between our uni-modal and the multi-modal approach,
their respective representations need to be aligned as they dier slightly.
will introduce the transformation function

T

For this purpose, we

that translates the somewhat limited uni-modal

language into the multi-modal language in a semantically equivalent way. The following, simple
rewriting rules implement this function



For quantors

Q,

variables

~x ,

T.

and formulas

F

we dene the transformation function

def

T ((Q~x)F ) = (Q~x)T (F )

T:
(5.37)

Obviously, this rule of the transformation function does not change the structure or the
meaning of the given formula.



The result of applying function
logical operator

·

T

to the formulas

F

including the connection function

and

◦

G

being connected with a binary

of the Fluent Calculus is dened as:

def

T (F · G) = T (F ) · T (G)
Accordingly, the function



For negated formulas

F:

T

does not modify the structure or the meaning of

(5.38)

F · G.

def

T (¬F ) = ¬T (F )
Again, neither the structure nor the meaning is altered when applying this rule.

4 We

abbreviate uni-modal with um. and multi-modal with mm.

(5.39)
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uni-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15)

≡

Step 1:

restructured version of Axiom (4.15)

≡

Step 2:

Step 3:

(5.34)

T ((5.34))
⊃
restructured version of (5.36)

(5.35)

≡

Step 4:

mm. symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) restricted to um. perception

(5.36)

⊃

Step 5:

multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23)

Figure 5.3: Structure of the proof of the logical relation between the uni-modal and the multimodal symbol anchoring axioms (informal).



Now, the interesting part of the denition of function
of the uni-modal anchor uent

T

A

begins. Recall the Signature (4.8)

A : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} 7→ fluent
A:

and the Signature (5.9) of the multi-modal version of uent

A : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × P(percID) 7→ fluent
They dier only in the sort of the last component. While the uni-modal anchor uent represents a single percept identier or the constant

⊥

in the last component, the multi-modal

anchor uent represents a set of percept identiers therein. However, both the constant
and the empty set

∅

⊥

mean likewise that the anchor is not grounded on some percept. There-

fore, uni-modal anchor uents may be rewritten to the multi-modal, semantically equivalent
form using in the following rule regarding uents

f:



if f = A(x, o, Γ, ⊥)
A(x, o, Γ, ∅)
def
T (f ) =
A(x, o, Γ, {π}) else if f = A(x, o, Γ, π)


f
otherwise
Other uents than anchor uents are not modied by function



Comparing the denition of the uni-modal percept predicate

(5.40)

T.

P /4

of Signature (4.1)

P : percID × objCat × percSig × sit
with the one of the multi-modal percept predicate

P /5

of Signature (5.1)

P : percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} × sit
they only dier in the additional, fourth component of the multi-modal predicate
contrast to the multi-modal predicate

P /5 ,

P /5 .

In

the uni-modal approach does not use reference

percepts. The multi-modal approach uses the constant

⊥

for the purpose of representing

that no reference percept is available. Thus, the following denition of function

T

translates
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the uni-modal percept predicate to the language of the multi-modal approach in a semanti-

T is dened for predicates p(~x) with variables ~x
P untouched.
{
P (π, o, Γ, ⊥, s) if p(~x) = P (π, o, Γ, s)
def
T (p(~x)) =
p(~x)
otherwise

cally equivalent way. Function

as follows,

leaving other predicates than



(5.41)

The uni-modal and the multi-modal approaches presented in this work employ the two epistemic actions

AnchorU

AnchorM ,

and

respectively, for computing the successive symbol

anchoring hypothesis space. In order to allow a logical comparison of their respective knowledge update axioms, we need to equalize their syntactic names. Changing the name of the
uni-modal symbol anchoring action does not alter the semantics of computing the successor
hypothesis space.

def

T (AnchorU (~x)) = AnchorM (~x)
Thus, the translation function

T

(5.42)

simply renames the uni-modal symbol anchoring action

preserving semantics.
We explained along each one of the above rules of the function

T

We are particularly interested in using the transformation function
symbol anchoring axioms

Σumsa

why it preserves the semantics.

T

for translating our uni-modal

of Formula (4.32) into the language of the multi-modal approach.

This yields the rst auxiliary result of this proof: Translating a well-formed formula
the uni-modal language

Lu

using the function

formula in the multi-modal language

Lm ,

T

F u ∈ Lu

of

yields a corresponding, semantically equivalent

i. e.

|= (T (Fu ) ≡ Fu )

(5.43)

F ∈ Σumsa of the uni-modal symbol anchoring axioms Σumsa
T (F ) with the corresponding sibling of the multi-modal symbol

Next, we will examine each axiom
comparing

F

or its translation

anchoring axioms



Σmmsa .

We recognize the following particular relations.



X and percID
|= (4.9) ≡ (5.8).

The uni-modal Formula (4.9) restricting the sorts
corresponding, multi-modal Formula (5.8), i. e.,

The uni-modal Formula (4.13) is equal to the multi-modal Formula (5.13), both restricting
the initial hypotheses of correspondences likewise. Hence,



πR = ⊥ ,

such that

|= T ((4.3)) ⊃ (5.3)

holds.

The uni-modal constraint on perceptual signatures of Formula (4.4) is a specic instance of
the corresponding multi-modal one with



|= (4.13) ≡ (5.13).

The translated uni-modal Formula (4.3) represents a particular instance of the multi-modal
Formula (5.3) with



to be disjoint equals the

πR = ⊥ ,

i. e.

|= T ((4.4)) ⊃ (5.4).

Similarly, the uni-modal constraint of Formula (4.5) on perceptual attributes representing
uni-modal distributions is obviously a particular instance of the corresponding Formula (5.5)
with



πR = ⊥

such that

Likewise, the uni-modal Formula (4.6) is a particular instance of the multi-modal Formula (5.2) with



|= T ((4.5)) ⊃ (5.5).

πR = ⊥ ,

i. e.

|= T ((4.6)) ⊃ (5.2).

In the same way, the uni-modal constraint of Formula (4.7) on the existence of

k

distinct per-

cepts is a particular instance of the corresponding multi-modal Formula (5.7) with
such that



|= T ((4.7)) ⊃ (5.7).

πR = ⊥

The translation of uni-modal constraint on anchor uents of Formula (4.10) to the multimodal language is restricted to singletons of percept identiers, while both Formula (4.10)
and Formula (5.10) implement the same requirement on anchors in the initial situation.
Hence

|= T ((4.10)) ⊃ (5.10).
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Translating the uni-modal constraint of Formula (4.11) on initial anchor uents yields the
corresponding multi-modal Formula (5.11) such that
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|= T ((4.11)) ≡ (5.11)

holds.

The uni-modal precondition axiom of the epistemic symbol anchoring action

AnchorU

of

Formula (4.17) is semantically equivalent to the corresponding multi-modal version of action



AnchorM

dened in Formula (5.22). Hence,

|= T ((4.17)) ≡ (5.22)

holds.

As will be described in more detail below, the methods of determining a fresh object symbol
within the uni-modal and multi-modal versions of the symbol anchoring functionality New
dier signicantly. In particular, the uni-modal New uses the uent

Oset

while the multi-

modal New does not. Thus, the requirement of Formula (4.31) becomes superuous in the
multi-modal approach such that

|= T ((4.31)) ⊃ > .

Now, the main symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) is the only one of the set

Σumsa

of uni-modal

axioms, which a relation with the corresponding multi-modal axioms remains to be shown for
according to our claim of the theorem at hand.
The Formula (5.36) stands for an intermediate step of this proof and represents the multi-modal
symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) restricted to uni-modal perception (cf. page 43). While multiple
percepts may constitute a block of associated percepts originating from the same physical object
in the case of multi-modal perception, only a single percept originates from an individual physical
object in the uni-modal case. Limiting the multi-modal approach to uni-modal perception means
that the following constraint in the multi-modal language has to hold true.

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s) ⊃ PBlock ({π}, s)

(5.44)

Accordingly, restricting our multi-modal approach to uni-modal perception infers that blocks of
associated percepts are singletons only. We will return to this thread soon.
Next, we are going to restructure the uni-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) and its components into a semantically equivalent form.

The resulting formula will allow us to show the

logical relation to the multi-modal Axiom (5.23).
predicate

CC
o is

The Formula (4.18) dening the uni-modal

may be rewritten to a semantically equivalent form where the parameter object
−
+
category
omitted and the construction of minus uent f
and plus uent f
is moved
0
0
0
5
inside the restructured uni-modal functionalities ∆uT , ∆uF and ∆uN .
The uni-modal predi0
cate CC implements the so adapted predicate CC as follows.

CC 0 : X ∪ percID × fluent × fluent × sit × state
CC 0 (πP , f − , f + , s, z) ≡
(∃x)(∆0uT (x, πP , f − , f + , s, z) ∨ ∆0uF (x, πP , f − , f + , s, z) ∨ ∆0uN (x, πP , f − , f + , s, z))

(5.45)

objCat

o:
may be omitted from the original, uni-modal predicate CC as it is
0
bound and instantiated outside of CC in the Axiom (4.15). The adapted functionalities ∆uT ,
0
0
∆uF and ∆uN can determine the object category in question themselves easily and uniquely
The parameter

given the percept identier
original predicate

CC ,

πP .

percSig

The very same holds for the parameter Γ :
of the
CC 0 , too. Thus, these structural

which we omitted in the denition of

modications do not change the semantics of the uni-modal symbol anchoring Axioms (4.15),
0
−
+
−
+
such that |= CC (π, o, Γ, n, f , f , s, z) ≡ CC (π, f , f , s, z) . The disjunction of Formula (5.45)
already resembles the disjunction of functionalities in the multi-modal Axiom (5.23).
Incorporating the above-mentioned modications in the uni-modal functionalities Track and
∆0uT and ∆0uF , respectively. The modications of functionality New will follow below.
Find results in the following, adapted uni-modal macros

5 Henceforth,

the subscripts u and m are used to indicate the uni-modal and the multi-modal versions of the

macro at hand, respectively.
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∆0uT : X ∪ percID × percID × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆0uT (x, π, f, f 0 , s, z) =
(∃)(Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, Γ, π) ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , π) ∧
P (π, o, ΓP , s) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧ UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ0 ))

(5.46)

∆0uF : X ∪ percID × percID × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

0
∆0uF (x,
( πP , f, f , s, z) =

(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, Γ, π) ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , πP ) ∧
P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ ¬(∃Γ1 )(P (π, o, Γ1 , s)) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧)

(5.47)

UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ0 ) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γy )(Holds (A(y, o, Γy , πP ), z))

Next, we are going to replace the uni-modal method of determining fresh object symbols inside
the functionality New with a simplied version, which is derived from the multi-modal New. The
method of the multi-modal functionality New is to determine the maximum percept identier of
the considered block

x = max Π

Π

of associated percepts and to use it for the fresh object symbol

x,

i. e.,

(cf. Formula (5.30)). As sketched in Figure 5.3, this proof includes an intermediate

step where the multi-modal symbol anchoring axiom is restricted to uni-modal perception (cf.
Formula (5.36)).

Due to limiting the multi-modal functionality New to uni-modal perception

according to the Formula (5.44), the fresh object symbol simply equals the percept identier,
because the maximum percept identier of a singleton
with

π ∈ N.

Breaking up the uni-modal macros

∆N

and

the functionality New as part of the predicate

Π = {π}

is the singleton's element

π

itself

NewSymbol , the following subformula implements
CC in accordance with the uni-modal symbol

anchoring Axiom (4.15):

(
(∀)(∃x, ΓP , f − , f + ) P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γ)(Holds (A(y, o, Γ, πP ), z)) ∧

)
(∃t)(Holds (Oset (t), z) ∧ x = t + n) ∧ f − = ∅ ∧ f + = A(x, o, ΓP , πP )

(5.48)

Herein, replacing the method of determining fresh object symbols with the simplied, multi-modal
method as described above results in the following subformula.

(
(∀)(∃x, ΓP , f − , f + ) P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γ)(Holds (A(y, o, Γ, πP ), z)) ∧
)
x = πP ∧ f − = ∅ ∧ f + = A(x, o, ΓP , πP )

(5.49)

Both the uni-modal and the multi-modal methods achieve the same result, namely they determine
a unique, fresh object symbol for a new percept. Moreover, the two Formulas (5.48) and (5.49)
are semantically equivalent in the case of uni-modal perception. According to the new method of
Formula (5.49), the predicate

NewSymbol and the uent Oset become obsolete as a consequence.
∆0uN implements the functionality New using the new method

The following, restructured macro
of Formula (5.49).

∆0uN : percID × percID × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

0
∆0uN (x,
( πP , f, f , s, z) =

(∃) P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ f = ∅ ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, ΓP , πP ) ∧
)
¬(∃y, Γ)(Holds (A(y, o, Γ, πP ), z)) ∧ x = πP

(5.50)
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Similarly, we adapt the uni-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15) accordingly, yielding the following axiom.

Poss (AnchorU (o), s) ⊃
(
(∃k, s0 , π1 , . . . , πk , Γ1 , . . . , Γk ) s0 = Do (AnchorU (o), s) ∧ NoP (s) = k ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃z, f1− , . . . , fk− , f1+ , . . . , fk+ ) KState (s, z) ∧
P (π1 , o, Γ1 , s) ∧ · · · ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , s) ∧
CC 0 (π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∧ · · · ∧ CC 0 (πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∧
)))
Consistent (z 0 ) ∧ z 0 = z − f1− ◦ · · · ◦ fk− + f1+ ◦ · · · ◦ fk+

(5.51)

Since the reorganization of the structure does not alter the semantics of the uni-modal symbol
anchoring Axiom (4.15) in comparison with the above, revised Axiom (5.51), the following holds
true.

|= (4.15) ≡ (5.51)
This equivalence corresponds to the Step 1 of the Figure 5.3 showing the structure of this proof.
There, the Formula (5.34) stands for the above Axiom (5.51).
According to the Formula (5.43), applying the transformation function

T

to a well-formed

formula of the uni-modal language preserves the semantics. Hence, we may apply

T

to the above

Axiom (5.51) such that

|= T ((5.51)) ≡ (5.51)
holds yielding the Step 2 of the proof chain displayed in Figure 5.3.
Next, we will focus on the subsequent steps of this proof chain, which the Formulas (5.35)
and (5.36) represent in the Figure 5.3. As described above, these two formulas represent intermediate steps of this proof, where the multi-modal symbol anchoring axiom is restricted to uni-modal
perception. In the case of uni-modal perception, the conjunct starting with

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s) ⊃ ...
Formula (5.7) saying that k

PBlock (Π, s) ⊃ ...

of

the multi-modal Axiom (5.23) may be simplied to

referring to individual

percepts directly. Due to the assumption of

distinct percepts exist

in any situation with

k = NoP (s) ,

the individual percepts may be enumerated explicitly in the

symbol anchoring axiom. Thus, the axiom

(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃z, ϑ− , ϑ+ , ϑ) KState (s, z) ∧
[NoP (s) = k ∧ P (π1 , o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . ∧ P (πk , o, Γk(, ⊥, s) ∧
P (πP , o, ΓP , ⊥, s) ∧ ΠP = {πP } ⊃ (∃x, f − , f + ) Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ) ∧
[
])]
∆T (x, ΠP , f − , f + , s, z) ∨ ∆F (x, ΠP , f − , f + , s, z) ∨ ∆N (x, ΠP , f − , f + , s, z) ∧
[
]
Holds (f, ϑ) ⊃ (∃x, ΠP , f − , f + ) (f = C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ) ∧ PBlock (ΠP , s)) ∧
[
Holds (C (x1 , ΠP , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x2 , ΠP , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ x1 = x2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
Holds (C (x, ΠP 1 , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x, ΠP 2 , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ ΠP 1 = ΠP 2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
]
Holds (f + , ϑ+ ) ≡ (∃x, f − , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ)) ∧
[
]
Holds (f − , ϑ− ) ≡ (∃x, f + , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ) ∧ f − 6= ∅) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − ϑ− + ϑ+

(5.52)

follows from the multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) and the domain Constraint (5.44)
representing uni-modal perception, such that
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{(5.23), (5.44)} |= (5.52)

(5.53)

Indicated by the dots between the percept predicates similar to the uni-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15), the above Formula (5.52) implements a schematic formula depending on the

k

number

of percepts. Since it is the particular instances

P (π1 , o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , ⊥, s)
of the percept predicate which make the antecedent

P (πP , o, ΓP , ⊥, s) ∧ ΠP = {πP }

of the impli-

cation of Formula (5.52) true, the Formula (5.52) may be transformed into the following equivalent

6

formula.

(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃) KState (s, z) ∧
NoP
(s) = k ∧ P (π1 , o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , ⊥, s) ∧
[
P (π1 , o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ Holds (C (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Π1 = {π1 } ∧
[
]]
∆T (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆F (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆N (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z)
[∧ . . . ∧
P (πk , o, Γk , ⊥, s) ∧ Holds (C (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ ), ϑ) ∧ Πk = {πk } ∧
[
]]
∆T (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∨ ∆F (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∨ ∆N (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∧
[
]
Holds (f, ϑ) ⊃ (∃) (f = C (x, {πP }, f − , f + ) ∧ P (πP , o, Γ, ⊥, s)) ∧
[
Holds (C (x1 , ΠP , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x2 , ΠP , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ x1 = x2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
Holds (C (x, ΠP 1 , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x, ΠP 2 , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ ΠP 1 = ΠP 2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
]
Holds (f + , ϑ+ ) ≡ (∃x, f − , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ)) ∧
[
]
Holds (f − , ϑ− ) ≡ (∃x, f + , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ) ∧ f − 6= ∅) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − ϑ− + ϑ+

(5.54)

The two axioms are equivalent, i. e.

|= (5.52) ≡ (5.54)

(5.55)

This equivalence holds, because: If some percept exists, the antecedent

P (πP , o, ΓP , ⊥, s) ∧ ΠP = {πP }
of the implication of Formula (5.52) is naturally true, such that it may be replaced with the
conjunct

P (πi , o, Γi , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . for 1 ≤ i ≤ k in Formula (5.54). Conversely,
s , this antecedent holds falsehence, its implication becomes

in a situation

if no percept exists
true automatically.

However, in this case the conjunct

[

(
)]
Holds (f, ϑ) ⊃ (∃x, ΠP , f − , f + ) f = C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ) ∧ PBlock (ΠP , s)

of Formula (5.52) makes sure that

ϑ = ϑ− = ϑ + = ∅ ,

such that

z0 = z ,

i. e., the Axiom (5.52)

does not modify any symbol anchoring hypothesis. This is exactly how we designed the symbol
anchoring axiom to work. The Axiom (5.54) has the very same eect.

6 We

use the notation

Πi = {πi }

as an abbreviation, even though it could be simply replaced.
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Since it suces to enumerate the instances of the percept predicate just once, the Axiom (5.54)
may be rewritten into the following, semantically equivalent form.

(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃) KState (s, z) ∧ Π1 = {π1 } ∧ . . . ∧ Πk = {πk } ∧
NoP (s) = k ∧ P (π1 , o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , ⊥, s) ∧
Holds
(C (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ . . . ∧ Holds (C (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ ), ϑ) ∧
[
]
∆T (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆F (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆N (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∧
[∧ . . . ∧
]
−
+
−
+
−
+
[∆T (xk , Πk , fk , fk , s, z) ∨ ∆F (xk , Πk , fk , fk , s, z) ∨ ∆N (xk , Πk], fk , fk , s, z) ∧
Holds (f, ϑ) ⊃ (∃) (f = C (x, {πP }, f − , f + ) ∧ P (πP , o, Γ, ⊥, s)) ∧
[
Holds (C (x1 , ΠP , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x2 , ΠP , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ x1 = x2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
Holds (C (x, ΠP 1 , f1− , f1+ ), ϑ) ∧ Holds (C (x, ΠP 2 , f2− , f2+ ), ϑ)
]
⊃ ΠP 1 = ΠP 2 ∧ f1− = f2− ∧ f1+ = f2+ ∧
[
]
Holds (f + , ϑ+ ) ≡ (∃x, f − , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ)) ∧
[
]
Holds (f − , ϑ− ) ≡ (∃x, f + , ΠP )(Holds (C (x, ΠP , f − , f + ), ϑ) ∧ f − 6= ∅) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − ϑ− + ϑ+

(5.56)

with

|= (5.54) ≡ (5.56)
Note that the existentially quantied predicates
the functionalities

∆T , ∆F

and

∆N

PFusion

(5.57)
and

AnchorUpdate as employed inside

are designed deterministically given an object symbol and

a percept identier. From this fact, together with the consistency constraints on the state term

ϑ

in Formula (5.54), it follows for the above symbol anchoring Axiom (5.56):

ϑ = C (x1 , {π1 }, f1− , f1+ ) ◦ . . . ◦ C (xk , {πk }, fk− , fk+ )
ϑ+ = f1+ ◦ . . . ◦ fk+
ϑ− = f1− ◦ . . . ◦ fk−
Recall the proof of Section 5.6.1 that the multi-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.23) only yields
consistent successor hypotheses given consistent original hypotheses. This result allows to replace

the consistency constraints inside Formula (5.56) with the predicate Consistent . Simultaneously,
−
−
+
+
−
+
we may itemize the components of ϑ = f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fk and of ϑ = f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fk explicitly yielding the following formula

(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃) KState (s, z) ∧ Π1 = {π1 } ∧ . . . ∧ Πk = {πk } ∧
NoP
(s) = k ∧ P (π1 , o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , ⊥, s) ∧
[
]
∆T (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆F (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆N (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z)
[∧ . . . ∧
]
∆T (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∨ ∆F (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∨ ∆N (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z)
Consistent (z 0 ) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − f1− ◦ . . . ◦ fk− + f1+ ◦ . . . ◦ fk+

(5.58)

which is equivalent to Axiom (5.56) such that

|= (5.56) ≡ (5.58)

(5.59)
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Next, we are going to discuss the individual components of the above Formula (5.58) regarding its relation with the Axiom (5.51).

Recall that the latter formula is a restructured, but

semantically equivalent version of the original, uni-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (4.15). Given
the assumption of Formula (5.7) about the existence of

k

distinct percepts in any situation,

and limiting the multi-modal symbol anchoring axiom to uni-modal perception, we arrived at
the Axiom (5.58) above.
multi-modal macros

Here, blocks of associated percepts become singletons, such that the

∆T , ∆ F

and

∆N

take singletons of percepts in their second parameter

(cf. Formula (5.44)). Therefore, the antecedent

πP ∈ ΠP

of the implication inside the denitions

7 Each

of these macros always holds true if the number of available percepts is more than zero.
macro denition veries the validity of the given percept identier itself again.
implication of each multi-modal macro denition

∆T , ∆F

and

∆N

Therefore, this

may be transformed into

a conjunction in the case of uni-modal perception. This way we derived the following, modied
macro denitions from the original Denitions (5.25), (5.29) and (5.30) of the multi-modal symbol
anchoring functionalities Track, Find and New, respectively, given the restriction to uni-modal

8

perception.

∆umT : X ∪ percID × P(percID) × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆umT (
(x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z) =

(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ) ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , Π0 ) ∧ ΠP = {πP } ∧
P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ PKnown (ΠA , πP ,)πR ) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧

(5.60)

AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP , Γ0 , Π0 , s)

∆umF : X ∪ percID × P(percID) × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆umF (
(x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z) =

(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ) ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , Π0 ) ∧ ΠP = {πP } ∧
¬(∃π1 , o1 , Γ1 , πR1 ) (P (π1 , o1 , Γ1 , πR1 , s) ∧ PKnown (ΠA , π1 , πR1 )) ∧
P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧ AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP), Γ0 , Π0 , s) ∧
(
)
¬(∃y, oy , Γy , Πy ) Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ PKnown (Πy , πP , πR )

(5.61)

∆umN : percID × P(percID) × fluent × fluent × sit × state
def

∆umN((x, ΠP , f, f 0 , s, z) =

(∃) f = ∅ ∧ f 0 = A(x, o, Γ0 , ΠP ) ∧ ΠP = {πP } ∧ x = πP ∧
P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ PFusion (o, ΠP , Γ0 , s) ∧
(
))
¬(∃y, oy , Γy , Πy ) Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ PKnown (Πy , πP , πR )

(5.62)

In the case of uni-modal perception, these multi-modal macros are equivalent to their original
counterparts. Thus, we may replace the original macros of Axiom (5.58) with the above, restricted

7 If

no percepts are available, the

k

conjuncts

[∆T (. . . ) ∨ ∆F (. . . ) ∨ ∆N (. . . )]

of Axiom (5.58) vanish alto-

gether, because the axiom is a schematic formula depending on the number of percepts.

8 The

superscript

tion in the sequel.

u serves the purpose of indicating that the formula at hand is restricted to uni-modal percep-
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versions yielding the following axiom.

(
Poss (AnchorM (o), s) ⊃ (∃s0 ) s0 = Do (AnchorM (o), s) ∧
(
(
(∀z 0 ) KState (s0 , z 0 ) ≡ (∃) KState (s, z) ∧ Π1 = {π1 } ∧ . . . ∧ Πk = {πk } ∧
NoP
, o, Γ1 , ⊥, s) ∧ . . . ∧ P (πk , o, Γk , ⊥, s) ∧
[ u (s) = k ∧ P−(π1+
]
∆mT (x1 , Π1 , f1 , f1 , s, z) ∨ ∆umF (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z) ∨ ∆umN (x1 , Π1 , f1− , f1+ , s, z)
[∧ u. . . ∧
]
∆mT (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∨ ∆umF (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z) ∨ ∆umN (xk , Πk , fk− , fk+ , s, z)
Consistent (z 0 ) ∧
)))
z 0 = z − f1− ◦ . . . ◦ fk− + f1+ ◦ . . . ◦ fk+

(5.63)

Both being restricted to uni-modal perception, the Axioms (5.58) and (5.63) are semantically
equivalent, i. e.

|= (5.58) ≡ (5.63)

(5.64)

Next, we will examine the individual components of the above multi-modal Axiom (5.63) and
their relation to the corresponding uni-modal components.
perception of the Axiom (5.63), the predicate

PKnown

Given the restriction to uni-modal

may be replaced with the term

π ∈ ΠP .

Hence, the uni-modal requirement

Holds (A(x, o, Γ, {π}), z) ∧ P (π, o, ΓP , ⊥, s)
of

T (∆0uT )

(transformation function

T

applied to Formula (5.46)) and of

T (∆0uF )

implies the

corresponding multi-modal requirement

Holds (A(x, o, Γ, ΠA ), z) ∧ P (π, o, ΓP , ⊥, s) ∧ π ∈ ΠA
of

∆umT

∆umF .

and of

Similarly, the uni-modal requirement

P (πP , o, ΓP , ⊥, s) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γy )(Holds (A(y, o, Γy , {πP }), z))
of

T (∆0uF )

and of

T (∆0uN )

implies the corresponding multi-modal requirement

P (πP , o, ΓP , ⊥, s) ∧ ¬(∃y, oy , Γy , Πy )(Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ πP ∈ Πy )
of

∆umF

and of

∆umN .

AnchorUpdate as used in the denitions of
UpdatePS . In addition to
AnchorUpdate determines the successor set Π0 of associ-

The multi-modal predicate

functionalities Track and Findgeneralizes the uni-modal predicate
what

UpdatePS

deduces, the predicate

ated percepts of the anchor uent. Both predicates implement the conditions and the computation
of new attribute-value pairs to become part of the new perceptual estimate. In both predicates

AnchorUpdate

and

UpdatePS ,

previous perceptual estimates of static attributes as well as all

kinds of attributes of measured perceptual values constrain the successor estimates in the very
same way. The uni-modal condition

AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ∧ (γ ∈ (ΓA ∪ ΓP ) ∧ γ = (a, (b, t)) ⊃ b) ≤ b0 ∧ t ≥ t0 )
∨ ¬AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ∧ (∃γ) (γ = (a, (b0 , t0 )) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP )
on

b0

and

t0

inside of predicate

UpdatePS (Formula (4.25)) implies the
AnchorUpdate (cf. Formula (5.28)):

corresponding multi-

modal condition inside of predicate

0
0
(γ
( ∈ ΓA ∧ γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ⊃ b ≤ b ∧ t ≥ t ) ∧
πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γP ∈ ΓP ∧ γP = (a, (bP , tP ))
)
⊃ b P ≤ b 0 ∧ tP ≥ t0
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This relation becomes more obvious in the case of uni-modal perception (cf. Formula (5.44)).
Also, the remaining condition on the updated perceptual estimate of both predicates represents
the same requirements in the case of uni-modal perception. In particular, the uni-modal condition

AttrTypeStatic (o, a)∧
(∃γ, b, t) (γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ b = b0 ∧ γ ∈ (ΓA ∪ ΓP )) ∧
(∃γ, b, t) (γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ t = t0 ∧ γ ∈ (ΓA ∪ ΓP ))
∨ ¬AttrTypeStatic (o, a) ∧ (∃γ) (γ = (a, (b0 , t0 )) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP )
on

b0

and

t0

of predicate

UpdatePS (Formula (4.25)) implies the multi-modal
[
(
(∃γ, b, t) γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ b0 = b ∧ γ ∈ ΓA ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)]
∨ (∃πP , ΓP , πR )(πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP ) ∧
[
(
(∃γ, b, t) γ = (a, (b, t)) ∧ t0 = t ∧ γ ∈ ΓA ∧ AttrTypeStatic (o, a)
)]
∨ (∃πP , ΓP , πR )(πP ∈ ΠP ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ γ ∈ ΓP )

inside of predicate

AnchorUpdate

(Formula (5.28)) in case we restrict the multi-modal

subformula

AnchorUpdate

to uni-modal perception according to Formula (5.44). Thus, the conjunction of both conditions of
the uni-modal predicate

UpdatePS

discussed above implies the conjunction of the corresponding

conditions of the multi-modal predicate

AnchorUpdate

such that:

|= (∃Γ0 ) (T (UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ0 ))) ⊃ (∃Γ0 , Π0 ) (AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP , Γ0 , Π0 , s))

Match (Formula (4.20)) and the
Match u and Match m , respectively.

Let us denote the uni-modal predicate

corresponding multi-

modal version (Formula (5.27)) with

It is easy to see that

both predicates are semantically equivalent if they share the same logical language, which is
in our case. Hence,

|= T (Match u (x, Γ, z)) ≡ Match m (x, Γ, z)

Lm

(5.65)

Altogether, the above shows that the uni-modal functionality Track (Formula (5.46)) implies the
multi-modal Track (Formula (5.60)) under the restriction of uni-modal perception, i. e.,

(
)
|= T ∆0uT (x, π, f − , f + , s, z) ⊃ ∆umT (x, {π}, f − , f + , s, z)
As for the symbol anchoring functionality Find, the uni-modal condition

(
)
(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, Γ, π) ∧ ¬(∃Γ1 )(P (π, o, Γ1 , s))

of Formula (5.47) certainly implies the corresponding multi-modal condition of Formula (5.61):

(
(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA )∧

)
¬(∃π1 , o1 , Γ1 , πR1 )(P (π1 , o1 , Γ1 , πR1 , s) ∧ PKnown (ΠA , π1 , πR1 ))

in the case of uni-modal perception and given a common language, i. e., if we apply the transformation function

T.

Likewise, after applying the transformation function

(

T

to the condition

(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, Γ, π) ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , s)∧
)
Match (x, ΓP , z) ∧ UpdatePS (Γ, ΓP , Γ0 )
of the uni-modal denition of Find in Formula (5.47), this subformula logically implies the corresponding part of the multi-modal Formula (5.61) being

(
(∃) Holds (f, z) ∧ f = A(x, o, ΓA , ΠA ) ∧ P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ Match (x, ΓP , z)∧
)
ΠP = {πP } ∧ AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP , Γ0 , Π0 , s)
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This relation becomes apparent if we take the above results regarding the predicates

UpdatePS

and

AnchorUpdate

part

Match ,

into account. Similarly, given a common language, the remaining

(
)
(∃) P (πP , o, ΓP , s) ∧ ¬(∃y, Γy )(Holds (A(y, o, Γy , πP ), z))

of the denition of the uni-modal functionality Find of Formula (5.47) logically implies the corresponding, multi-modal condition

(
(
))
(∃) P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ ¬(∃y, oy , Γy , Πy ) Holds (A(y, oy , Γy , Πy ), z) ∧ PKnown (Πy , πP , πR )
of Formula (5.61) in case of uni-modal perception. Apparently, this holds true because the transformation function

T

yields a common representation and the above multi-modal formula is more

general than the uni-modal one. Each of the above two pairs of conditions constitutes the unimodal and multi-modal denitions of functionality Find, respectively, in a single conjunction.
Hence, the uni-modal macro Find of Formula (5.47) logically implies the multi-modal macro Find
of Formula (5.61) in the limited case of uni-modal perception such that the following holds:

|= T (∆0uF (x, π, f − , f + , s, z)) ⊃ ∆umF (x, {π}, f − , f + , s, z)
Next, we are going to show that the uni-modal functionality New implies the multi-modal New.
The multi-modal predicate
predicate

AnchorUpdate .

PFusion

is dened in Formula (5.31) as a specic instance of the

The predicate

PFusion

combines the measured perceptual information

in form of a given block of percepts into a single perceptual estimate. Due to the restriction to
uni-modal perception, which causes blocks of associated percepts to become singleton sets only,
the multi-modal functionality New calls the predicate

PFusion with just a single
PFusion , such that:

percept to be

fused. Hence, nothing is left to be done for the predicate

P (πP , o, ΓP , πR , s) ∧ PBlock ({πP }, s) ⊃ PFusion (o, {πP }, ΓP , s)
The remaining part of the macro

∆0uN

is very similar to the functionalities Track and Find;

therefore we refer to the above reasoning.

Altogether this shows that the uni-modal symbol

anchoring functionality New (Formula (5.50)) implies the multi-modal New (Formula (5.62)) in
case of uni-modal perception, if they share the same representation, such that the following holds.

T (∆0uN (x, πP , f, f 0 , s, z)) ⊃ ∆umN (x, {πP }, f, f 0 , s, z)
This completes the analysis of the relation between the uni-modal symbol anchoring Axiom (5.51)
and the multi-modal Axiom (5.63) with the following result.

|= T ((5.51)) ⊃ (5.63)
This relation is represented by Step 3 in the Figure 5.3 above showing the structure of this proof.
The Step 4 of this gure follows from the equivalences represented in Formulas (5.55), (5.57),
(5.59) and (5.64).
According to Formula (5.53), we derived the Axiom (5.52) from the original multi-modal symbol
anchoring Axiom (5.23) and the Formula (5.44) constraining the multi-modal approach to unimodal perception. Thus, the relation of Step 5 of Figure 5.3 holds as follows:

|= (5.52) ⊃ (5.23)
Now, all steps of Figure 5.3 have been shown, which completes the proof.



In other words, the uni-modal symbol anchoring approach presented in Chapter 4 may be rightfully
considered a specic instance of the our multi-modal approach presented in Chapter 5 above. This
way, the proven characteristics of the multi-modal approach described in the previous sections
apply likewise to the uni-modal approach.
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In Chapter 5 above we presented our multi-modal approach to the symbol anchoring problem.
Accounting for multiple, simultaneous modalities of perception, this approach generalizes our unimodal approach explicated in Chapter 4 and extends its limited applicability towards projects of
state-of-the-art cognitive robotics, wherein typically multiple dierent kinds of sensor devices are
employed in perceiving objects and features of the robot's environment. Multiple dierent sensing
devices perceiving objects of the world also contribute to improving the robustness and precision
of symbol anchoring, as more perceptual attributes yield further evidence which symbol anchoring
relies on.
While the multi-modal symbol anchoring approach generalizes our uni-modal approach, they
share the same objectives and fundamental concepts as described in Chapter 3. Thus, the multimodal approach of this chapter also satises all those functional requirements which the uni-modal
approach accounts for. Our uni-modal approach has been evaluated in Chapter 4 against the requirements specied by Coradeschi and Saotti [2002] (cf. Section 2.3.4).

However, we briey

analyse our multi-modal approach here, too. The rst one of these requirements says that a symbol anchoring approach shall aord to specify the reference to an object by means of a symbolic
description. This requirement is likewise accounted for in both our uni-modal approach and our
multi-modal approach, which Section 3.7 explains. Next, the authors demanded that a symbol
anchoring system shall implement the possibility to search for the appropriate object of the environment given a certain object symbol and some percepts measured by the recognition system,
and then to establish a new correspondence accordingly. The uni-modal functionalities Find and
New explicated in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 respectively, as well as and our multi-modal versions of
Find and of New described in Sections 5.4.5 and 5.4.6 respectively, implement exactly this task.
Furthermore, Coradeschi and Saotti [2002] specied that any approach shall be able to deal with
ambiguity of symbol anchoring appropriately. We explained in Chapter 3 how various techniques
take ambiguity into account in our approaches. In particular, our multi-modal approach maintains
all plausible hypotheses of correspondences automatically, represents perceptual uncertainty and
vague symbolic descriptions of objects, veries the plausibility of hypotheses and eliminates inconsistent ones automatically if applicable. Moreover, the Section 4.3 proposed some techniques to
prefer certain hypotheses over others. Next, a symbol anchoring approach is required to track an
anchor, i. e., to update a correspondence between object symbol and the percepts representing the
anchored, physical object. Our uni-modal functionality Track explicated in Section 4.2.2 and the
multi-modal Track of Section 5.4.4 address this task explicitly. Finally, Coradeschi and Saotti
[2002] specied that a symbol anchoring approach shall be able to reacquire a lost correspondence
if the object reappeared after tracking has failed previously. We highlighted in Section 5.4.5 that
our multi-modal functionality Find also accomplishes this task, and likewise does the uni-modal
Find as described in Section 4.2.3.
The extended exibility of our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach stems from considering
sets of associated perceptseach of them representing the same object of the environmentfor
the correspondence between an object symbol and the referred physical object. Previously in the
uni-modal approach, only a single percept was allowed to ground the correspondence of an object
symbol on a physical object. Multiple independent percepts, which all have been actually measured from the same physical object, being provided by the multi-modal object recognition system
individually, introduce an additional combinatorial problem if they are not indicated to refer to
the same physical object. Therefore the object recognition system is asked to, but not necessarily
has to, report which previous percept a new percept refers to in case they have been measured of
the same physical object being tracked robustly. The percept predicate holds an additional parameter for communicating the reference percept for this purpose. Our symbol anchoring approach
maintains the set of all previously corresponding percepts inside the anchor uent facilitating to
resolve the reference to some previous object.
Each time a symbol anchoring update is to be performed, our multi-modal symbol anchoring
axiom accomplishes the following four main tasks.
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1. Given that percepts may refer to some previous percept in case of successful tracking, our
approach determines the sets of associated percepts, each of the sets comprising only such
percepts which refer to the same physical object. The symbol anchoring axiom is designed in
a exible way which accounts for an arbitrary number of percepts forming a set of associated
percepts.
2. For each set of associated percepts, the possible correspondences with object symbols are
determined verifying whether all the symbolic and perceptual information gathered so far
match consistently including the latest measurements. Note that our approach automatically
determines all possible correspondences for all available current percepts at once, yielding
multiple hypotheses of correspondences in general.
3. For each possible correspondence between percepts and object symbols determined, the
new perceptual information of the set of associated percepts and the perceptual estimate
of the correspondence maintained in the anchor uent are fused forming a new perceptual
estimate. The sensor fusion method combines dierent perceptual attributes measured by
dierent sensors into a single object model. Also, common subsets of perceptual attributes
measured by dierent sensors may complement each other providing a single, up-to-date
object model.
4. Lastly, the representation of each determined correspondence is updated with the new perceptual object model. In particular, the perceptual estimate and the set of corresponding
percepts are maintained inside the anchor uent of a correspondence.
The symbol anchoring axiom of the epistemic anchoring action implements the above tasks using three dierent symbol anchoring functionalities: Track, Find and New.

Depending on the

particular conguration of the correspondence under consideration, either functionality applies if
the correspondence can be updated to the next situation. Each one of the functionalities Track,
Find and New performs the above four tasks for the given correspondence in a certain, well-dened
manner presupposing certain conditions to hold, which in the end achieves the objectives of symbol
anchoring irrespective of the cardinality of the considered set of associated percepts. In particular, the latest percepts must agree with the symbolic information and the perceptual object model
obtained so far about an object. On top of that, the symbol anchoring axiom veries that each
new successor hypothesis complies with the consistency constraints as a whole.
A new successor hypothesis must originate from some previous hypothesis, which the symbol
anchoring axiom updates toward the successor situation. Conversely, a single previous hypothesis
may result in zero, one or multiple valid successor hypotheses.

No such successor hypothesis

may be generated if some inconsistency of perceptual and symbolic information disallows it. In
that case, the hypothesis thread ceases to exist in the successor situation, because our approach
disregards inconsistent hypotheses automatically. All valid successor hypotheses are determined
and generated automatically. The complexity of the resulting hypothesis space eectively is similar
to the one of our uni-modal approach.

On the one hand, dissociated percepts, which were not

indicated to refer to the same physical object like other percepts, introduce additional, alternative
hypotheses. On the other hand, multiple dierent sensor devices typically provide a rich perceptual
image of the object comprising more details than a single kind of sensor could yield, reducing
ambiguity in the rst place.
Note that the same general concepts of our uni-modal symbol anchoring approach apply to
our multi-modal approach, too. Since these concepts have been discussed in Chapter 4 already
in detail, the reader is referred to the respective sections.

In summary, to develop a general

symbol anchoring approach which is independent of the application domain counts among our
main objectives. Employing a particular calculus of predicate logic, the Fluent Calculus endows
our approach with a high symbolic expressiveness for representing and reasoning about multiple
symbol anchoring hypotheses and knowledge about objects of the robot's environment. Thanks to
the purely symbolic nature we were able to design our multi-modal approach in accordance with
certain important characteristics and to prove that the formulas presented above actually comply
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with these characteristics. For instance, given a consistent denition of the initial hypotheses of
correspondences, our approach has been shown to generate valid, consistent successor hypotheses
only. Furthermore, our approach guarantees to associate each percept with some object symbol
such that no perceptual information is neglected.
Being based on the Fluent Calculus, our approach is fully integrated with the symbolic reasoning and knowledge representation system. The level of logical expressiveness available in our
approach is unmatched by any other symbol anchoring approach to the best of our knowledge at
time of writing. In comparison with other multi-modal approaches to the symbol anchoring problem, Fritsch et al. [2003] considered multi-modal perception for symbol anchoring, but disregarded
the symbolic level altogether. Thus their approach neglects the essential capacity to identify the
objects of interest which constitutes the main objective of symbol anchoring. Conversely, our approach computes and updates all possible hypotheses of correspondences automatically and takes
all percepts into account for object identication.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
Let's briey summarize what problems our approach addresses and in which context this takes

1 Psychological and cognitive scientists believe that the human deliberative tasks and our

place.

linguistic capacity are symbolic in nature. Especially the proponents of the Good Old Fashioned
Articial Intelligence (GOFAI) use symbolic knowledge representation and reasoning for modelling
intelligent behaviour in cognitive agents. However, the symbol system including its mechanisms
need to bear meaning in itself.

Citing Harnad [1990, p. 340], the symbol grounding problem

addresses this issue in terms of How is symbol meaning to be grounded in something other than
just more meaningless symbols? A grounded meaning of the symbol system may be derived from
causal connections with the environment, which allow for a direct interaction without referring to
an external observer or programmer.
The symbol grounding problem sets the general context for the more specic symbol anchoring
problem. The symbol anchoring problem applies to any cognitive robot in principle, which perceives its environment using sensors, employs actuators in order to interact with its environment,
and uses a symbolic representation and reasoning system, where its symbols denote objects of the
world. The symbol anchoring problem arises when the sensorimotor and the symbolic representations are completely separate, while dierent entities of these two distinct representations are
intended to refer to the same object of the world (cf. Figure 2.1). Therefore, symbol anchoring aims
at creating and maintaining the correct connections between symbols denoting objects and their
corresponding perceptual images, both referring to the same physical objects. Our multi-modal
approach presented above addresses the symbol anchoring problem and is designed to provide a
practical, yet general solution for cognitive, embodied, situated, intelligent robots. Next we will
discuss our results.

6.1 Evaluation
Symbol anchoring should not be understood as a replacement for object recognition. Our approach
and its interface to the object recognition system emphasize the division of responsibilities based
on what each system is best suited for.

In fact, the symbol anchoring is designed and suited

for object identication given the perceptual properties examined by the object recognition and
the symbolic knowledge gathered about the individual objects. Conversely, the object recognition
system itself is typically not suited for identifying individual objects of the robot's environment,
especially in case the objects can be hardly distinguished based on their phenomenal characteristics
only, such that high-level reasoning about knowledge and context becomes vital for solving the
robot's tasks.
In this sense, our symbol anchoring approach should be considered an abstraction layer in
the deliberative level, which performs symbol anchoring independent of the task and application

1 Our

approach refers to our more general, multi-modal symbol anchoring approach in the sequel.
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domain automatically. It interfaces with the perceptual information about objects of the environment provided by the recognition and tracking system on the one side, and the symbolic knowledge
about objects on the other side. As a result of each update, our symbol anchoring approach provides the whole set of possible hypotheses of all correspondences between all given percepts and
object symbols that are consistent with all the information available so far. Thus our approach
alleviates the burden of manually computing which object symbols a given percept could possibly
correspond with signicantly.
Our approach is based on the basic cognitive motto about beliefs saying that seeing is normally
believing [Bell and Huang, 1999, p. 1]. In particular, so-called perceptual seemingshallucination
of percepts, in other wordsare excluded. This would involve belief revision otherwise, which is not
addressed here. Being a typical design in cognitive robotics, the appropriate control architecture
for our approach complies with the sense-data theory where non-physical entities form the robot's
immediate experience and represent the physical object of the world.
The Fluent Calculus provides the underlying predicate logic language for our approach. Various
kinds of references to objects known in the philosophy of language are made available in the
predicate logic language in general and in our symbol anchoring approach in particular: indexicals,
categories of objects, denite and indenite references to objects, as well as symbolic descriptions
of objects.

6.1.1

Evaluation with respect to the Symbol Anchoring Problem

Coradeschi and Saotti [2002] specied a list of criteria for evaluating an approach to the symbol
anchoring problem, which we summarized in Section 2.3.4.

Next, we will discuss our approach

with respect to these criteria.



The requirements include that any approach should allow to refer to an object of the environment by means of a symbolic description. Our approach features symbolic descriptions in
terms of denite and indenite references to objects, for instance. Basically, any well-formed
rst-order logical formula may serve as a reference to an object.



Obviously, any symbol anchoring approach ought to be able to determine and to install a new
correspondence between a percept and an object symbol appropriately. Our functionality
Find implements this task and veries that the symbolic knowledge matches the perceptual
information about the object under consideration.



Once, a correspondence was established, it has to be updated upon arrival of new perceptual information. Our functionality Track implements this task, maintaining the anchor
representation of the given correspondence. Of course, it ensures that the consistency of the
correspondence persists, too.



However, tracking of an object may fail due to various reasons. Then, upon new percepts
of the lost correspondence, a symbol anchoring approach shall be able to identify and to
re-establish the correct correspondence.

The just described tasks are also realized in our

functionality Find.



An approach to the symbol anchoring problem shall be able to deal with ambiguous situations and to resolve them.

Our approach anchors all available percepts in parallel and

maintains all potential hypotheses of correspondences in order to avoid ambiguous situations
in advance. Mutual exclusivity constraints among dierent correspondences contribute to
avoiding ambiguity. In the event where an inconsistency among the symbolic and perceptual
information associated to an object occurs, this object's correspondence becomes extinct
automatically. All available symbolic and perceptual information is utilized during the computation of admissible correspondences and hypotheses of correspondences.

Furthermore,

we developed the fundamental means for ordering the hypotheses according to their applicability and proposed some domain-independent preference criteria for this purpose. On top
of that, a so-called belief state designates the most preferred hypothesis automatically and
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dynamically. However, domain-dependent preference criteria are necessary in order to fully
resolve ambiguous situations of symbol anchoring, which was out of scope of our general
approach that is designed to be independent of the application domain.
In summary, we believe that our approach satises the above, important requirements to the
greatest possible extent, and thus represents an eective solution to the symbol anchoring problem.

6.1.2

Evaluation with respect to the Symbol Grounding Problem

Several properties are considered crucial for solving the symbol grounding problem and were
mentioned in Section 2.2.4.

Although symbol grounding poses a more general, abstract and

philosophical problem than symbol anchoring, we still want to verify those crucial properties with
respect to our approach in the following. The required embodiment of the agent certainly applies
to a cognitive robot equipped with sensor devices and actuators for interacting with the real world,
which is the typical kind of robot platform for applying our symbol anchoring approach to. Recall
that an agent who utilizes environmental context for adapting its cognition, reasoning and acting is
called to bear so-called situatedness. Due to the high expressiveness of the predicate logic language
underlying our approach and the direct, yet open integration with the knowledge representation
and reasoning system, our approach clearly facilitates situatedness. However, the requirement of
learning the representation responsible for symbol grounding has not been addressed here.
According to Harnad [1993], the Total Turing Test provides a suitable testbed for the grounding
of a symbol system (cf. Section 2.2.4.1). We have shown above that the correct hypothesisthe
one which is consistent with the available symbolic and perceptual informationis always among
those hypotheses computed by our approach (cf. Section 4.2.6). The correct hypothesis especially
guarantees that the "symbols and the symbolic activity cohere systematically with the objects,
events and states of aairs that its symbols are interpretable about" regarding object symbols
[Harnad, 1993].

This alignment of symbolic and perceptual information in form of epistemic

constraints sustains our belief that our symbol anchoring approach fulls the requirements of the
Total Turing Test with respect to grounding of object symbols. Together, the symbol anchoring,
the object recognition and the sensorimotor systems working in concert certainly achieve the
robotic capacity required further for passing the Total Turing Test: to be able to discriminate, to
recognize, to identify, to manipulate and to describe the objects of the robot's environment. In
particular our symbol anchoring approach aords the capacity to discriminate, to identify and to
describe objects.
In Section 2.2.4.2 we mentioned Harnad's test for evaluating symbol systems with respect to
appropriate groundedness of symbols [Harnad, 1990].
in its rst part.

The test comprises eight formal criteria

Referring to these criteria, our symbol anchoring approach and its underlying

predicate logic language, the Fluent Calculus, together comply with these criteria because:
1. This symbol system denes certain predicates, functions, constants and macros as the basic
symbolic tokens,
2. that are used to dene the axioms and rules of this symbol system for manipulating the
symbolic representation.
3. The symbolic representation is a well-dened set of symbolic tokens with a certain structure.
4. The denitions of the symbol system in use are syntactic in nature, as the specic axiomatization and domains of discourse depend on the application domain and are thus left aside.
All denitions of our approach are designed in a domain-independent way.
5. Both our symbol anchoring approach and the underlying Fluent Calculus dene the axioms
explicitly how the representation may be rulefully manipulated in general.
6. Fluents could be considered primitive atomic symbol tokens,
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7. while they constitute states and logical formulas about knowledgewhich in turn represent
composite symbol tokens.
8. Our symbol anchoring axioms and the Fluent Calculus are based on the usual semantics
of rst order logic. Moreover, the axiomatization of the application domain of a cognitive
robot also includes the domains of discourse, e. g., the kinds of objects, individual objects,
perceptual attributes and their perceptual values. Altogether, they constitute the semantics
of the intended application.
The second part of Harnad's test for grounded symbol meaning requires a symbol system to be
able to discriminate, to identify and to describe the objects and states of aairs to which its
symbols refer (see Section 2.2.4.2).

As we argued above, these tasks count among the major

objectives of our symbol anchoring approach. In particular, dierent objects can be told apart,
individual objects can be identied as well as described using various means. Hence, we believe
that our approach to the symbol anchoring problem is able to pass both parts of Harnad's test for
grounded symbol meaning.
Our approach uses a general interface to linguistic terms denoting phenomenal properties of
objects. We have implemented a basic solution to the symbol grounding problem with respect to
these linguistic termsthe domain axiomatization includes static relations mapping the linguistic
terms to intervals of perceptual values.

This way, vagueness of linguistic terms is taken into

account, but the grounding of the symbols is static and pre-dened, which is required by our
approach in order to ensure the consistency of symbol anchoring and reasoning over time. It seems
that incorporating methods of machine learning and belief revision could remedy this deciency,
but this was out of scope of our project and would necessitate complex modications.
Next, we want to evaluate our symbol anchoring approach with respect to the so-called Zero
Semantical Commitment Condition (Z-Condition for short), dened by Taddeo and Floridi [2005]
and summarized in Section 2.2.4.3. According to the strict requirements of the Z-Condition, the
cognitive agent has to elaborate its symbolic representation and semantics from scratch.

Let's

discuss this condition with respect to each individual kind of symbol used in the representation of
our approach.



The domain axiomatization may include a priori known object identiers and symbolic
descriptions thereof. Using a priori known object identiers and their specications would
violate the Z-Condition, but their use is not mandatory in our approach.



Instead, our approach allows the cognitive robot to completely experience the individual
objects of the environment itself and to introduce object identiers upon experiencing new
objects dynamically. The cognitive robot can learn symbolic information about these objects
from communication and interaction with other individuals in the environment for instance,
or derive information from what is known so far. Hence, the Z-Condition shall be preserved.



All percept identiers are obtained from the object recognition system dynamically during
run-time of the symbol anchoring system. According to the phenomenalist's view of cognition, the percept identiers derive their semantics from the real world, which complies with
the Z-Condition.



Symbolic descriptions of objects are purely based on or derived from symbolic information,
and thus do not violate the Z-Condition themselves.



As we described above, the grounding of linguistic terms denoting perceptual attributes is
simply pre-dened in our approach. Obviously, this violates the Z-Condition. A machine
learning approach could possibly abolish this semantic bias, but implementing it was out of
scope of our project.

In general, the structure of the symbolic representation of our approach is pre-dened, but a
cognitive robot elaborates the contents itself. Accordingly, our symbol anchoring approach partly
violates the Z-Condition due to pre-dened symbolic representations.

However, it was not our
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primary objective to completely solve the much stricter and more abstract problem of symbol
grounding, too.
Furthermore, Taddeo and Floridi [2005] proposed what a valid solution to the symbol grounding
problem requires of any symbol system, which we summarized in Section 2.2.4.3. Evaluating our
approach to the symbol anchoring problem with respect to these requirements provides us the
following insights into the groundedness and the focus of our approach in comparison with the
much more general scope of symbol grounding.
1. Object recognition in combination with our symbol anchoring approach can be considered a
bottom-up process for grounding percepts to object symbols as required. For each percept
representing a physical object our symbol anchoring axioms determine appropriate correspondences with object symbols in a bottom-up manner.
2. Conversely, symbolic information about objects also inuences the symbol anchoring in a
top-down feedback process as required. All the symbolic information is taken into account
automatically in determining the appropriate correspondences between object symbols and
percepts, and has to comply with all sensorimotor perception and interaction.
3. Our symbol anchoring approach allows the cognitive robot to develop its symbolic representation of objects dynamically on its own, although not the complete representation as
required by Taddeo and Floridi [2005]. However, the representation of symbolic and perceptual information about objects can be extended and modied.
4. While our symbol anchoring approach makes use of categories of objects, it is not designed
to actively categorize percepts.
5. We did not address the capacity of the cognitive robot to communicate and to synchronize
its own symbol anchoring representation with those of other robots as Taddeo and Floridi
[2005] required.
6. An evolutionary approach in the development of the above functionalities was not the focus
of our work. The denitions and axioms of our approach have been designed by the authors,
which infringes the requirement of Taddeo and Floridi [2005] in principle.
7. As several important concepts have been incorporated in the design of our symbol anchoring approach, which inuence the computation fundamentally, this semantic, external bias
breaks the Z-Condition required for the development of the above items (1) to (6). It is yet
unclear to us, how this requirement could ever be realized in a practical system for symbol
anchoring.
In summary, we believe that our approach contributes to some signicant extent to solving the
symbol grounding problem. As the frame of reference of the cognitive robot in symbol anchoring
is the real world, percepts of physical objects represent the basis of meaning of object symbols
in symbol grounding. Thus, we believe that real-world perception forms a legitimate answer to
Harnad's question How is symbol meaning to be grounded in something other than just more
meaningless symbols? in terms of cognitive robotics [Harnad, 1990, p. 340].

6.1.3

Summary of Contribution

Next, we briey highlight the fundamental characteristics of our approach to the symbol anchoring
problem, all of which contribute to its expressiveness, completeness and exibility.



Our approach determines all possible correspondences with object symbols for all available
percepts at once. This method minimizes ambiguity in symbol anchoring.



Depending on the given conguration of correspondences of the considered percept and object
symbols, the appropriate symbol anchoring functionality is chosen and applied automatically.
This way, our approach adapts the symbol anchoring to the particular conguration of each
individual correspondence.
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All kinds of phenomenal and functional characteristics, features of interaction and relations
with other objects of the environment are used in determining the possible correspondences
and to constrain the potential hypotheses of correspondences. Especially any new information may also invalidate an existing hypothesis in case of inconsistencies. Both extending
and shrinking of the hypothesis space are performed automatically.



The community identied that bidirectionality of the links, relations and processes of symbol
anchoring between the perceptual and symbolic levels is benecial. For instance, the consistency predicate of our approach implements consistency constraints in both directions:
bottom-up and top-down.



As the cognitive robot interacts with and acts in the real world, it has to be able to deal with
ubiquitous uncertainty in perception. Our approach explicitly represents and reasons about
perceptual uncertainty. All percepts referring to the same physical object are fused into a
unique perceptual signature of the object, which minimizes the perceptual uncertainty over
time.



We have implemented a symbol anchoring approach that allows to deal with incomplete
knowledge about objects easily. As no object needs to be known initially, all objects may be
experienced later during runtime. A symbolic description of a certain class of objects or of
an individual object may be specied incompletely, yet our approach allows to reason about
all objects and to anchor the objects to percepts.



Linguistic propositions of objects typically denote phenomenal characteristics on the symbolic level. In our approach such symbols derive their meaning from grounding in ranges of
real-world, perceptual values, thus taking vagueness into account explicitly.



Various kinds of references to objects are employed in the philosophy of language.

Due

to high expressiveness of the underlying logical language, our symbol anchoring approach
provides a multitude of kinds of references including denite references, indenite references
and proper names. In principle, any well-formed rst-order logical formula may constitute
a valid reference to an object.
Our symbol anchoring approach is based on several fundamental concepts that we consider crucial
for anchoring symbols successfully and eectively.

In the following we briey summarize these

concepts, which have been discussed in the previous chapters in detail.



Although various, available symbolic and perceptual information may provide good evidence
for a given percept to correspond to a certain object identier, there is simply no guarantee
that this correspondence is actually correct. Therefore, the symbol anchoring system must
be able to revoke a correspondence once it was recognized to be wrong and to precisely
revoke any information and representation involved. For this purpose, our symbol anchoring
approach separates information derived from the symbolic level from information coming
from the perceptual level clearly. This concept facilitates to retract an invalid hypothesis
and to avoid an irreversibly intermingled representation.



Organizing objects in multiple, dierent categories helps to focus the symbol anchoring
and object recognition on the relevant kind of objects in our approach. This facilitates to
optimize the performance of anchoring, because our approach anchors all available percepts
in parallel.

It also limits the number of potential candidates of a correspondence, hence

reduces ambiguity regarding irrelevant, alternative hypotheses. Our approach benets from
using categories of objects to introduce context dependency to the meaning of linguistic
propositions.



Every single percept potentially represents a candidate for anchoring a given object symbol
to it.

Thus, no percept should be neglected in symbol anchoring.

For this purpose, our

symbol anchoring approach associates each percept with some object identier.
proved that our approach complies with this concept.

We have
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All symbolic and perceptual knowledge about all objects of the environment, that complies
with a certain interpretation of the situation, forms a hypothesis of correspondences. Our
approach determines and maintains all potential hypotheses of correspondences in parallel
in order to facilitate reasoning about alternative interpretations for resolving ambiguous
anchoring situations. This concept also allows to switch to an alternative hypothesis easily,
if the allegedly correct one was identied to be invalid. In this case, the invalid hypothesis can
simply die out, as we have shown that the correct hypothesis must be among the remaining
hypotheses.



There exist certain natural, logical constraints among dierent hypotheses of correspondences. We have proved our symbol anchoring approach to only generate such hypotheses
that are consistent with those constraints.

In summary, thanks to the above-mentioned characteristics and fundamental concepts, we believe that our approach has gained yet unmatched expressiveness, generality and precision and
implements the full functionality typically required of symbol anchoring approaches.

6.2 Future Work
Certainly, our approach bears some limitations and shortcomings, too, which we will discuss in
this section.



The symbol anchoring methodology of our approach disregards the anchoring of such object
symbols which denote composite objects and of such percepts that represent only a part of a
composite, physical object on purpose. Otherwise, this would mean to require the capacity
to anchor composite objects, which in turn would call for a number of additional, complex
problems to be solved, that are out of scope of our approach, e. g. spatial reasoning. The
basic principles behind composite objects, e. g. structure and dynamics of the individual
parts, seem to depend on the application domain critically, which does not t to our general
approach to the symbol anchoring problem.



So far, we have developed the theory of our approach based on the logic language called
the Fluent Calculus. It would be interesting to see how an implementation of our approach
performs with a real cognitive robot. The Fluent Calculus has been implemented in the logic
programming language FLUX, which is the ideal framework for a practical symbol anchoring
system based on our theory [Thielscher, 2005]. Unfortunately, implementing our approach
was out of scope of the project due to time constraints. We expect that the experience gained
from implementing and testing the symbol anchoring approach in a real-world system will
certainly return valuable feedback, e. g. for rening the interface to the object recognition
system. We already pointed out the value of our symbol anchoring approach above; needless
to say that a real-world symbol anchoring system based on our approach would advance
standard cognitive robotics architectures signicantly.



The management of symbolic properties of objects could be improved towards a more modular fashion. While our approach simply associates certain properties with a certain category
of objects, an object's category could also serve to inherit common properties from more
general categories within a hierarchical structure of object categories.

Possibly, a certain

object may need to belong to multiple categories of objects. Ontologiesas typically used
in Description Logicsseem to oer an interesting avenue of extending our approach.



Our symbol anchoring approach presupposes that the object recognition system categorizes
percepts.

Today's robust and successful object recognition systems seem to be suitable

for this task.

Moreover, our approach assumes that no misclassication occurs, because

belief revision is not taken into account.

However, it may be an interesting improvement

on our approach to be able to deal with such misclassications using abductive reasoning.
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Jin and Thielscher [2007] already provided a comprehensive guide on belief revision based
on the Fluent Calculus.

It is certainly worthwhile to check how their approach to belief

revision could be integrated with our approach to symbol anchoring.

This way, it could

become possible to not only neglect a symbol anchoring hypothesis, but to revise parts of a
hypothesis.



We have implemented a rather simple approach to grounding symbols denoting phenomenal characteristics as they are statically associated with ranges of perceptual values.

An

appropriate solution to the symbol grounding problem would require the cognitive robot
to autonomously learn the grounding and to adapt it dynamically and continuously.

As

this would interfere with how our approach maintains and reasons about the hypotheses of
correspondences, the aspect of learning to ground symbols was out of scope of our project.
Again, it seems to call for belief revision.



Our approach as presented above is limited to handle objects of categories which are initially
known. In practice with an object recognition system in place which is capable of learning
and classifying new, additional categories of objects, the symbol anchoring system also needs
to be able to extend the set of known kinds of objects on the symbolic level. In cases where
previously known objects retain their object category, this extension to our approach seems
to be rather straightforward.

Otherwise, learning and revising the category of an object

would involve belief revision, which was beyond the scope of our approach.



Recall the major objectives of symbol anchoringto determine and to maintain the correct
correspondences between symbols denoting objects of the environment and their perceptual
images.

Our symbol anchoring approach computes all possible hypotheses of correspon-

dences and can determine the most preferred hypothesis, which includes the most likely
correspondence for each object, using a belief state and a suitable preference criterion. However, the preference selection is not necessarily correct; thus the belief state can by no means
guarantee that the correspondences included in the most preferred hypotheses are actually
correct. Therefore, the planning system of the cognitive robot should analyse the hypothesis
space right after the anchoring system has determined all the hypotheses of correspondences.
To name just a few examples, the following items represent relevant and helpful features in
analysing the hypothesis space, extending our symbol anchoring approach towards a robust,
integrated anchoring and planning system:



Do all anchors of the object identier at hand point to the same percept in all available
hypotheses, or vice versa?



How many belief states exist in the given situation, and do all belief states only include
such anchors that refer to the same percept, or vice versa?



Depending on the kind of reference requested, the certainty of it referring to the correct
physical object does matter or not. In contrast to the denite reference, any candidate
object of an indenite reference that exhibits all required characteristics of the requested
class of objects serves the purpose (cf. e. g. Bouguerra et al. [2006], Karlsson et al.
[2008]).



How distinctive is the object of interest in terms of the available symbolic and perceptual
information with respect to other objects in the given situation?

In addition, domain specic heuristics seem to oer useful hints for interpreting the situation with respect to the degree of support of the current belief state. Depending on the
outcome of the analysis, the planning system of a cognitive robot may need to invoke an appropriate anchoring or sensing strategy before interacting with the assumed physical object
if the evidence for the correctness of the correspondence of interest is too low. For example,
while it makes perfect sense in certain application domains and situations to stick to the
current belief state and to try acting on the physical object assumed to correspond to the
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object symbol in question, the same strategy would pose too high a risk in mission critical
applications due to an unacceptably low level of condence in the given correspondence.
However, the above ideasextending our symbol anchoring approach towards planning
disagree with our major objectives. Such extensions tend to take eect only if tailored to the
intended application domain, but our approach was designed for general applicability providing all basic functionalities of symbol anchoring commonly required by typical cognitive
robots interacting with a real environment. Furthermore, such extensions tend to intermingle reasoning, planning and execution of actions, which would impair the modularity of the
robot control architecture, thus limiting its exibility and interoperability.

Therefore, we

disregarded to incorporate planning and execution of actions (especially of sensing actions)
in our approach. Nevertheless, we take the opportunity to discuss important directions of
extending our approach in terms of planning below.



Recall that the practical benet of symbol anchoring in general and of our approach in
particular for a cognitive robot is to ensure that the symbolic knowledge representation
is in sync with the real world in terms of references to objects.

Before a cognitive robot

interacts with the object of interest, the robot's planning system should make sure that
the correspondence of this object is grounded on an appropriate real-world percept.

It is

the symbol anchoring system's task to determine an appropriate percept and to establish
a grounded correspondence if possible, such as our approach does. However, the planning
system is responsible for verifying the groundedness of the correspondence right before acting
on the object. Therefore, we suggest that the planning system should pose the precondition
that the correspondences of all those objects, which the robot is about to act on next, have
to be grounded.

Obviously, the symbol anchoring system critically depends on the latest

perceptual information about the kind of objects of interest. For this purpose, the planning
system should plan to execute an appropriate sensing action just before the symbol anchoring
step. Based on the tools for computing the hypothesis space of correspondences provided
by our symbol anchoring approach, a planning system should verify the groundedness of the
requested references to objects. Building such a planning system of a cognitive robot was
out of scope of our project in terms of our focus of research.



It's worth mentioning a few thoughts on what constitutes an appropriate planning strategy
of a cognitive robot which integrates with symbol anchoring nicely.

Given the requested

reference to a certain object of interest, the primary objective of the planning system should
be to make sure that a suitable correspondence is available and grounded (cf. the previous
item). In order for an object to t the given reference, all of its properties have to be veried
in general. Depending on the kind of reference requested, either the symbolic description of
the reference has to be matched against the properties of objects experienced so far in all
detail, or the reasoning system deduces an individual, already known object.

In the end,

the symbol anchoring system veries whether the correspondences determined this way are
actually based on appropriate percepts.

Anyway, the symbol anchoring system can only

examine the perceptual information that is available, because it does neither plan nor execute sensing actions by itself (cf. previous items). Thus, the planning system should include
appropriate sensing actions that provide the phenomenal attributes of the objects of interest
which are to be matched against the specication of the reference. For example, after the
object recognition system found objects of the given category in the robot's environment
during exploration, more specic sensing actions could examine individual physical objects
in detail one after another. Our symbol anchoring approach will keep the space of hypotheses
of correspondences up-to-date and in sync with the real-world percepts automatically.
Let's briey discuss an exemplary planning strategy of a mobile, cognitive robot servicing
in an oce or household environment. Given the task to physically act on an individual object specied in terms of a denite reference, the planning system evaluates the knowledge
about this object. In case its position is known, the robot should rst navigate there and
search for the object in the immediate vicinity of the object's assumed position. Otherwise,
if the object's position cannot be inferred at all from the current information, the reference
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is considered in the same way as an indenite reference such that the available information
about the object describes what constitutes a suitable object that is to be looked for in the
environment. Depending on the specicity of the object's description, no, few or many objects perceived in the environment may match. A cautious planning strategy examines one
candidate object after another at the highest perceptual resolution available in order to distinguish individual objects and to gather sucient phenomenal details. Dynamic properties
of objects also help to prefer the correct percept over other similar candidates.

Reason-

ing about previous interactions with objects and about their properties perhaps yields the
most valuable means for object identication. To this end our symbol anchoring approach
facilitates a tight integration with the reasoning system.



So-called object aordances seem to oer a very useful extension of our symbol anchoring
approach. Explicit, functional knowledge about the possible ways of interacting with certain
kinds of objects could be directly utilized for identifying individual objects. Being part of
an object model, such aordances of objects can be applied during observing how objects
are used in the environment by other agents, humans or the robot itself.

Moreover, the

planning system could employ specic actions just for the purpose of verifying the identity
of a perceived object in terms of its functional properties.

Characteristics learned from

interacting with an object in certain ways yield valuable information about its aordances.
For example, imagine the robot's task is to pick up a certain bottle of wine from a table,
where the particular bottle of interest is known to be full and to bear an opaque exterior.
Thus, object recognition is not sucient in order to verify the bottle's property of being
full.

If the robot could measure the weight of the bottle using its own sensing device or

using some weighing scales nearby, verifying this property sustains the object identication
substantially.

In general, reasoning about and planning with object aordances certainly

supplements the eectiveness of symbol anchoring.



According to phenomenalism known in cognitive philosophy, relations between objects are
considered important characteristics of objects with respect to object identication and
communication.

Recognizing relations between real-world objects certainly presupposes a

good performance of the object recognition system as it is a dicult task.
answering the seemingly straightforward question of whether a certain object
smaller than or of equal size as some object

B

For instance,

A is larger than,

crucially depends on the robot's capability

to perceive and to interpret three-dimensional space and objects placed therein in arbitrary
ways correctly, taking into account such eects like obstructions, noise, shape, illumination
and shadow, the robot's perspective, technical parameters of sensing devices, etc.

Also,

the symbolic level requires at least a fundamental understanding of the concept of space
and needs to be able to reason about space in general.

Note that our symbol anchoring

approach inherits its underlying logical formalism's basic ability to represent and to reason
about relations between objects, which may be employed directly for specifying symbolic
descriptions of objects.

Nevertheless, integrating our symbol anchoring approach with a

state-of-the-art object recognition and spatial reasoning component would quite certainly
bring an asset for a cognitive robot.

Appendix A
List of Symbols Used
This section describes all symbols concisely in alphabetical order, which our uni-modal and multimodal approaches introduced.

A.1 Sorts
attr :

attr

The sort

comprises all perceptual attributes that the cognitive robot knows of

in a certain application domain. They are used by our approach for reasoning about
both symbolic and perceptual information. This sort also includes all those attributes
that the object recognition system may report about objects of the environment (cf.
Section 3.5 on page 29 .).

objCat :

Our approach distinguishes between dierent kinds of objects that typically have quite
dierent characteristics.

The sort

objCat

includes all those categories of objects

known by the cognitive robot in the intended application domain and all those which
are distinguished by the object recognition system (cf. Section 3.3 on page 27 .).

percID :

The countably innite sort

percID holds identiers of percepts. Our approach simpercID = N. Each percept reported by the object

ply uses natural numbers, i. e.

recognition system bears an identier of this sort (cf. Section 3.4 on page 28 .).

percPred : All perceptual predicates that the cognitive robot knows of are contained in the sort
percPred. Perceptual predicates are used to denote attribute values of phenomenal
characteristics in our approach (cf. Section 3.6 on page 31 .).

percSig :

The perceptual signature is dened as an aggregate structure of sorts in our approach:

percSig def
= P((attr × (R × R))
Accordingly, a perceptual signature Γ : percSig is a set of pairs, where each pair
consists of a perceptual attribute and a tuple of perceptual values (cf. Section 4.1.1 on
page 43 .).

X

:

X

The sort
Both

X

and

includes all symbols of objects that the cognitive agent knows initially.

percID

constitute the set of all object identiers that objects may be

associated to in our approach (cf. Section 3.4 on page 28 .).

A.2 Fluents
A/4 :

The uni-modal uent

A/4

represents an anchor with the signature

A : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} 7→ fluent
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of category

A(x, o, Γ, π) represents the correspondence between an object identier x
o and a percept denoted by identier π . The so-called best perceptual

Γ

includes all perceptual information that has been gathered from the per-

An instance
estimate
cept

A/5 :

π

and all previously corresponding percepts (cf. Section 4.1.2 on page 45 .).

The multi-modal anchor uent
additional fourth component.

A/5

only diers to the above uent

A/4

in its

Our multi-modal symbol anchoring approach denes

this uent as:

A : X ∪ percID × objCat × percSig × P(percID) 7→ fluent
The fourth component comprises all currently and previously corresponding percept
identiers in our multi-modal approach (cf. Section 5.3.2 on page 83 .).

C /4 :

C

The uent

is used in the multi-modal symbol anchoring axiom as an auxiliary

uent to temporarily store the correspondence determined by the symbol anchoring
functionalities. Its signature is:

C : percID ∪ X × P(percID) × fluent × fluent 7→ fluent
C (x, ΠP , f − , f + )
object symbol x and block ΠP
An instance

represents a certain, chosen correspondence between
−
+
of associated percepts. The uents f
and f
hold

the outdated and new anchor uents respectively (cf. Section 5.4.3 on page 88 .).

Oset /1 :

Oset (n)

An instance

of this uent holds the number

n

which represents the minimal

natural number to be used as a fresh object identier denoting a new object in our
uni-modal approach. This way, we make sure that all object identiers are unique. We
dene uent

Oset

as follows (cf. Section 4.2.4 on page 58 .).

Oset : percID 7→ fluent
Prop /3 :

The uent

Prop

serves as a general means to represent symbolic knowledge about

phenomenal characteristics of an object, which our approach denes as follows.

Prop : X ∪ percID × attr × percPred 7→ fluent
An instance

Prop (x, a, p) tells the agent that the object x
a (cf. Section 3.7 on page 33 .).

has the property

p

of the

perceptual attribute

A.3 Functions
NoP /1 :

The function

NoP (s)

returns the number of available percepts in a given situation

s

and is dened as follows (cf. Section 4.1.1 on page 43 .).

A.4 Predicates

NoP : sit 7→ N

AnchorUpdate (o, ΓA , ΠA , ΠP , Γ0 , Π0 , s) combines
the given set ΠP of current, associated percepts of the situation s with the set ΠA of
0
percepts already integrated into the anchor uent, yielding the new set Π of percepts.
Moreover, this predicate fuses the current best, perceptual estimate ΓA stored in the
anchor with all the new, perceptual information provided by the percepts of set ΠP
0
into the successive perceptual estimate Γ (cf. Section 5.4.4 on page 91 .).

AnchorUpdate /7 :

The multi-modal predicate

AnchorUpdate :
objCat × percSig × P(percID) × P(percID) × percSig × P(percID) × sit

A.4.

PREDICATES

AttrTypeStatic /2 :
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The predicate

AttrTypeStatic (o, a) holds i the given attribute a
o of objects in the application domain

static regarding the category

is considered
at hand (cf.

Section 3.6 on page 31 .).

AttrTypeStatic : objCat × attr
BState /2 :

BState (s, z)

Given an appropriate preference criterion, the predicate
or more most preferred hypotheses

z

designates one

of correspondences in the given situation

s

(cf.

Section 4.3.1 on page 68 .).

BState : sit × state
BStateSet /2 :

The predicate

situation

s.

BStateSet (s, ζ)

holds for a certain set

ζ

of hypotheses of the given

The preference criterion in use determines all hypotheses of the set

ζ

to be the most preferred ones (cf. Section 4.3.2 on page 69 .). Thus, the predicate

BStateSet

is dened less rigid compared to predicate

BState .

BStateSet : sit × P(state)
CC /8 :

The predicate

CC (πP , o, ΓP , n, f − , f + , s, z)

combines all three symbol anchoring func-

tionalities, which determine all possible correspondences of the given percept

πP .

Among those possible correspondences, it chooses a particular one non-deterministically

CC

(cf. Section 4.2.1 on page 51 .).

is short for choice of correspondences.

CC : percID × objCat × percSig × percID × fluent × fluent × sit × state
Consistent /1 :
i

Consistent (z)

The predicate

z

holds true for the given hypothesis representation

z

complies with certain consistency constraints (cf. Section 4.1.2 on page 45 .).

Consistent : state
DiCorr /2 : The predicate DiCorr (z1 , z2 ) is dened to hold true, i the given states z1
z2 represent dierent symbol anchoring hypotheses (cf. Section 4.3.1 on page 68

and
.).

DiCorr : state × state
Grounded /4 :

The predicate

predicates.
tribute

a

Grounded (o, a, p, (b, t))

serves the purpose of grounding perceptual

More precisely, a perceptual predicate
for objects of category

o

p

specifying the perceptual at-

is grounded on the interval

(b, t)

of perceptual

values (cf. Section 3.6 on page 31 .).

Grounded : objCat × attr × percPred × (R × R)
Intersect /2 : The predicate Intersect ((a, b), (c, d)) holds true i the given
(c, d) of real numbers intersect (cf. Section 4.2.2 on page 52 .).

intervals

(a, b)

and

Intersect : (R × R) × (R × R)
IsGrounded /3 :

The predicate

IsGrounded (x, s, z)

rently grounded in the given situation
page 65 .).

tells us, whether the given object

s

and hypothesis

z

IsGrounded : X ∪ percID × sit × state

x

is cur-

(cf. Section 4.2.8 on
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IsNewSymbol /3 :

IsNewSymbol is part of our uni-modal symbol anchorIsNewSymbol (x, s, z 0 ) holds true i the given object symbol x
0
is a fresh one in the successor hypothesis z after performing the symbol anchoring
transaction and update in situation s (cf. Section 4.3.3.1 on page 72 .).
The auxiliary predicate

ing approach. Predicate

IsNewSymbol : percID × sit × state
Match /3 :

Match (x, Γ, z)

The predicate
the object

x

veries whether the symbolic information known about

matches the perceptual information

given hypothesis

z.

Γ

obtained from a percept in the

The denition of the uni-modal predicate

Match

closely resembles

the one of the multi-modal version (cf. Section 4.2.2 on page 52 . and Section 5.4.4
on page 91 .).

P /4 :

Match : X ∪ percID × percSig × state

P (π, o, Γ, s)

The predicate

represents a current percept of situation

symbol anchoring approach.

s

in our uni-modal

Γ
π

This predicate includes the perceptual information

about a certain object of the environment, which is of category

o.

The identier

denotes this percept (cf. Section 4.1.1 on page 43 .).

P : percID × objCat × percSig × sit
P /5 :

Likewise to the uni-modal predicate
predicate

P (π, o, Γ, πR , s)

P /4

representing a percept, the multi-modal

holds the perceptual information about a certain object of

the environment. In addition to the uni-modal
the parameter
and

πR

πR ,

P /4 ,

the multi-modal version includes

which may refer to another current percept indicating that both

π

are measured of the same physical object (cf. Section 5.3.1 on page 82 .).

P : percID × objCat × percSig × percID ∪ {⊥} × sit
PBlock /2 :

The predicate

PBlock (Π, s)

holds true in our multi-modal approach i the set

Π

in-

cludes all those and only those identiers of percepts that are associated with each other
according to the reference percept of predicate

P /5

(cf. Section 5.4.1 on page 85 .).

PBlock : P(percID) × sit
PFusion /4 :

PFusion /4 is a particular instance of the multi-modal
AnchorUpdate /7 . Given a set ΠP of current, associated percepts of situa0
tion s , the predicate PFusion (o, ΠP , Γ , s) fuses the perceptual information provided
0
by the individual percepts into a single perceptual estimate Γ . All percepts of the
set ΠP of associated percepts originate from the same object of the environment (cf.
The multi-modal predicate

predicate

Section 5.4.6 on page 95 .).

PFusion : objCat × P(percID) × percSig × sit
PKnown /3 :

P (πP , o, Γ, πR , s) in the multi-modal
PKnown (ΠA , πP , πR ) checks whether this percept

Given a certain percept in form of predicate

approach, the auxiliary predicate

is associated with some object symbol via the symbol's anchor. For this purpose, the
anchor uent includes the set

ΠA

comprising all previously corresponding percepts

(cf. Section 5.4.4 on page 91 .).

PKnown : P(percID) × percID × percID ∪ {⊥}
Pref /3 :

The predicate

Pref (s, z, z2 )

implements a user dened, application dependent prefer-

ence criterion between any two symbol anchoring hypotheses
(cf. Section 4.3.1 on page 68 .).

Pref : sit × state × state

z

and

z2

of a situation

s

A.4.
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PrefPercKS /4 :

133

The auxiliary predicate

PrefPercKS (s, z1 , z2 , π)

may serve as a building block

for implementing a preference criterion for symbol anchoring hypotheses. We dened
this predicate to prefer a hypothesis
percept

π

z1

of situation

s

over another hypothesis

corresponds to some already known object identier in

fresh object identier in

z2

z1 ,

z2

i

and to some

(cf. Section 4.3.3.1 on page 72 .).

PrefPercKS : sit × state × state × percID
PrefSets /3 :

s , the preference
PrefSets (s, ζ1 , ζ2 ) denes all hypotheses of set ζ1 to be preferred over all
those of set ζ2 according to a user dened, application dependent preference criterion
Based on sets of symbol anchoring hypotheses of a given situation

predicate

(cf. Section 4.3.2 on page 69 .).

PrefSets : sit × P(state) × P(state)
UpdatePS /4 :

The uni-modal predicate

UpdatePS

is employed in our approach for the purpose

of updating the best perceptual estimate stored in the anchor of a certain correspondence upon obtaining some new perceptual information.
best perceptual estimate
tion

ΓP

More precisely, given the

ΓA of the anchor uent and the new perceptual informaUpdatePS (o, ΓA , ΓP , Γ0 ) fuses both yielding the new, best

of the percept,
Γ0 to be stored in the successive anchor uent (cf. Section 4.2.3

perceptual estimate
on page 55 .).

UpdatePS : objCat × percSig × percSig × percSig
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Appendix B
Notation
The wording, spelling and grammar of this work was chosen in accordance with current British
English as described in [Hornby, 2000].

The technical writing shall comply with the standards

dened in [The University of Chicago, 1982].



For the sake of ease of understanding and readability, we chose a very similar notation and
terminology as used in the approaches by Saotti et al. described in Section 2.3.5. We also
hope to improve the understanding of the included formulas by specifying the signature of
logical macros, although this is not necessary.



Our approach is based on rst-order logic with sorts and arithmetic operators including
equality. Using sets in our formalization improves the readability, while sets could directly
be replaced with uents, states and the macro



We utilized the symbol 

≡

Holds .

denoting the logical equivalence and the symbol 

⊃

denoting

the logical implication in our work.



We used the expression

(∃!x)P (x) , the so-called uniqueness quantication, which abbreviates
x such that P (x) . The following equivalence holds:

that there is exactly one instance of

[(∃!x)P (x)]


≡ [(∃x)(P (x) ∧ (∀y)(P (y) ⊃ (x = y)))]

In accordance with common rst-order logic notation, all free variables of formulas included
in this work are implicitly bound to the universal quantier 



∀

if not specied explicitly.

Typically, we used capital letters to denote constants and small letters to denote variables.
Greek letters have been used for variables only, due to the above compliance with Saotti's
formulas. In particular, capital Greek letters stand for sets, but small Greek letters typically
0
represent elements of sets in our work. Variables that carry an apostrophe, e. g. x , typically
represent the update of the considered variable

x,

e. g. in the successor situation.

We

typically use the subscript  P  with variables indicating that this value originates from a

percept,


while the subscript  A  indicates that the origin is an

The symbol 

⊥

anchor.

was used as a logical constant in terms, not as a formula. In our work it

stands for an ungrounded correspondence. Again, the choice of this symbol was for reasons
of compliance with the notation of approaches by Saotti et al. as described in Section 2.3.5.
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